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gold and topaz medallion worn by The University 
of Iowa president at formal academic ceremonies 
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made by Karen Cantine as part of the work for 
her M.A. conferred August 4, 1965.
3The University of 
Iowa Commencement 
Ceremonies
Thursday 
May 10, 2012
Pharmacy 
Coralville Marriott Hotel  
& Conference Center 
10:00 a.m.
Friday 
May 11, 2012
School of Management 
Coralville Marriott Hotel  
& Conference Center 
10:00 a.m.
Law 
Iowa Memorial Union 
Main Lounge 
1:00 p.m.
Medicine 
Coralville Marriott Hotel  
& Conference Center 
6:30 p.m.
Saturday 
May 12, 2012
Liberal Arts and Sciences 
Carver-Hawkeye Arena 
9:00 a.m.
Engineering 
Coralville Marriott Hotel  
& Conference Center 
10:00 a.m.
Nursing 
Iowa Memorial Union  
Main Lounge 
10:00 a.m.
Graduate College 
Carver-Hawkeye Arena 
3:00 p.m.
Sunday 
May 13, 2012
Business 
Carver-Hawkeye Arena 
1:00 p.m.
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5One Hundred and 
Sixty-Sixth Year of 
the University
The University of Iowa
Sally Mason, B.A., M.S., Ph.D.
President
P. Barry Butler, B.S., M.S., Ph.D.
Executive Vice President and Provost
Douglas K. True, B.S., M.B.A.
Senior Vice President and University Treasurer
Jordan Cohen, B.S., M.S., Ph.D.
Vice President for Research and Economic 
Development
Thomas R. Rocklin, A.B., M.S., Ph.D.
Vice President for Student Life
Carroll J. Reasoner, B.A., J.D.
Vice President for Legal Affairs and  
General Counsel
Henry B. Tippie  
College of Business
William C. Hunter, B.S., M.B.A., Ph.D.
Dean
College of Dentistry
David C. Johnsen, B.S., D.D.S., M.S.
Dean
College of Education
Margaret S. Crocco, A.B., M.A., Ph.D.
Dean
College of Engineering
Alec B. Scranton, B.S., Ph.D.
Dean
Graduate College
John C. Keller, B.S., M.S., Ph.D.
Dean and Associate Provost for
Graduate Education
College of Law
Gail B. Agrawal, B.A., M.P.H., J. D.
Dean
College of Liberal Arts 
and Sciences
Linda Maxson, B.S., M.A., Ph.D.
Dean
Roy J. and Lucille A. Carver 
College of Medicine
Paul B. Rothman, B.S., M.D.
Dean
College of Nursing
Rita A. Frantz, B.S.N., M.A., Ph.D.
Dean
College of Pharmacy
Donald E. Letendre, B.S., Pharm.D.
Dean
College of Public Health
Susan J. Curry, B.A., M.A., Ph.D.
Dean
University College
M. Beth Ingram, B.S., Ph.D.
Dean and Associate Provost for 
Undergraduate Education
 
Division of Continuing 
Education
Chester Rzonca, B.S., M.A., Ed.D.
Dean and Associate Provost
International Programs
Downing Thomas, B.A., M.A., Ph.D.
Associate Provost and Dean
University Libraries
Nancy L. Baker, B.A., M.L.S., M.A.
University Librarian
University of Iowa 
Hospitals and Clinics
Kenneth P. Kates, B.S., M.B.A.
Associate Vice President for Medical Affairs 
and Chief Executive Officer
University Hygienic 
Laboratory
Christopher Atchison, A.B., M.P.A.
Director
6Honorary Degrees
The University of Iowa confers honorary 
degrees to individuals who have dem-
onstrated extraordinary achievements in 
such areas as research, scholarship, educa-
tion, artistic creation, social activism, 
human rights, or humanitarian outreach. 
Nominations are made by the faculty, 
with selections approved by the Provost 
and the Board of Regents, State of Iowa.
 
Honorary degrees have been awarded to 
the following individuals:
Marvin Pomerantz, Honorary Doctor of 
Humane Letters, December 2007
Ignacio Ponseti, Honorary Doctor of 
Science, December 2007
Robert Solow, Honorary Doctor of 
Humane Letters, May 2008
Himie Voxman, Honorary Doctor of 
Humane Letters, December 2008
Johan Hultin, Honorary Doctor of 
Science, May 2009
Henry B. Tippie, Honorary Doctor of 
Humane Letters, December 2009
Tom Brokaw, Honorary Doctor of 
Humane Letters, May 2010
Robert Hass, Honorary Doctor of Humane 
Letters, May 2010
John Pappajohn, Honorary Doctor of 
Humane Letters, May 2010
C. Vivian Stringer, Honorary Doctor of 
Humane Letters, May 2010
Gregs Thomopulos, Honorary Doctor of 
Science, May 2010
Arthur A. Neu, Honorary Doctor of 
Humane Letters, December 2010
Richard (Dick) Myers, Honorary Doctor 
of Humane Letters, May 2011
Jerre Stead, Honorary Doctor of Humane 
Letters, May 2011
The University of Iowa is pleased to make 
the following awards in May 2012:
ROBERT OSTERHAUS, HONORARY 
DOCTOR OF SCIENCE:
Robert J. Osterhaus, a 1952 UI pharmacy 
graduate, is a renowned leader in 
pharmacy practice, pharmacy education, 
and advocacy in support of the profession 
and the public good.  The independent 
community pharmacy he has owned 
since 1965 has long been recognized as 
one of the most progressive, patient-
centered pharmacy practices in the state. 
He has mentored scores of practitioners 
of all ages, and has served in numerous 
professional leadership positions.  A 
longtime community leader, Mr. Osterhaus 
served four terms as representative for 
Iowa’s 34th House District.  As the only 
practicing health care professional in 
the Iowa General Assembly at the time, 
he provided expert perspectives on a 
variety of issues pertaining to health care 
that were invaluable to the development 
of several major legislative efforts.  Mr. 
Osterhaus has been recognized for his 
leadership, service, and achievements with 
numerous awards and honors, including 
the Remington Honor Medal, the pharmacy 
profession’s highest honor.  Through his 
dual commitment to the highest standards 
in patient care and in higher education, he 
continues to have a profound impact on 
the pharmacy profession and on pharmacy 
education.
The University of Iowa wishes to recognize 
Mr. Robert Osterhaus for his exceptional 
contributions to civic and political leadership, 
his dedication to the pharmacy profession, and 
his loyalty to The University of Iowa.
ROBERT D. RAY, HONORARY DOCTOR 
OF LAWS:
First elected at age 40, Robert D. Ray 
served as governor of Iowa from 1969 to 
1983.  As governor, he acted to advance 
human rights in Iowa by convening the first 
Iowa Conference on the Status of Women; 
declaring by Executive Order that Iowa’s 
state government should be open to people 
regardless of their race, color, or creed; 
pushing for the passage of the Iowa Burials 
Protection Act of 1976, the first legislative 
act in the U.S. that specifically protected 
Native American remains; and establishing 
the Iowa Council for Children.  He assisted 
in the resettlement in Iowa of 10,000 
refugees from Laos, Vietnam, Cambodia, 
and Thailand after the U.S. withdrawal 
from Vietnam, and served as a delegate to 
the United Nations Conference on Refugees 
in Geneva in 1979.  Governor Ray has 
served as chair of the National Governors 
Association and president of the Council of 
State Governments.  Following his time as 
governor, he served as interim president of 
Drake University and as interim mayor of 
Des Moines.  He has been the recipient of 
numerous awards and honors, including 
the Christine Wilson Medal for Equality and 
Justice, which is given to individuals whose 
lives and work have illustrated outstanding 
dedication and service to those values.  
The University of Iowa wishes to recognize 
Governor Robert Ray for his exceptional 
leadership as governor of the state of Iowa, his 
visionary and dedicated service to the people 
of the state and nation before and since his 
governorship, and his exemplary role as a model 
“citizen lawyer.”
STANLEY F. REDEKER, HONORARY 
DOCTOR OF HUMANE LETTERS:
Stanley Redeker served as a member of the 
Board of Regents, State of Iowa, from 1961 to 
1973.  In 1965 he was unanimously elected 
Board president—even though he was a 
member of the minority party—in an early 
demonstration of his unifying influence 
on that body.  The Board confronted 
many extraordinary challenges during the 
years of his service, many arising from 
the tempestuous institutional, social, and 
political changes of the times.  In the face 
of these challenges, Mr. Redeker steadfastly 
defended the University and its academic 
values.  An extraordinary representative of 
and spokesman for the University, he was 
able to articulate its values and priorities 
to diverse external constituencies and 
interact constructively with the legislative 
and executive branches of government. 
Through his leadership and diplomacy 
he was an important force in keeping the 
Board united and effective in a period of 
almost continual crisis.   In the years since 
Mr. Redeker’s retirement from the Board, he 
has been an exemplary citizen leader in his 
community.
The University of Iowa wishes to recognize 
Mr. Stanley Redeker for his exceptional 
contributions to state educational leadership, 
his ability to unify the Board of Regents during 
a contentious period, and his dedication to the 
values of the University during troubled times.
7Thomas Ernest Boston-Kemple,   
Mount Pleasant
Educational Policy and Leadership 
Studies.  Thesis: A Conceptual Analysis 
of Key Concepts in Inclusive Education
Karen Therese Boulanger,  San Jose, CA
Community and Behavioral Health.  
Thesis: Factors Related to Satisfaction, 
Pain and Affect Outcomes in Massage 
Therapy Clients
David Byron Brown,  Iowa City
Educational Policy and Leadership 
Studies.  Thesis: African-American 
Principals in the Midwest: Voices of the 
Sojourner Principal
Kunlin Cao
Electrical and Computer Engineering.  
Thesis: Mechanical Analysis of Lung CT 
Images Using Nonrigid Registration
Ana W. Capuano
Occupational and Environmental Health.  
Thesis: Constrained Ordinal Models 
with Application in Occupational and 
Environmental Health
Martha Lydia Carvour,  Altoona
Epidemiology.  Thesis: Patterns and 
Predictors of Survival Following an HIV/
AIDS-related Neurologic Diagnosis
Wendy Lee Caszatt-Allen
Teaching and Learning.  Thesis: In 
Search of the Blue Note: Un/Folding 
Imagination in Adolescent Literacy
Gang Cheng,  Iowa City
Biostatistics.  Thesis: The Nonparametric 
Least-squares Method for Estimating 
Monotone Functions with Interval-
censored Observations
Michael Scott Chmielewski,  Erie, PA
Psychology.  Thesis: The Structure of 
Common and Severe Psychopathology:  
Analyses of Syndromes and Symptoms
Dawnette Leigh Cigrand,  Monticello
Education.  Thesis: School Counselors' 
Use of the Combination of Social 
StoriesTM and Video Modeling 
Intervention for Social Skills 
Development of Students Diagnosed 
with Autism Spectrum Disorders:  A 
Qualitative Criticism of the Perception of
 Multidisciplinary Team Members
Elaine K. Cook
Nursing.  Thesis: Nursing Outcomes 
Classification:  A Cross-link to Assign 
Nursing Home Recertification Survey 
Severity Scores
Daniel Warren Cooley
Electrical and Computer Engineering.  
Thesis: Data Acquisition Unit for Low-
noise, Continuous Glucose Monitoring
Angela Ruth Cordle,  Iowa City
Biology.  Thesis: Genes Involved in 
Asexual Sporophyte Development in 
Ceratopteris richardii and Arabidopsis 
thaliana
Joshua Daniel Cosman
Neuroscience.  Thesis: Task-specific 
Learning Supports Control over 
Attentional Capture
Stephen Hyrum Courtright,  Iowa City
Business Administration.  Thesis: Fired 
Up or Burned Out?  Exploring the Effects 
of Leadership Challenge Demands 
on Leadership Behaviors through 
Engagement and Burnout
Luciana Kindl da Cunha,  Curitiba, Brazil
Civil and Environmental Engineering.  
Thesis: Exploring the Benefits of Satellite 
Remote Sensing for Flood Prediction 
across Scales
Miranda Lynn Curtiss,  Alliance, NE
Immunology.  Thesis: Role of Tim-1 in 
Immune Responses
Beth Noelle Davidson,  Omaha, NE
Molecular and Cellular Biology.  Thesis: 
Examining Cleft Lip and Palate as a 
Lifelong Disease:  Genetic Investigation 
of Causes and Outcomes
Thomas Scott Davis,  Johnston
Teaching and Learning.  Thesis: 
Elementary Teachers' Responses to 
the Adoption of a Published Writing 
Curriculum
Katherine Marie Degner,  Bettendorf
Teaching and Learning.  Thesis: 
Demography as Destiny:  The Role 
of Parental Connoisseurship and 
Mathematics Course Taking Patterns 
among High School Students
John Nickolas DenBleyker
Psychological and Quantitative 
Foundations.  Thesis: Comparing 
Trend and Gap Statistics across Tests: 
Distributional Change Using Ordinal 
Methods and Bayesian Inference
David Derrick Dickey,  Des Moines
Molecular and Cellular Biology.  Thesis: 
Strategies for Improving Adeno-
associated Viral Infection of Airway 
Epithelial Cells
Lori Lee Dockery
Psychological and Quantitative 
Foundations.  Thesis: Testing 
Accommodations for ELL Students on an 
Achievement Test Battery
Matthew Louis Drabek
Philosophy.  Thesis: A Phenomenological 
Account of Practices
Chester George Duda
Chemistry.  Thesis: Thin Layer 
Sonoelectrochemistry
Graduate ColleGe
Doctor of Philosophy
Jae Youn Ahn
Statistics.  Thesis: Non-Parametric 
Inference of Risk Measures
Kristin Anderson Terpstra,  Coralville
Communication Studies.  Thesis: 
Spreading the Word: Fan Translations of 
Manga in a Global Context
Richard Matthew Arenas
Speech and Hearing Science.  Thesis: The 
Role of Anticipation and an Adaptive 
Monitoring System in Stuttering:  
A Theoretical and Experimental 
Investigation
Antonio Arenas Amado
Civil and Environmental Engineering.  
Thesis: Development and Application of 
a Mechanistic Model of Juvenile Salmon 
Swim Paths
Erik William Asp,  Iowa City
Neuroscience.  Thesis: A 
Neuroanatomical Investigation of Belief 
and Doubt
Keith Gerard Avin
Physical Rehabilitation Science.  Thesis: 
Moderators of Fatigue: The Complexity 
of Interactions
Rachael Marie Ayers-Arnone,  Iowa City
Teaching and Learning.  Thesis: 
Culturally Relevant Teaching in the Art 
Classroom
Nirmalla Barros,  Union, NJ
Occupational and Environmental Health.  
Thesis: Predictability of Radon Airborne 
Measurements Based on Surrogate 
Measures
Monica Reese Basile,  Iowa City
Women's Studies.  Thesis: Reproductive 
Justice and Childbirth Reform: Doulas as 
Agents of Social Change
Robin Marie Beining,  Dubuque
Interdisciplinary Studies.  Thesis: 
Screening for Cervical Cancer - An 
Exploratory Study of Urban Women in 
Tamil Nadu, India
Suzanne Beth Bellman
Interdisciplinary Studies.  Thesis: I Would 
Rather Be Happy Than Right:  Consumer 
Impulsivity, Risky Decision Making, and 
Accountability
Leah Christine Biggs,  Iowa City
Genetics.  Thesis: Interferon Regulatory 
Factor 6:  A Novel Regulator of 
Keratinocyte Differentiation and 
Migration
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Educational Policy and Leadership 
Studies.  Thesis: Organizational 
Commitment of Principals:  The Effects 
of Job Autonomy, Empowerment, and 
Distributive Justice
Jeremy Shane Duncan
Biology.  Thesis: Cochlear Neurosensory 
Specification and Competence: You Gata 
Have Gata
Gregory Angel Esparza,  Coralville
Immunology.  Thesis: The Molecular 
Requirements for Activation of Specific 
Toll-like Receptor 4 Signaling Pathways
Elizabeth Julie Evans
Teaching and Learning.  Thesis: 
Managing the Foreign Language 
Classroom: Reflections from the 
Preservice Field and Beyond
Justin Stanich Feinstein
Psychology.  Thesis: Examination of 
the Limbic System's Role in Emotional 
Experience Using a Human Lesion Model
Gregory Michael Feldmann,  Iowa City
Psychological and Quantitative 
Foundations.  Thesis: Early Numeracy: 
Technical Adequacy of Select 
Kindergarten and First Grade Screening 
Measures
James Douglas Fielder
Political Science.  Thesis: Dissent in 
Digital: The Internet and Dissent in 
Authoritarian States
Brad Wayne Floy
Exercise Science.  Thesis: Modulation of 
Hamstrings Reflexive Responses during 
Human Gait
Michael Glassco
Mass Communications.  Thesis: 
Contested Images: The Politics and 
Poetics of Appropriation
Sara Anne Gooch
Film Studies.  Thesis: Mediating the Mill: 
Steel Production in Film
Cecile Agnes Gouard,   
Saint-Père-en-Retz, France
French and Francophone World Studies.  
Thesis: Métamorphoses des rôles et 
statuts par les ecritures féminines
Darren Robert Grafius,  East Lansing, MI
Geography.  Thesis: Distribution and 
Biomass Dynamics of the Alpine Treeline 
Ecotone across the Western United States
Rupa Gupta
Neuroscience.  Thesis: The Effects of 
Ventromedial Prefrontal Cortex Damage 
on Interpersonal Coordination in Social 
Interaction
Jessica Danielle Hanson
Community and Behavioral Health.  
Thesis: Perceived Behavioral Control 
among Non-Pregnant Women:  A Study 
of Two Behaviors Related to Fetal Alcohol 
Spectrum Disorders
Mahdiar Hariri,  Shiraz, Iran
Mechanical Engineering.  Thesis: A 
Study of Optimization-based Predictive 
Dynamics Method for Digital Human 
Modeling
Cathy Staloch Hass
Molecular and Cellular Biology.  Thesis: 
Function of Replication Protein A in DNA 
Repair and Cell Checkpoints
C. Clayton Hazelett,   
Lake Wallenpaupack, PA
Anatomy and Cell Biology.  Thesis: Ral 
GTPases Regulate Biogenesis of Cell 
Polarity
Beixin Julie He
Molecular Physiology and Biophysics.  
Thesis: Calcium and Calmodulin 
Dependent Protein Kinase II 
Hyperactivity in Cardiac Remodeling
Abby Leigh Hemmerich,  Eau Claire, WI
Speech and Hearing Science.  Thesis: The 
Distribution and Severity of Tremor in 
Speech Structures of Persons with Vocal 
Tremor
Sabine Brigitte Henlin-Stromme
Film Studies.  Thesis: Nature, Nation and 
the Global in Contemporary Norwegian 
Cinema
Min Huang,  Iowa City
Chemical and Biochemical Engineering.  
Thesis: A Multi-scale Modeling Study of 
the Impacts of Transported Pollutants 
and Local Emissions on Summertime 
Western US Air Quality
In Ae Hur
Biomedical Engineering.  Thesis: 
Novel Computer Vision Algorithms for 
Automated Cell Event Detection and 
Analysis
Karry Marie Jannie
Biology.  Thesis: Activated Leukocyte Cell 
Adhesion Molecule (ALCAM) Regulation 
of Tumor Cell Behavior and Neuronal 
Targeting
Dingfeng Jiang,  Iowa City
Biostatistics.  Thesis: Concave Selection in 
Generalized Linear Models
Andrew William Johnson,  Saint Louis, MO
Pharmacology.  Thesis: Protection against 
Angiotension II-induced Endothelial 
Dysfunction and Hypertension via Small 
Molecule Inhibitors of Signal Transducer 
and Activator of Transcription 3
Eric David Johnson,  Iowa City
American Studies.  Thesis: Crossover 
Narratives:  Intersections of Race, Genre, 
and Authenticity in Unpopular Popular 
Music
Seth Adam Jones,  Iowa City
Philosophy.  Thesis: Modality, 
Compatibilism, and Leibniz:  A Critical 
Defense
Annalisa Marie Jordan,   
Vadnais Heights, MN
Chemistry.  Thesis: Chemical 
Investigations of Endophytic and 
Fungicolous Fungi
Jason Robert Juett,  Marion
Mathematics.  Thesis: Some Topics in 
Abstract Factorization
Elham Talib Kateeb,  Iowa City
Oral Science.  Thesis: Factors Related 
to the Use of Atraumatic Restorative 
Treatment (ART) in Pre and Post-
Pediatric Dentistry Programs and in 
Pediatric Dentistry Practices in the US
Matthew Ryan Kelley,  West Fargo, ND
Chemistry.  Thesis: Guanidinato and 
Amidinato Complexes of Iridium(I): 
Synthesis, O2 and S8 Reactivity, 
and (Alkene)peroxo- and (Alkene)
persulfidoiridium(III) Intermediates
Jinsil Kim
Anatomy and Cell Biology.  Thesis: 
Identification of Genes Contributing to 
Preterm Birth:  Insights from Genetic, 
Transcriptomic, and Epigenetic Analyses
Soon Ki Kim
Chemical and Biochemical Engineering.  
Thesis: Advanced Clay Nanocomposites 
Based on in situ Photopolymerization 
Utilizing Novel Polymerizable 
Organoclays
Maneesh Gupta Kumar
Free Radical and Radiation Biology.  
Thesis: MicroRNA-302 as a Redox 
Sensitive Regulator of ARID4a and CCL5
Kari Rae Lane,  Columbia, MO
Nursing.  Thesis: An Intervention to 
Assist Older Persons Adjust to Hearing 
Aids
Rebecca Erin Leal,  Clarion, PA
French and Francophone World 
Studies.  Thesis: "Mon père, l'étranger": 
stéréotypes et représentations des 
immigrés algériens en France
Garett Gordon Lee,  Maple Grove, MN
Chemistry.  Thesis: 
Magnetoelectrocatalysis:  Enhanced 
Heterogeneous Electron Transfer 
Reactions at Modified Electrodes, Grätzel 
Cells, and MnO2 Electrodes
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Speech and Hearing Science.  Thesis: 
Are Individual Differences in Language 
Associated with Differences in the 
Corticostriatal System? A Behavioral and 
Imaging Study
Wen Li
Biomedical Engineering.  Thesis: 
Automated Parcellation on the Surface of 
Human Cerebral Cortex Generated from 
MR Images
Kathleen Kei Lin
Biomedical Engineering.  Thesis: Role 
of Neck Angulation and Endograft 
Oversizing in Folding and Its Impact on 
Device Fixation Strength
Andrew Edwards Littmann,   
Stevens Point, WI
Physical Rehabilitation Science.  Thesis: 
Use-dependent Plasticity of the Human 
Central Nervous System:  The Influence 
of Motor Learning and Whole Body Heat 
Stress
Woyu Liu
History.  Thesis: Mao's Agrarian Reforms: 
The Socialist Rural Transformation in an 
East China County, 1946-1965
Joshua Adam Livermore
Civil and Environmental Engineering.  
Thesis: Microbial Ecology of a Managed 
Aquifer near the Iowa Army Ammunition 
Plant (Middletown, IA)
Tara Kristen Maga,  Clarkston, MI
Genetics.  Thesis: Unraveling the 
Complex Genetics of Atypical Hemolytic 
Uremic Syndrome
Nicole Edwards Malley,  Galesburg, IL
Music.  Thesis: The Sound That Sells:  The 
Musical and Improvisatory Practices of 
the American Auctioneer
Georgianna LaNelle Martin,  Jackson, MS
Counseling, Rehabilitation,  and Student 
Development.  Thesis: Getting Out, 
Missing Out, and Surviving: The Social 
Class Experiences of White, Low-income, 
First-generation College Students
Joshua Steven Matthews
English.  Thesis: The American Alighieri:  
Receptions of Dante in the United States, 
1818-1867
Mohamad Mazboudi,  Beirut, Lebanon
Business Administration.  Thesis: 
Accounting Choices under IFRS and 
Their Effect on Over-Investment in 
Capital Expenditures
Julia Beth McHugh,  Coralville
Geoscience.  Thesis: Temnospondyl 
Ontogeny and Phylogeny, a Window 
into Terrestrial Ecosystems during the 
Permian-Triassic Mass Extinction
Yelena Aleksandrovna Mejova
Computer Science.  Thesis: Sentiment 
Analysis within and across Social Media 
Streams
Kristi S. Mindrup,  East Moline, IL
Educational Policy and Leadership 
Studies.  Thesis: Academic and Social 
Experiences of Undergraduate College 
Students at a Branch Campus:  A Case 
Study
Daniela Claudia Moga,   
Cluj-Napoca, Romania
Epidemiology.  Thesis: Bladder 
Antimuscarinics Use in the Veterans 
Affairs Community Living Centers: 
Description of Medication Use and 
Evaluation of Risks and Benefits
Emma Louise Mohr,  Coralville
Molecular and Cellular Biology.  Thesis: 
GB Virus C: Cellular Interactions, HIV 
Inhibition and Natural History
Daniel A. Morris,  Cedar Falls
Religious Studies.  Thesis: John Dewey, 
Reinhold Niebuhr, and Democratic Virtue
Joanna Lynn Morrissey,  Onalaska, WI
Health and Sport Studies.  Thesis: 
Understanding Health through the Eyes 
of Rural Adolescents
Perry N. Motsegood
Chemistry.  Thesis: Improved 
Performance of Alkaline Batteries via 
Magnetic Modification and Voltammetric 
Detection of Breath Acetone at Platinum 
Electrodes
Aurore Patricia Mroz,  Iowa City
Teaching and Learning.  Thesis: Nature 
of L2 Negotiation and Co-Construction 
of Meaning in a Problem-based Virtual 
Learning Environment:  A Mixed 
Methods Study
Kazeem Bode Olanrewaju,  Lagos, Nigeria
Chemical and Biochemical Engineering.  
Thesis: Reaction Kinetics of Cellulose 
Hydrolysis in Subcritical and 
Supercritical Water
Ryan T. O’Leary
Religious Studies.  Thesis: Being and Gaia
Timothy Michael Paschkewitz,   
Hartland, WI
Chemistry.  Thesis: Ammonia Production 
at Ambient Temperature and Pressure:  
An Electrochemical and Biological 
Approach
James Paul Patterson
Educational Policy and Leadership 
Studies.  Thesis: The Cultural Reform 
Project of Northern Teachers of the Freed 
People, 1862-1870
Brian Thomas Pavilonis,  Lemont, IL
Occupational and Environmental Health.  
Thesis: Rural Air Quality and Respiratory 
Health
Christopher James Pelham,  Bellevue, NE
Molecular Physiology and Biophysics.  
Thesis: Novel Mechanisms of Vascular-
specific Peroxisome Proliferator-activated 
Receptor Gamma in Hypertension and 
Atherosclerosis
Senthilkumar Perumal Kuppusamy,   
Iowa City
Human Toxicology.  Thesis: Telomerase 
and Telomere Dysregulation in 
Polychlorinated Biphenyl (PCBs) 
Exposed Human Skin Keratinocytes
Allison Miller Phillips
Art History.  Thesis: The Invisible 
Labor:  Nineteenth-Century Art, 
the Unconscious, and the Origins of 
Surrealism
Maricelle Pinto Tomas,  San Jose, Costa Rica
Spanish.  Thesis: El Caribe en voz menor
Jose Miguel Plata Ramirez,   
Merida, Venezuela
Teaching and Learning.  Thesis: 
Language Switching: A Qualitative 
Clinical Study of Four Second Language 
Learners' Composing Processes
Aaron Thomas Porter
Biostatistics.  Thesis: A Path-specific 
Approach to SEIR Modeling
Christian Abraham Preus
Classics.  Thesis: The Art of Aeschines:  
Anti-rhetorical Argumentation in the 
Speeches of Aeschines
Jiang Qiu
Pharmacy.  Thesis: The Effects of 
Conformation and Aggregation on the 
Pharmaceutical Chemistry Properties of 
Lipopeptide (Daptomycin)
Manasi Ramachandran
Biomedical Engineering.  Thesis: On 
the Role of Intracranial Aneurysm 
Morphology in Stable versus Unstable 
Lesions
Shyam Ramachandran
Genetics.  Thesis: Regulation of 
Gene Expression in Cystic Fibrosis: 
Implications for Biology and 
Therapeutics
Austin Jedidiah Ramme,  Okauchee, WI
Biomedical Engineering.  Thesis: 
High Throughput Patient-specific 
Orthopaedic Analysis:  Development of 
Interactive Tools and Application to Graft 
Placement in Anterior Cruciate Ligament 
Reconstruction
Matthew James Reardon
History.  Thesis: The Bonds of 
Manhood:  Public Life, Homosociality, 
and Hegemonic Masculinity in 
Massachusetts, 1630-1787
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Galen Charles Reddin
Educational Policy and Leadership 
Studies.  Thesis: Struggles and 
Achievements:  Experiences of Working-
class White Male Academics Who Attain 
Tenure
Eric Jon Reed
Educational Policy and Leadership 
Studies.  Thesis: An Examination of the 
Educational Aspirations Parents Have for 
Their Children
William Thomas Rock,  Davenport
Chemistry.  Thesis: 2D IR Done 
Cheaper, Easier, and Faster:  Design and 
Applications
Madhuparna Roy,  Iowa City
Biology.  Thesis: Role of the Sodium 
Pump in Auditory Function in Drosophila 
melanogaster
James E. Rybicki,  Cedar Rapids
Physics.  Thesis: Frequency and Time 
Domain Studies of Magneto-transport 
and Charge Trapping in Amorphous 
Organic Semiconductors
Mohammad Issa Mahmoud Saleh
Pharmacy.  Thesis: Population 
Pharmacokinetic/Pharmacodynamic 
Analysis of Erythropoiesis Kinetics
Daniel Benjamin Schulz,  Iowa City
Philosophy.  Thesis: Simplicity in Science
Joanna Louise Settles,  Mount Pleasant
Educational Policy and Leadership 
Studies.  Thesis: The Effects of Family 
Structure, Family Responsibilities, 
and Family Closeness on the College 
Decisions of Hispanic High School 
Students
Abraham Matthias Sheffield,  Iowa City
Genetics.  Thesis: Gene Therapy for 
Hereditary Hearing Loss: Lessons from a 
Mouse Model
Julie Kate Shepherd
Educational Policy and Leadership 
Studies.  Thesis: The Evolution of a Pay-
for-Performance Program: A Case Study 
of a Public School District's Collaboration 
with an Intermediary Organization
Nikhil Sikka,  Iowa City
Civil and Environmental Engineering.  
Thesis: Understanding Travelers' Route 
Choice Behavior under Uncertainty
Michael James Slowik
Film Studies.  Thesis: Hollywood Film 
Music in the Early Sound Era, 1926-1934
Qi Song
Electrical and Computer Engineering.  
Thesis: Globally Optimal Image 
Segmentation Incorporating Region, 
Shape Prior and Context Information
Christopher Neil Stephens
Psychological and Quantitative 
Foundations.  Thesis: An Investigation 
into the Psychometric Properties of the 
Proportional Reduction of Mean Squared 
Error and Augmented Scores
Kenda Ranee Stewart,  Hunter, KS
Anthropology.  Thesis: In or Out of 
Bounds?:  The Cultural and Political 
Implications of Palestinian Women's 
Soccer in Israel
Brooke Lindsey Strahn-Koller,  Coralville
Educational Policy and Leadership 
Studies.  Thesis: Academic Transfer Shock 
and Social Integration: A Comparison 
of Outcomes for Traditional and 
Nontraditional Students Transferring 
from 2-Year to 4-Year Institutions
Timothy Lister Stroope,  Des Moines
Geoscience.  Thesis: The Impact of Severe 
Blowdown on Sediment Composition 
and Sedimentation Rates in Lakes within 
Blowdown Patches Created by the Routt-
Divide Blowdown of 1997, Mt. Zirkel 
Wilderness Area, North-central Colorado
Supitcha Talungchit,  Iowa City
Oral Science.  Thesis: Enhancing 
Resin-Dentin Bond Effectiveness and 
Durability: The Role of Ethanol-Wet 
Bonding Technique, MMP-Inhibition 
(Chlorhexidine), and Photoinitiator 
Systems
Xiongwen Tang,  Shanghai, China
Statistics.  Thesis: Two-level Lognormal 
Frailty Model and Competing Risks 
Model with Missing Cause of Failure
Jennifer Rebecca Teitle,  Iowa City
Teaching and Learning.  Thesis: 
Theorizing Hang Out: Unstructured 
Youth Programs and the Politics of 
Representation
Matthew James Thoendel,  Lincoln, NE
Microbiology.  Thesis: Synthesis of the 
Accessory Gene Regulator Autoinducing 
Peptide in Staphylococcus aureus
Gregory Stuart Thomas
Molecular and Cellular Biology.  Thesis: 
Targeting Prostate Cancer with Synthetic 
RNA Ligands
William David Todd III,  Garland, TX
Psychology.  Thesis: Night and Day: 
Distinct Retinohypothalamic innervation 
Patterns Predict the Development of 
Nocturnality and Diurnality in Two 
Murid Rodent Species
Kathryn Rydze Trandem
Immunology.  Thesis: The Anti-
Inflammatory Response in Mice with 
Coronavirus-induced Encephalomyelitis
Stacy Ann Van Gorp,  Cedar Falls
Educational Policy and Leadership 
Studies.  Thesis: Innovation in the 
Nonprofit Organizational Context:  
Examining the Strategic Significance of 
Systems Trust and Individual Resistance 
to Change
Eric Scot Van Otterloo,  Sheldon
Anatomy and Cell Biology.  Thesis: 
Transcription Factor Activator Protein 
2 in Development and Disease of the 
Neural Crest
Qinchuan Wang
Biology.  Thesis: The Intercalated Disc-
associated Xin Family of Proteins in 
Cardiac Development and Function
Anna Joy Waterman
Anthropology.  Thesis: Marked in Life 
and Death:  Identifying Biological 
Markers of Social Differentiation in Late 
Prehistorical Portugal
Eric Walter Wilberg
Geoscience.  Thesis: Phylogenetic 
and Morphometric Assessment of 
the Evolution of the Longirostrine 
Crocodylomorphs
Katherine Leigh Wildman,  Madison, IN
Educational Policy and Leadership 
Studies.  Thesis: Staff Sabbaticals: An 
Examination of Sabbatical Purposes 
and Benefits for Higher Education 
Administrators
Charles Francis Williams
American Studies.  Thesis: Eros in 
America: Freud and the Counter Culture
Roseanne Marie Wolf,  Varina
Applied Mathematical and 
Computational Sciences.  Thesis: 
Defining New Insight into Fatal Human 
Arrhythmia:  A Mathematical Analysis
Vernon Anthony Woodley
Sociology.  Thesis: The Effects of Social 
Networks and Status in Team-structured 
Work Organizations
Xiayu Xu,  Iowa City
Biomedical Engineering.  Thesis: 
Automated Delineation and Quantitative 
Analysis of Blood Vessels in Retinal 
Fundus Image
Ziyue Xu
Electrical and Computer Engineering.  
Thesis: An Analytic Approach to Tensor 
Scale with Efficient Computational 
Solution and Applications to Medical 
Imaging
Jeffrey Robert Yager,  New Ulm, MN
Biomedical Engineering.  Thesis: 
Absolute Quantification of Proton 
Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopic 
Imaging
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Ming Yang
Biostatistics.  Thesis: Statistical Models 
for Count Time Series with Excess Zeros
Kamuela E. Yong,  Waimanalo, HI
Applied Mathematical and 
Computational Sciences.  Thesis: A 
Mathematical Model of the Interactions 
between Pollinators and Their Effects on 
Pollination of Almonds
Hsin-I Yueh,  Taipei, Taiwan
Communication Studies.  Thesis: The 
Tactic of the Weak:  A Critical Analysis of 
Feminine Persuasion in Taiwan
Jingyang Zhang
Biostatistics.  Thesis: Making Diagnoses 
with Multiple Tests under No Gold 
Standard
Xinhui Zhang,  Iowa City
Mechanical Engineering.  Thesis: 
Numerical Modeling of Biomass 
Combustion in a Stoker Boiler
Zijun Zhang,  Nanping, China
Industrial Engineering.  Thesis: 
Performance Optimization of Wind 
Turbines
Zachariah Walter Zubow,  Iowa City
Music.  Thesis: Mirage of the Mountains
Doctor of Musical Arts
Matthew Thomas Driscoll,  Oxford
Thesis:   New Orleans Brass Band 
Traditions and Popular Music: Elements 
of Style in the Music of Youngblood Brass 
Band
Gabrielle Annora Harvey,  Norman, OK
Thesis:   A Piece of the Exotic:  Virtuosic 
Violin Compositions and National 
Identity
Kira Lynn Horel,  Olathe, KS
Thesis:   The Overture to George 
Frederick Bristow's Rip Van Winkle: A 
Critical Edition
Jikyung Kam
Thesis:   Analytical and Pedagogical 
Approach to the Sonatine for Piano by 
Donald Martin Jenni
Kevin Arthur Nichols,  Macomb, IL
Thesis:   Important Works for Solo Drum 
Set as a Multiple Percussion Instrument
Jonathan Paul Tauscheck
Thesis:   A Performance Guide to Two 
Fairy Tales of Nickolai Medtner
Sarah Anne Wildey,  Kirkwood, NY
Thesis:   Historical Performance Practice 
in Cadenzas for Mozart's Concerto for 
Bassoon, K. 191 (186e)
Doctor of Audiology
Amanda Fay Baum,  Coralville
Alitta Erin Boechler,  Calgary, Canada
Jennifer Renee Fowler,  Altoona
Jacqueline Christine Hackbarth,  Iowa City
Molly Lou Marie Vangorp,  Clive
Doctor of Nursing Practice
Shanna Denae Dewater,  Springfield, MN
Teresa Dale Schenck,  Bettendorf
Master of Fine Arts
Alea Janine Ogugua Adigweme
English.  Thesis: This Is the Thing
Sara Deniz Akant
English.  Thesis: Parades
Andres Antonio Alfaro
Comparative Literature - Translation.  
Thesis: Listen to the Music: Translating 
Costa Rican Poet Felipe Granados' 
Soundtrack
Sandra Evelyn Allen
English.  Thesis: Mirraculas Paradise
Gabriel Ranes Anderson
Dance.  Thesis: Lovefool
Derek Andes,  Iowa City
Art.  Thesis: Aiming for the Moon
Amanda Beck,  Iowa City
English.  Thesis: Careful
Catherine Renee Blauvelt
English.  Thesis: Here, Highnote 
Highnote
Jerimee Christopher Bloemeke
English.  Thesis: Esoteric Cults of the 
American Soul
Brittany Dee Bodley
Theatre Arts.  Thesis: Visual Storytelling 
through Costume Design
Lisa Kay Borton,  Hudson, MI
Theatre Arts.  Thesis: Graduate Costume 
Design
Suzanne Celine Bradley,  Iowa City
Art.  Thesis: A Lesson in Confluence
Lauren Ann Brickman
Theatre Arts.  Thesis: Acting and Me:  An 
Exploration of Craft and Aesthetic
Deanna Brookens,  Pittsburgh, PA
Theatre Arts.  Thesis: Reflections on My 
Work as an Actor
Gregory Robert Brown,  Belfast, ME
English.  Thesis: Ghosts from over the 
Mountain
Marcus Ali Burke,  Iowa City
English.  Thesis: Team Seven
Amy Elizabeth Butcher,  Telford, PA
English.  Thesis: Where the Ghosts Go
Nickolas Andrew Butler
English.  Thesis: The Chainsaw Soiree
Andres Augustine Carlstein,  Endwell, NY
English.  Thesis: The Myth of Countries
Bryan Steven Castille,  Saint Louis, MO
English.  Thesis: Empty Houses
Felicia Rose Chavez
English.  Thesis: Have You Ever?  A 
Chemical Composition for Creative 
Writers
Andria Christina Cheng
Comparative Literature - Translation.  
Thesis: Après un rêve: After the Rain, After 
a Dream by Miri Yu -
Cheryl Lynn Childress,  Swansea, IL
Art.  Thesis: The Moment When 
Everything Falls Into Place/The Moment 
When Everything Falls Apart
Katy Aillene Chrisler,  Scottsdale, AZ
English.  Thesis: Come June
Rebecca Lai jun Chun
Dance.  Thesis: Americana:  The Routes 
of Our Roots
Ashley Diane Colley
English.  Thesis: How Many Sunning 
Snakes
Katie Lynn Consamus,  Taipei, Taiwan
Theatre Arts.  Thesis: A Semblance of 
Process
Chelsea Faye Cox,  Des Moines
English.  Thesis: Beyond Line 1
Stephen John Crompton,  Preston, England
Art.  Thesis: The American Mall
Susanna Garts Crum
Art.  Thesis: The Heart of the Park
Cristiane Paganelli Cunha
Art.  Thesis: The Ephemeral Trajectory of 
Objects
Ashley Rose Davidson
English.  Thesis: You'll Like It Here
Douglas Ross Degges
Art.  Thesis: Master of Fine Arts Thesis
Courtney Alane Eaddy-Richardson
Theatre Arts.  Thesis: My Journey as an 
Actor
Lina Maria Ferreira Cabeza-Vanegas
English.  Thesis: Refranology
Andrea Ann Ferrigno,  Iowa City
Art.  Thesis: Processing Information
Henry Keel Finch
English.  Thesis: Intermission
Christopher Michael Forsythe,  Iowa City
Art.  Thesis: Seeing the Unseen: 
Revealing Invisible and Visible Minutiae
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Katherine Fowley
English.  Thesis: Recognition Dance
Christa Shannon Fraser
English.  Thesis: This Is Your Home Now
Miles Sterling Fuller,  Mount Vernon
English.  Thesis: Grazed
Zachary Dayton Gall
English.  Thesis: The Days, a Novel 
Excerpt
Gregory Geffrard
Theatre Arts.  Thesis: Acting and Me:  An 
Exploration of Craft and Aesthetic
Stephanie Lynn Goehring
English.  Thesis: You Wake to an Alarm
Alison Kendra Greene,  Dallas, TX
English.  Thesis: The Exhibitionists: 
Memoirs of a Museum Geek
Stephanie Griest,  Corpus Christi, TX
English.  Thesis: Corpitos:  Mystics and 
Mayhem in South Texas
Jeff Griffin
English.  Thesis: Lost and
Derek Nicholas Gromadzki
Comparative Literature - Translation.  
Thesis: Such Work Within: Edoardo 
Sanguineti's Laborintus
Chanda Joelle Grubbs
English.  Thesis: Cupcake Moonshine--
Selected Fiction
Kathryn Frances Hargrave,  Chicago, IL
Art.  Thesis: Living and Making History 
in an Arts Practice
Jennifer Harris
Theatre Arts.  Thesis: My Actor’s Process
Dana Haugaard
Art.  Thesis: I Am Real, I Am Here
Arna Bontemps Hemenway,  Lawrence, KS
English.  Thesis: Shame: A Confession
Louisa Victoria Hill
Theatre Arts.  Thesis: The Lord of the 
Underworld's Home for Unwed Mothers
Makur Jain,  Lucknow, India
Comparative Literature - Translation.  
Thesis: A Translation of Two Short Stories 
by Contemporary Indian Social Critic 
Akhilesh (1960-  )
Evan Michael James
English.  Thesis: Cheer Up, Mr. 
Widdicombe
Jodi Johnson
English.  Thesis: The Pity Room
Lisa Marie Johnson 
Art. Thesis: (Kotcich)
Christina Louise Kaminski
English.  Thesis: Place, or 42°  35' 53.78" 
N, 18°  15' 7.14" E
Mary Helen Ross Kennerly,  Iowa City
English.  Thesis: Darlin’ Bones
Mia Tamar Khayat,  Kfar Vradim, Israel
Theatre Arts.  Thesis: Realized Works in 
Costume Design
Margaret Kim,  Yongin, Korea
Art.  Thesis: Nature-derived Life Force
Johanna Corinne Kirk
Dance.  Thesis: Of Air and Amnion
Jessica Rae Laser
English.  Thesis: The First Five Books
Mary NaRee Laube,  Iowa City
Art.  Thesis: Practical Joy
Jiaxi Li,  Iowa City
Dance.  Thesis: Dream the Butterfly 
Dream
Mark Robert Lindquist,  Eagle, ID
English.  Thesis: A Boy in the Trees
Zhao Liu,  Iowa City
Film and Video Production.  Thesis: 
Breaking into Hollywood - Dilemma of 
Contemporary Chinese Popular Cinema 
in America
Kendall Hamilton Lloyd,  Murrieta, CA
Theatre Arts.  Thesis: Thoughts on 
Acting: Just Do It
Aaron Andrew Lurth,  Cedar Rapids
Art.  Thesis: Parking
Tresa Makosky
Theatre Arts.  Thesis: Martha Clarke's 
In the Night:  The Creation of a Devised 
Performance from a Stage Management 
Perspective
Lucas Whitcher Mann,  Iowa City
English.  Thesis: In the Middle of 
Everywhere
Jessica O'Grady Marsh
English.  Thesis: Eternal September
Erica A. Martz,  San Francisco, CA
English.  Thesis: Tino Valentino, the 
World Is Yours!
Christopher Michael Masters
Dance.  Thesis: The American Dream
Benjamin David Mauk,  Iowa City
English.  Thesis: Fits
Mark Grayson Mayer
English.  Thesis: Shows on Earth
Erica S. Mena-Landry
Comparative Literature - Translation.  
Thesis: The Eternonaut
Carrie Leigh Metheny,  Coralville
Art.  Thesis: Passions in Nature
Melinda Jean Myers
Dance.  Thesis: Green Rooms
Shabnam Nadiya
English.  Thesis: Pariah Dog and Other 
Stories
Andrew James Nance
English.  Thesis: Endemic Gospels
Hong-Thao Thi Nguyen
English.  Thesis: Alpenglow
Thor Reabe Nystrom,  Baxter, MN
English.  Thesis: Locked and Loaded
Jeffrey Patrick Palmer,  Norman, OK
Film and Video Production.  Thesis: 
Origins:  Digital Reclamation of Kiowa 
Storyscapes
Amy Eleanor Parker,  Iowa City
English.  Thesis: Beasts and Children
Robert Paul Plantenberg
English.  Thesis: Monkeyville
Jillian Catherine Polaski
English.  Thesis: Congruence
Kristen Elizabeth Radtke
English.  Thesis: The Problem with 
Wanting Everything
Adrienne Meredith Raphel
English.  Thesis: In Light
Ryan James Rasmussen
Art.  Thesis: Rhizome
Christopher Lynn Renaud,  Iowa City
Film and Video Production.  Thesis: The 
Three of Us:  Or a Field Guide to North 
American Houses
Patrick Reynolds,  McMinnville, OR
Theatre Arts.  Thesis: Reflections on My 
Work as an Actor
Lawrence O. Robinson,  Bonne Terre, MO
Art.  Thesis: Food Court Series and the 
March 8th 1993 Series
Rebecca Ellen Rukeyser
English.  Thesis: Café the Best
Rodolfo Salgado, Jr.,  San Bernardino, CA
Art.  Thesis: Bubble Guts Enterprizes
Janet Story Schlapkohl,  Iowa City
Theatre Arts.  Thesis: Vaudeville Dreams
Kisha Lewellyn Schlegel
English.  Thesis: Fear Icons:  Essays
Amy Ann Schleunes
English.  Thesis: A Set Piece
Kevin Stuart Schroder
Dance.  Thesis: IC Solos (W. Kevin)
Mathew William Schulz,  Seattle, WA
English.  Thesis: Tall Poems
Ellen Mary Siebers,  Madison, WI
Art.  Thesis: Telescope or Microscope
Frank Bennett Sims
English.  Thesis: The Collected 
Homework of Frank Bennett Sims
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Jonathan Scott Smith,  Apple Valley, CA
English.  Thesis: How to Become a 
Civilian
Kurt Benjamin Smith,  Fort Smith, AR
Theatre Arts.  Thesis: Kurt Benjamin 
Smith's Process
Michelle Suzanne Smith,  Fort Smith, AR
Theatre Arts.  Thesis: Michelle 
Greensmith's Thesis
Adam Soto
English.  Thesis: The Wander
Kristi Elaine Starnes,  Flint, MI
Theatre Arts.  Thesis: Process of the Actor
Angela Christine Stewart,  Iowa City
English.  Thesis: And You Inherit the 
Green
Maylan John Thomas,  Iowa City
Theatre Arts.  Thesis: Making Things 
Make....
Jennifer Lynn Tillapaugh
Theatre Arts.  Thesis: Graduate Designs
Tony Tulathimutte
English.  Thesis: The Private Citizens
Nicholas Twemlow
Film and Video Production.  Thesis: The 
Directory of Possibilities
Joshua Eric Unikel,  Pittsburgh, PA
English.  Thesis: Bandaged Moments: Of 
Things Remembered, of People Loved, of 
Bodies Witnessed
Madhuri Vijay,  Bangalore, India
English.  Thesis: Lorry Raja and Other 
Stories
Alexander Page Walton
English.  Thesis: Iron
John William Watkins
Theatre Arts.  Thesis: Breath, Risk, Truth
Craig Matthew Webster
Film and Video Production.  Thesis: 
Internal Landscape
Allison Pearl Snow Welch
Art.  Thesis: Seeing the Elephant
Danielle Christine Wheeler
English.  Thesis: Voices of the Graceless 
Way
Lesley Wheeler,  Brooklyn, NY
English.  Thesis: Domestic Thing
Jared Van Williams
Art.  Thesis: Rocky:  Virtual Sculpting 
as the Basis for Computer Generated 
Character Development
Rae B. Winkelstein
English.  Thesis: I Never Meant to Exult 
Like This
Young Joo Yoo,  Iowa City
Art.  Thesis: Master of Fine Art Thesis
Jennifer H. Zoble
Comparative Literature - Translation.  
Thesis: Shoes for Oscar Night, by Melina 
Kameric´
Jennifer H. Zoble
English.  Thesis: Corpora
Master of Arts
Marwa Abdalla
Psychology.  Thesis: Can Participants 
Extract Subtle Information from Gesture-
like Visual Stimuli That Are Coordinated 
with Speech without Using Any Other 
Cues?
Whitney Rachel Achenbaugh,  Pleasant 
Valley
Speech Pathology and Audiology.  Thesis: 
Velopharyngeal Function with Varying 
Articulatory Rate in Normal Children
Brendon Michael Aitken
Teaching and Learning
Kourtney Ann Albright,  Marion
Teaching and Learning
Rebecca Mae Alper
Speech Pathology and Audiology.  Thesis: 
Developing a Novel Coding System 
for Analyzing Language Stimulation 
Behaviors during Adult-Child 
Interactions
Heidi Lynn Anderson,  Iowa City
Educational Policy and Leadership 
Studies
Christine Appleby
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Eli Scott Asikin-Garmager
Linguistics
Sydney Nicole Ault,  Altoona
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Orsolya Kinga Balint Langel
Teaching and Learning
Lisa Faye Batterton
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Cassandra Elizabeth Bausman,  Iowa City
English
Nathaniel James Bean,  Westerville, OH
Music
Toni C. Becker,  Mason City
Linguistics
Michelle Jean Bjerke,  Iowa City
Library and Information Science
Wendy Clare Blasius
History
Life Blumberg
Classics
Matthew James Borger,  Mason City
Art
Cori Ann Bortnem,  Nunda, SD
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Nicole Michelle Boucher,  Coralville
Educational Policy and Leadership 
Studies
Samantha Jean Bouwers,  Coralville
Library and Information Science
Elizabeth Boyne
Library and Information Science
Constance Mariah Brasher,  Skokie, IL
Leisure Studies
Alecia Wyanet Brooks,  Milwaukee, WI
Journalism
Patrick Saxton Brown
Film Studies
Emily Brust,  Mount Vernon
Rehabilitation and Counselor Education
Michael Patrick Bulfin,  Chicago, IL
Geography
Melanie Jean Burns,  Tacoma, WA
Business Administration
Stephanie Susan Cain
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Kaelah Mickelle Caldwell,  Athens, GA
Music
Noaquia N. D Callahan
History
Danielle Lee Cannon,  Des Moines
Library and Information Science
Kelly A. Carden
Linguistics
Rachel Catheryn Carter,  Waukesha, WI
Music
Megan L. Chan
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Shu Wun Chan
Art.  Thesis: The Furniture Series - Series 
One
Hsiao-Ying Chang
Rehabilitation and Counselor Education
Ya-Chen Chen
Journalism
Dalaie Choi,  Iowa City
Music
Stacey M. Church,  Pottstown, PA
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Kristin Elizabeth Clark Olivier,  Iowa City
Rehabilitation and Counselor Education
Mallory Rose Cline,  Wiley, CO
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Sheryl Anne Cline,  Fairfax
Rehabilitation and Counselor Education
Mary Frances Coats,  Iowa City
Art
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Douglas James Cole,  Cedar Rapids
Linguistics
Ryan Jay Cole,  Houston, TX
Music.  Thesis: Usurper
Thomas Wistar Collins, Jr.  
American Studies
Billie Jay Cotterman
Library and Information Science
Bradley Justin Coulter
Art
Cassie Lee Cumings-Peterson,   
Park Rapids, MN
Political Science
Emily Ruth Cutter
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Elliot Adam Czaplewski
Music
Emily Michelle Czerniejewski,   
Saint Louis, MO
Speech Pathology and Audiology.  Thesis: 
A System to Enhance Patient-Provider 
Communication in Hospitalized Patients 
Who Use American Sign Language
Brian William Dau,  Iowa City
Journalism
Melea Dau,  Iowa City
Journalism
Elizabeth Ann Davenport,  Iowa City
Art
Tyler Alexander De Shon
Educational Policy and Leadership 
Studies
Megan Elizabeth Dean,  Wheaton, IL
Speech Pathology and Audiology.  Thesis: 
Anatomical Changes in the Pharynx 
Resulting from Changes in Head and 
Neck Position
Kristen Rebecca DeGree
Art
Philip Charles Delgado,  Urbandale
Library and Information Science
Amber Marie Dewey,  Buffalo, NY
Psychology.  Thesis: Type and 
Frequency of Responsiveness Matters: 
The Development of Infants' Social 
Communicative Skills and Later 
Language Development
Rachel Charlotte Dick,  Cedar Rapids
Rehabilitation and Counselor Education
Jennifer Nicole Dillon,  Coralville
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Anna Yancheva Dimitrova,  Macomb, IL
French and Francophone World Studies
Sarah Murray Downie
Rehabilitation and Counselor Education
Melody Helen Dworak
Library and Information Science
Megan Colleen Enright,  Oakland, NJ
Library and Information Science
Philip Joseph Erickson
Economics
Megan Elizabeth Esch,  North Liberty
Rehabilitation and Counselor Education
Vanessa A. Espinosa,  Idaho Falls, ID
Classics
Ian Etter,  Iowa City
Art
Xiaowei Fan,  Iowa City
Asian Civilizations
Daniel Jeremy Feinberg,  North Haven, CT
Art
Veronica Rene Ferreira
Sociology
Erik Paul Filean,  Iowa City
Linguistics
Janis Finkelman
Art
Richard Daniel Fleener,  Upland, CA
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Jessica Alice Friedman
Film Studies
Tyler Johnson Fyotek
Classics
Adam Walter Gebhart,  North Liberty
Urban and Regional Planning
Jonathan Michael Glaze
Music
Mollie Alisa Goldstrom
Art
Pablo Gorin
Music
Elizabeth Anne Gotlund,  Saint Charles, IL
Music
Peter C. Grau,  Iowa City
Music
Cory Keith Gundlach,  Eureka, CA
Art History.  Thesis: The River and the 
Shrine:  Lobi Art and Sense of Place in 
Southwest Burkina Faso
Allison Joy Hamilton,  Iowa City
Political Science
Chandler Wynn Hamor,  Mahomet, IL
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Madeleine Jean Haugh,  Atlanta, GA
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Zheng He
Comparative Literature.  Thesis: A 
Revived Life in a Reviving Culture: The 
Chinese Reception of Byron in The Short 
Story Magazine in 1924
Feifei Helian
Teaching and Learning
David Vaughn Henderson,  Iowa City
Journalism
Teresa Hermanstorfer,  Anamosa
Teaching and Learning
Naomi Hertsberg,  Glencoe, IL
Speech Pathology and Audiology.  Thesis: 
Self-perceived Competence and Social 
Acceptance of Children Who Stutter
Elizabeth Holdsworth
Library and Information Science
Matthew Aaron Horrell
Classics
Guannan Huang
Journalism
Laura Iancu,  Eforie-Nord, Romania
Art
Rebecca Roxanne Ingraham,  Lenexa, KS
Educational Policy and Leadership 
Studies
Anthony F. Ireland,  Cedar Rapids
Leisure Studies
Elizabeth Ann Jach,  Brookfield, WI
Educational Policy and Leadership 
Studies
Jonathan Jeffrey
Library and Information Science
Phillip Roy Johnson,  Iowa City
Health and Sport Studies
Rebecca Lynn Johnson,  Cedar Rapids
Rehabilitation and Counselor Education
Patricia Raeann Johnston,  Des Moines
Religious Studies
Braeden Gene Jones
Spanish
Jacqueline Adrienne Jones
Classics
Veronica Jordan-Sardi
Comparative Literature.  Thesis: Colonial 
Subjectivity: An Evolving Legacy in 
Ousmane Sembène's La Noire de . . . 
(1965), Michael Haneke's Caché (2005), 
and Claire Denis' White Material (2009)
Elayne Marie Juten,  Waukesha, WI
Music
Megan Lee Karls
Music
Joshua John Keller
Psychological and Quantitative 
Foundations
Kathleen Kerness,  Kankakee, IL
Rehabilitation and Counselor Education
Rebecca Anne Kessler,  Iowa City
Linguistics
Nicole Kayla Kindred,  Iowa City
Speech Pathology and Audiology
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Abigail L. Kite
Rehabilitation and Counselor Education
Rachel Joann Kramer,  Sioux Center
Rehabilitation and Counselor Education
Rebecca Jane Kreitzer
Political Science
Maria Lynne LaFary
Latin
Kara Colleen Lanagan
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Amanda Nicole Langdon,  Coralville
Library and Information Science
Stefanie Marie Latimer,  Donahue
Teaching and Learning
Xuehan Liang,  Chengdu, China
Educational Policy and Leadership 
Studies
Aiqi Liu,  Iowa City
History
Ryan Daniel Loucks,  Iowa City
Teaching and Learning
Leda C. Lozier
Spanish
Xiaoying Luo
Music
Lucas Paul Lyons,  Coralville
Spanish
Timothy Lee Maguire,  San Diego, CA
Music
Amy Kathleen Manthe,  Hiawatha
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Aaron Marshall,  Cedar Rapids
Rehabilitation and Counselor Education
Jennifer Ann Marshall Duncan,  Coralville
Teaching and Learning
Elizabeth Martinez,  Rio Grande Valley, TX
Educational Policy and Leadership 
Studies
Ashley Marie Mason,  Kansas City, MO
Art History.  Thesis: Portraits of 
Maintenon:  Edifying Depictions of a 
Royal Mistress
Mark Alan Mattes 
English
Sonja Nicole Mayrhofer
English
Ashley Nicole McBurney
Rehabilitation and Counselor Education
Kathleen McDermott,  Cedar Rapids
Educational Policy and Leadership 
Studies
Clifford McDonald
Teaching and Learning
Christopher Michael McFadin,  Iowa City
History
Jessica Whitney Mehegan,  Iowa City
Teaching and Learning
Carl Mehta
Educational Policy and Leadership 
Studies
Lisa Renee Mendenhall
Educational Policy and Leadership 
Studies
Jesse Aaron Meyer
Educational Policy and Leadership 
Studies
Tonya Rae Miller,  Maquoketa
Leisure Studies
Alyssa Dawn Mittleider,  Volga, SD
Educational Policy and Leadership 
Studies
Khalda Abdalla Mohieldin,  Coralville
Music
Ranae Lynn Molkenthin,  Wellman
Rehabilitation and Counselor Education
Katherine Frances Montgomery,  Wausau, 
WI
English
Thomas William Moody
Latin
Valerie Renee Moody,  Saint Louis, MO
Psychological and Quantitative 
Foundations
Paul M. Morris
History
Paul William Morton
Film Studies
Scott Frederick Moses,  Hanover, MA
Rehabilitation and Counselor Education
Lisa Dawn Mullen
Library and Information Science
Danielle Lynn Murphy,  Perry
Rehabilitation and Counselor Education
Liza Vanessa Nazario
Music
Marie Elise Neal,  Monterey, CA
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Christina Nelson
French and Francophone World Studies
Dave Nelson,  Luverne, MN
Music
Lori Anne Nelson,  Bellevue, WA
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Mary Kathryn Neppl Bennett,  Marion
Teaching and Learning
Katie E. Nett,  Spring Valley, IL
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Sarah Ollivia O'Neill,  Iowa City
Spanish
Erin Mireya Olsen-Telles
Political Science
Amanda Rose Payne,  San Mateo, CA
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Amy Evelyn Peters
Linguistics
Timothy Steven Phillips,  Muscatine
History
Christopher A. Pickett
Art.  Thesis: Randeurive Number One:  
Iowa City to Hills
Stephanie Gerette Pieczynski
Music.  Thesis: Intimations
Leslie Jensen Prideaux,  Iowa City
Educational Policy and Leadership 
Studies
Jason Pulliam,  Des Moines
Journalism
Jana Justine Radke,  Aurelia
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Richard Trevor Reasner
Rehabilitation and Counselor Education
Alycia Faith Reed,  Springville
Art History.  Thesis: Fifteen Minutes and 
Then Some:  An Examination of Andy 
Warhol's Extraordinary Commercial 
Success
Jessica Jean Renoux,  Iowa City
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Daniel Leonard Riemersma,  Celeryville, OH
Educational Policy and Leadership 
Studies
Rosemary Elizabeth Riess,  Leeds, England
Library and Information Science
Hannah Levis Rigler,  Clive
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Kathryn Elizabeth Roberts,  Iowa City
Rehabilitation and Counselor Education
Cheryl Ann Robinson
Art
Sharon Marie Roknich
Teaching and Learning
Sergio Damian Salazar Salazar,  Bogotá, 
Colombia
Spanish
Neil Manuel Santos
Rehabilitation and Counselor Education
Laura Elizabeth Savicki
Speech Pathology and Audiology.  Thesis: 
Collaborative Referencing in Traumatic 
Brain Injury
Emily Ursula Schilling,  Burlington
Political Science
Stephanie Jo Schmidt,  Waterloo
Leisure Studies
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Kathryn See,  Grosse Pointe Farms, MI
Leisure Studies
Rachel Jeanne Singel,  Iowa City
Art
Zachary John Sinram,  West Des Moines
Educational Policy and Leadership 
Studies
Sarah Phyllis Smith
Art
Hilary M. Snyder,  Waterloo
Rehabilitation and Counselor Education
Patrick Charles Sojka
Leisure Studies
Ryann M. Sparrow,  Dayton, OH
Teaching and Learning
Jenna Marie Spiering,  Iowa City
Library and Information Science
Laura M. Sprow
Rehabilitation and Counselor Education
Jonathan Richard Stefonek,   
New Richmond, WI
Journalism
Adam Todd Stevens,  Saint Louis, MO
Music
Alexis Marie Stevens
American Studies
Ambrose Naqeeb Stevens,  Los Angeles, CA
Art.  Thesis: here(s)
Sarah Diana Stuck
Speech Pathology and Audiology.  Thesis: 
Pediatric Concussion: Knowledge and 
Practices of School Speech-Language 
Pathologists
Rachel Tanquist
Anthropology
Jason Todd Taylor,  Iowa City
Psychological and Quantitative 
Foundations
Allison Klager Temple
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Jason John Thomas
Political Science
Travis James Thorson,  Cedar Rapids
Educational Policy and Leadership 
Studies
David W. Tjaden,  Iowa City
Teaching and Learning
Johanna Ruth Brinkley Tomlinson
English
Lauren Elizabeth Tompkins
Music
Chalis Madona Treloar,  Marion
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Jeffrey Allen Trueblood,  Vienna, VA
Art
Kwok-Pong Tso
Art
Amber Ann Urbain,  Monticello
Rehabilitation and Counselor Education
Eloisa Valenzuela-Mendoza
American Studies
Leslie Van Dyke,  Bettendorf
Leisure Studies
Hanna Beth Van Hemert,  Anchorage, AK
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Ryan Christopher Veeder
Linguistics
Alyss Marie Vernon
Art
Milica Veselinovic,  Iowa City
Leisure Studies
Morgan Anne Vincent,  Conesville
Rehabilitation and Counselor Education
Michele Vitale
Geography
Kurt E. Walker,  Manchester
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Miao Wang,  Wenzhou, China
Asian Civilizations
Lawrence Fujio Warren
Economics
Angela Denise Watkins,  Chicago, IL
English
Katherine Wilson,  Iowa City
Library and Information Science
John James Witte,  Iowa City
English
Scott William Wojciechowski,  Glassport, PA
Educational Policy and Leadership 
Studies
Lacey Lynn Worth,  Coralville
English
Michael Thomas Wright,  Coralville
Music
Marcin Wroblewski,  Iowa City
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Leeyeon Yoo
Art
Suming Yuan,  Nantong, China
Journalism
Aaron Michael Ziegler
Music
Julie Anna Zimmerman,  Earling
Library and Information Science
Master of Science
Samangi Abeysinghe,  Iowa City
Chemistry.  Thesis: Keggin-type 
Aluminum Nanoclusters: Synthesis, 
Structural Characterization and 
Environmental Implications
Ryan John Adam,  Ames
Biomedical Engineering.  Thesis: 
Quantitative Morphologic Assessment of 
the Newborn Cystic Fibrosis Pig Tracheal 
Lobe
Ashley Akubuiro, Wilbraham, MA 
Interdisciplinary Studies
Eric Randall Allen 
Geoscience. Thesis: Analysis of North 
American Goniopholidid Crocodyliforms 
in a Phylogenetic Context
Cristina Huerta Alvarez
Statistics
Richard Lee Amendola,  Coralville
Biomedical Engineering.  Thesis: Graph-
based Segmentation of the Pediatric 
Trachea in MR Images to Model Growth
Eric Michael Ammann,  Iowa City
Epidemiology
Naana Kagya Amonoo-Neizer
Urban and Regional Planning
Scott Annis,  Vinton
Urban and Regional Planning
Evan Brian Aprison
Urban and Regional Planning
Sangjune Bae
Mechanical Engineering.  Thesis: Variable 
Screening Method Using Statistical 
Sensitivity Analysis in RBDO
Jody Kay Lynn Bailey
Urban and Regional Planning
Camden Phillip Bay
Biostatistics
Michael Beach
Urban and Regional Planning
Nicholas Gorden Benson,  Coralville
Urban and Regional Planning
Andrew David Berg,  Coralville
Urban and Regional Planning
Alexander Joseph Berrian
Mathematics
Atul Bidarkar,  Iowa City
Dental Public Health.  Thesis: 
In vitro Prevention of Secondary 
Demineralization by ICON (Infiltration 
Concept)
Derek Raymond Blanchette
Biostatistics
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Sandeep Bodduluri
Biomedical Engineering.  Thesis: Analysis 
of Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary 
Disease (COPD) Using CT Images
Matthew John Boss,  Waterloo
Mechanical Engineering.  Thesis: 
Analysis-ready Isogeometric Model of 
Skeletal Muscles
Jessica Joann Boucher,  Iowa City
Chemistry
Marc James Brouillette
Biomedical Engineering.  Thesis: 
Static Compressive Stress Induces 
Mitochondrial Oxidant Production in 
Articular Cartilage
Grant Donald Brown,  Iowa City
Biostatistics
Colin Michael-Lee Burnett,  Nevada
Biomedical Engineering.  Thesis: Striated 
Muscle Action Potential Assessment as an 
Indicator of Cellular Energetic State
Yi Cao
Statistics
Shih-Ming Chang
Statistics
Nathan Chase,  Wolsey, SD
Mechanical Engineering.  Thesis: 
Simulations of the DARPA Suboff 
Submarine Including Self-propulsion 
with the E1619 Propeller
Howard Chen,  Glendale Heights, IL
Industrial Engineering.  Thesis: Design of 
a Controlled Environment Agricultural 
Plant Inspection Robot
Jingxiang Chen
Statistics
Jun Hyeak Choi,  Iowa City
Civil and Environmental Engineering.  
Thesis: Multibody Dynamics of 
Mechanism with Secondary System
Silver Chung
Statistics
Andrew Nathaniel Cox,  West Monroe, LA
Chemistry
Jonah Nelson Cullen
Biology
Jessy Yacoub Dabit
Epidemiology
Bingwei Deng
Statistics
Mehmed Bilal Diken,  Iowa City
Electrical and Computer Engineering.  
Thesis: Autonomous Tracking of Mussels 
in a Lab Environment
Meredith L. Dobson,  North Liberty
Civil and Environmental Engineering.  
Thesis: Assessment of Methanotroph 
Presence and Activity in Dilute Vinyl 
Chloride Contaminated Groundwater
Haoran Du,  Iowa City
Urban and Regional Planning
Chester George Duda
Human Toxicology.  Thesis: The 
Effect of Low Dose Radiation on 
Lymphomagenesis in a Bax Over 
Expressing Mouse Model
Jonathan Durst,  Coralville
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Tyler Reid Dvorak
Urban and Regional Planning
Salleh Nasser Ehaideb
Interdisciplinary Studies
Eric Arthur Embree
Mathematics
Sadia Embree
Mathematics
Bradley Allan Erickson,  Iowa City
Clinical Investigation
Robyn Maureen Fennig,  Muskego, WI
Urban and Regional Planning
Corey Robert Fischer
Urban and Regional Planning
Morgan Rae Fonley,  Monona
Mathematics
Brett Matthew Forshey
Biostatistics
Gizele Maria Ribeiro Geraldeli
Oral Science.  Thesis: Microtensile Bond 
Strength after Environmental Challenge 
of Peak SE with Proteolytic Inhibitor
John Kihura Gikonyo,  Iowa City
Informatics
Amber Ann Gleasure,  Shawnee, KS
Exercise Science
Thomas Glueckert,  Arlington Heights, IL
Civil and Environmental Engineering.  
Thesis: Impacts of WMA Additives 
on Rutting Resistance and Moisture 
Susceptibility
Sunday Damina Goshit,  Jos, Nigeria
Informatics
Linnea Joy Graffunder,  Dayton, MN
Urban and Regional Planning
Dayna Joy Groskreutz,  Iowa City
Translational Biomedicine
Thomas Gruis
Urban and Regional Planning
Austin Gunn
Chemical and Biochemical Engineering
Jordan Scott Haas,  Iowa City
Biology
Aaron Murphy Herbst,  Dubuque
Exercise Science
Christopher Brandon Hill,  Madison, WI
Mechanical Engineering.  Thesis: 
Investigation of Electrical and Impact 
Properties of Carbon Fiber Reinforced 
Polymer Matrix Composites with Carbon 
Nanotube Buckypaper Layers
Jonathan Joel Ho,  Mayaguez, Puerto Rico
Mathematics
Andrea Lee Holcombe
Epidemiology
Annette Marie Honken
Mathematics
Emily House,  North Liberty
Urban and Regional Planning
Sara Howe,  Pueblo, CO
Orthodontics.  Thesis: Phenotypic 
Characterization of Class II Malocclusion
Cen Hu
Informatics
Miao Hu
Statistics
Nan Hu
Mathematics
Guannan Huang,  Iowa City
Occupational and Environmental Health.  
Thesis: Evaluation of Airborne Particle 
Emissions from Commercial Products 
Containing Carbon Nanotubes
Xu Huang
Chemistry
Ray Hales Hylock,  North Liberty
Informatics
Jin-Young Hyun
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Kyoung Bin Im,  Iowa City
Clinical Investigation
Feiran Jiao
Statistics
Nathan Warren Johnson,  Cumming, GA
Orthodontics.  Thesis: A Cross-sectional 
in vivo Pilot Study on the Relationship 
between Interproximal Wear and Facial 
Form
Brice James Journot
Biomedical Engineering.  Thesis: The 
Effects of Cyclic Hydrostatic Pressure on 
Chondrocytes in an Alginate Substrate
Douglas W. Karkow,  Iowa City
Mechanical Engineering.  Thesis: 
Combustion Instabilities:  An 
Experimental Investigation on the 
Effects of Hydrogen in a Lean Premixed 
Combustor
Ashley Elizabeth Kates
Epidemiology
Medora Ann Kealy,  Iowa City
Urban and Regional Planning
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Matthew James Kemp,  Dubuque
Electrical and Computer Engineering.  
Thesis: A FM-CW Microwave Radar for 
Rainfall Applications
Stephanie Lynn Kernik,  Saint Paul, MN
Mathematics
Anthony Thomas Kilburg
Biomedical Engineering.  Thesis: 
Development of an Expedited 
Objective Fracture Severity Assessment 
Methodology
Kyung Yong Kim
Statistics
Tatian Kirresh
Pharmacy
Koba Mahutin Habib Geraud Kousse
Statistics
Jun Hyun Kyung
Statistics
Jeffrey Landgren
Mathematics
Michael Anthony Lee, Jr.,  Joliet, IL
Chemical and Biochemical Engineering
Seung Han Lee
Statistics
Bolong Li,  Iowa City
Statistics
Jinhui Li
Statistics
Shan Li
Statistics
Tianyu Li
Statistics
Yi Liang,  Iowa City
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Stephanie Renee Meder Lientz
Urban and Regional Planning
Huan-Hsun Lin
Statistics
Cong Liu,  Iowa City
Statistics
John Maurice Looft,  Ledyard
Biomedical Engineering.  Thesis: 
Modeling and Validating Joint Based 
Muscle Fatigue Due to Isometric Static 
and Intermittent Tasks
Hao Luo,  Iowa City
Statistics
Xiao Luo
Urban and Regional Planning
Kelly B. Mahaney
Clinical Investigation
Adebisi Martins-Adekunle,  Lagos, Nigera
Epidemiology
Tina Marie McCarty,  Coralville
Informatics
Brian Joseph McDonough,  Indianola
Urban and Regional Planning
Brooke Ann McKelvogue 
Biomedical Engineering
John Carl Meusch
Biomedical Engineering.  Thesis: Supine 
Human Response and Vibration-
suppression during Whole-body 
Vibration
Tracie L. Michlin
Mathematics
Barbara Allyn Monaco
Statistics
Iordanis Vlasios Moustakidis
Civil and Environmental Engineering.  
Thesis: Detection of Erosion/Deposition 
Depth Using a Passive RFID Technology
Suresh Niraula,  Itahari, Nepal
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Hua Ou
Biostatistics
Kevin John Owens
Statistics
Hannah Agnes Papineschi,  Iowa City
Urban and Regional Planning
Emma Fiona Papworth
Urban and Regional Planning
Rose Alexandra Phillips
Urban and Regional Planning
Alicia Pauline Presto
Urban and Regional Planning
Jeffrey Adam Recchia-Rife,  Iowa City
Interdisciplinary Studies
Eric Redmond,  Bernard
Civil and Environmental Engineering.  
Thesis: Nitrogen Removal from 
Wastewater by an Aerated Subsurface 
Flow Constructed Wetland
Jessica Jewett Reed,  Des Moines
Chemistry.  Thesis: Magnetic Effects on 
Hydride Storage in Palladium
Natalia Restrepo-Kennedy
Operative Dentistry.  Thesis: Effect of 
Dehydration on In-Office Bleaching Color 
Change
Jaime Ricci
Geoscience.  Thesis: Investigating 
Environmental Response to Afro-Arabian 
Flood Basalt Volcanism with Elementary 
Analysis of Oligocene Carbonate 
Sediments from ODP Leg 115 Site 709, 
Indian Ocean
Lindsay Salvatore,  Oak Park, IL
Urban and Regional Planning
Erik John Sampson,  Cedar Falls
Urban and Regional Planning
Daniel Michael Schenck
Pharmacy
Timothy J. Schulz
Civil and Environmental Engineering.  
Thesis: Comparison of PCBs in East 
Chicago, Indiana, and Columbus 
Junction, Iowa, in Indoor and Outdoor 
Air
Kurtz Seipel
Chemical and Biochemical Engineering.  
Thesis: Continuous Growth and 
Heat Shock of Thermoacidophilic 
Sulfolobus in a Triple-stage Chemostat 
for Overexpression and Isolation of 
Chaperonin
Eric Radcliff Shell,  Dry Fork, VA
Orthodontics.  Thesis: Effectiveness of 
MI PasteTM, MI Paste PlusTM, and Topex 
RenewTM in Remineralization and Visible 
Reduction of White Spot Lesions after 
Orthodontic Treatment - A Clinical Study
Sara Jean Showman,  Hiawatha
Geoscience.  Thesis: The Impact of Soil 
Moisture Content and Particle Size 
Variations on Heat Flow in Laboratory 
Simulated Wildfires
Rebecca E. Soglin
Urban and Regional Planning
Harsimran Somal,  La Grange Highlands, IL
Statistics
Juan Carlos Soza Rios
Pharmacy
Alexander J. Suihkonen
Chemistry
Tian Sun
Statistics
Sean Kenneth Sweeney,  Cedar Rapids
Biomedical Engineering.  Thesis: Non-
invasive Stem Cell Tracking Using Novel 
Nanomaterials:  In vivo and ex vivo 
Studies
Karl Edward Swenson,  Manson
Orthodontics.  Thesis: Nasal Septal 
Deviation in a Longitudinal Growth 
Sample
Vincent Tai
Electrical and Computer Engineering
Kaci C. Vela,  Iowa City
Orthodontics.  Thesis: Phenotypic 
Characterization of Class III Malocclusion
Meeshanthini Vijayendran,  Klang, Malaysia
Chemical and Biochemical Engineering.  
Thesis: Integrated Study on the mRNA 
Expression of the Human Serotonin 
Transporter
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Jing Wang
Statistics
Zhekan Wang
Statistics
Lindsay Marie Whitson,  West Des Moines
Urban and Regional Planning
Eric Wilke
Urban and Regional Planning
Derek James Wilson,  Toledo
Mechanical Engineering
Craig James Wojcik
Mechanical Engineering.  Thesis: The 
Dynamics of Spanwise Vorticity on a 
Rotating Flat Plate in a Starting Motion
Adam Michael Woods,  Lombard, IL
Civil and Environmental Engineering.  
Thesis: Evaluation of Curing Criteria for 
Cold In-place Recycling of Asphalt
Hongqian Wu
Mathematics
Andrew Christopher Wyman,  Elmhurst, IL
Exercise Science
Guanglin Xu,  Iowa City
Industrial Engineering.  Thesis: HVAC 
System Study: A Data-driven Approach
Boshi Yang
Mathematics
Chen Yang,  Ningxia, China
Informatics
Danlu Yang
Statistics
Wenjun Yang,  Iowa City
Biomedical Engineering.  Thesis: 
Rotating-shield Brachytherapy (RSBT) for 
Cervical Cancer
Yi Yang
Statistics
Michael Dominick Yocius
Electrical and Computer Engineering
Huan Yu
Statistics
Lixi Yu
Biostatistics
Elizabeth Anne Zahn,  Minnetonka Beach, 
MN
Biostatistics
Sarah Ann Zeiner
Microbiology.  Thesis: Type I Fimbrial 
Structure and Regulation in Salmonella 
enterica Serovar Typhimurium
Guannan Zha
Statistics
Zhenhao Zhou
Statistics
Master of Science in 
Nursing
Benjamin J. Armstrong,  Spencer
Theresa Jane Bechtel,  Iowa City
Kristin Anne Breitbach,  North Liberty
Laura Jane Burkhow
Kate Joann Clymer
Juliana DeWild,  Coralville
Mitchell P. Dotson,  Coralville
Alison Danielle Fairhurst,   
San Francisco, CA
Lorraine M. Femino,  Coraville
Robyn Lynn Griffiths,  Ottumwa
Jillian Joann Grund,  West Des Moines
Christine Ann Haedtke,  Deep River
Emily Ann Higdon,  North Liberty
Natalie Esther Kaasa,  Davenport
Kimberly E. Kallin,  Iowa City
Connie Katherine Kay,  Walnut, IL
Katie Lann,  Sherwood, AR
Andrea Lynn Lillie,  Cedar Rapids
Kimberly Michelle Maxson,  North Liberty
Amanda Marie McCurdy
Kyle Edward Miller,  Urbandale
Jan Marie Myers,  Colfax
Jana Marcille Pownell
Sarah Ann Schneider,  Coralville
Trisha Nacole Schultz,  San Antonio, TX
Melissa Ann Rosendahl Snyder
Sashi P. Solomon,  Cedar Rapids
Heidi Beth Terzano-Borovic
Linnea Carleen Welander,  Longview, WA
Ivy Rose Wendel
Annerose Warukira Wilson,  Des Moines
Dale Anthony Winnike,  Hills
Master of Accountancy
Maranda Brandt
Joseph Charles Cate,  Johnston
Lindsey Samantha Eselevsky
Megan Leigh Eskew,  Schererville, IN
Di Gao
Joshua Tyler Heine,  Denver
Ryan Hunter Komendowski
Tyler Lantz,  Marion
Hannah Ann Levine,  Des Moines
Marc Isaac Masoner,  Tipton
Paulao Yer Muasouli
Brian Olson,  Naperville, IL
Juan Pang
Turk Oliver Pierson
Jason Alan Price,  Solon
Marcus Byron Rippentrop,   
West Des Moines
Wilson Gerrit Roorda,  Pella
Timothy Lee Rosener,  Le Mars
James Allen Seils,  Charter Oak
Jamie Seratt
Sarah Stanley,  Gurnee, IL
Joseph Michael Trabucco,  Robins
Robert J. Tyse,  Prospect Heights, IL
Michael Joseph Untiedt,   
Rolling Meadows, IL
Xiyan Wang
Carrie Marie Weber,  Masonville
Shuangguo Yin
Qinyu Zhang
Chenlu Zhao
Zhen Zhen
Master of Social Work
Carolyn Ann Andersen,  Pleasant Hill
Renee Lynn Andersen,  Cedar Rapids
Julie Ann Arnold
Karinda Tani Bacon
Mary Gretchen Brumm,  Iowa City
Traci Lea Burton,  Iowa City
Sharyl Ann Cartmill,  Iowa City
Deena Marie Cavender,  Zearing
Michelle Marie Coon,  Johnston
Clara Rose Czerwionka,  Cedar Rapids
Shannon Linda Marie Damon,  Des Moines
Nathan Joseph Detweiler,  Iowa City
Angelica Diaz
Katherine Frances Doty,  Waukee
Shannon Brooke Evers
Abby Lynn Freese,  Des Moines
Elizabeth Anne Garlich,  Des Moines
Julie Gledhill,  Ankeny
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Allison Anne Goldsberry,  Des Moines
Dustin Allyn Gomez,  Clinton
Erin Marie Good,  Iowa City
Gregory Joseph Gross,  Des Moines
Thesis:   Midwest Men's Sex Survey:  
The Impact of Norms, Attitudes, and 
Control Factors on Intentions and Action 
Planning to Use Condoms
Caroline Nicole Gruber
Sha Lynn Hall,  Marion
Andrea Lynn Jones,  Des Moines
Jennifer M. Kennedy
Mallory Kent,  Des Moines
Makaela Marie King,  Des Moines
Erin Jeanne Kraber,  West Des Moines
Stacie Jo Lane,  Cedar Rapids
Charisse Camilla Levchak
Elana Lynn Levinson
Harmony Linden
Johanna Rachael Lohman, Coralville
Holly Jean Mohr,  Iowa City
Brianne Elizabeth Moon
Atekeh Sadat Mousavi Rad
Laura Ann Nielsen,  Coralville
Ty Matthew Noard,  Clive
Audrey Lynn Parker
Jill Harshman Perry,  Ankeny
Heidi Ruthanne Reynolds,  Anamosa
Sally Marie Rieck
Charles Richard Robson,  Des Moines
Lisa Maria Rodriguez,  Davenport
Cassandra Lea Russett,  Ames
Sayeh Sabbagh,  Iowa City
Penny Renee Sax,  Des Moines
Michael Adam Scheib,  Iowa City
Bailey Kathryn Schindler,  Iowa City
Rita Marie Shaw,  McBain, MI
Amehed Mowlack Shek,  Coralville
Sara Elizabeth Smith,  North Liberty
Janet Devorah Sofen
Brandesis Lynn Stephen,  Des Moines
Melinda K. Stoner,  West Des Moines
Carla Tolson,  Des Moines
Thomas Trefz
Laura Michelle Underberg,  Coralville
Michael Greg Van Gorder,  Marion
Sarah Marie Vandenberg,  Pella
Elle Victoria-Gray
Jana Vink,  Pella
Jake Henry Vitense,  Tipton
Kathleen Anne Warren,  Des Moines
Courtney Delight Hurdle Whittington,  Des 
Moines
Kelsey Winnike,  Iowa City
Tamara M. Wirth
Jami Lynn Wood,  Fort Dodge
Kacie K. Wood,  Ottumwa
Brian D. Wrightsman,  Des Moines
Master of Arts in Teaching
Whitney Anne Barnes,  Overland Park, KS
Jeffrey Matthew Conner
Heather Joy DeBey,  Coralville
Joanna Michele Deming DeMars,  Iowa City
Lee Brian Falkena,  Iowa City
Jonna A. Gilbert,  Vorhees, NJ
Melanie Suzanne Krupa, Iowa City
Renee Martin,  Tiffin
Amari Kijana Nasafi,  North Liberty
Colin Thomas O'Brien
Melanie Anne Reichwald,  Iowa City
Specialist in Education
Wendy J. McGinnis
Master of Computer 
Science
Azar Aliyev
Nery Antonio Chapeton-Lamas, Jr.,  Los 
Angeles, CA
Srikanth Deshpande,  Iowa City
Piyush Dubey
Marcus J. Ernster
Siwen Guo,  Dongying, China
Austin Michael Laugesen,  Dubuque
Anh Van Ngo,  Hanoi, Vietnam
Corey Jon Oliver
Rajeev Varma Penmatsa
Skylar Thomas Stark,  Holland
Hao Zhang
Master of Health 
Administration
Bryan Matthew Blum,  Council Bluffs
Kaitlin Marie Boyle,  Highlands Ranch, CO
Michael Alan Burke,  Davenport
Patrick John Cannon,  Iowa City
Ellen Josephine Drummond Chambers
John Robert Corbeil,  Dallas, TX
Nicole Christine Egan
Joshua Goeller,  Tipton
Andrew Grimm
Meredith Johnson,  North Liberty
Joseph Allen Kippley
Ryan John Landi,  Rockford, IL
Matthew Richard Larew,  Iowa City
Rashelle Marie Ludolph
John Joseph Mulrooney,  Palos Park, IL
Adam Blake Scherling
Vladimir Titarenko
Nicholas Leo Waggoner,  Waukee
Mark Steven Willis,  Coralville
Grant Campbell Worthington
Master of Public Health
Kerri Thurmon Barnes,  Iowa City
Emily Chappell Beard
William Harold Bosworth
Michael Ray Bouska,  Dunkerton
Jennifer Leigh Braun,  Naperville, IL
Benjamin Joshua Bryden,  Ames
Karen Bradley Buechler,  West Des Moines
Christopher Thomas Buresh,  Coralville
Rebecca Ann Burmeister,  Davenport
Rebecca Carolyn Dove,  Swisher
Osayame Austine Ekhaguere,  Iowa City
Elysha Emilee Elson,  Madrid
Lauren Michelle Erickson
Kathryn Elizabeth Field,  Iowa City
Megan Paige Germer
Andrew Grimm
Barbara L. Jones
Katherine Mary Jones,  Cedar Rapids
Grace Juyun Kim,  Iowa City
Andrea Nicole King,  Moscow
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Audrey Banner Kostrzewa,  Roseville, MN
Ryan John Landi,  Rockford, IL
Megan Dey Lessard
Stephanie Kim Lukas,  Warrenville, IL
Paige Emily Mackey,  Stillwater, OK
Meredith Ann McKean,  Armstrong
Ngoc Tran Huy Nguyen,  Cedar Rapids
Adebukola Mujidat Ogundoyin,   
Ibadan, Nigeria
Alpha Opese,  Sioux City
Denise Jonnea Fitzmorris Piaskowski,  
Silverton, OR
Amanda Sue River,  Maquoketa
Hannah Jo Tabor Roeder,  Des Moines
Evelyn Jeannette Ross
Amanda Christine Steffen,  Ames
Kelli Marie Todd,  Sioux City
Cristobal Jose Torres-Urbano,   
Fort Worth, TX
Mary Nelle Trefz
Cucnhat Phung Walker,  Iowa City
Linnea Carleen Welander,  Longview, WA
Pamela Florence Wong,  Cedar Rapids
Katherine Rebecca Yohnke
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  *With Distinction 
 **With High Distinction 
***With Highest Distinction
Candidates for Degrees
ColleGe of liberal 
arts and sCienCes
Bachelor of Arts
Alexandra Rachel van der Hooning,  
Glenview, IL
Elementary Education
Lisa Christian Abdul-Masih,  Davenport
Asian Languages and Literature
French
Jacob Alexander Abrams,  Buffalo Grove, IL
Journalism and Mass Communication
Samantha Elaine Abrams
English
Jared Stephen Adam,  Wellman
Political Science
Communication Studies
Amanda Nichole Danielle Adams,  Logan
International Studies
Saif Ali Saeed Aladawi,   
United Arab Emirates
Communication Studies
Collin Stephen Albaugh,  Des Moines
International Studies
Sarah Elizabeth Albert,  Minnetonka, MN
English
***Bradley R. Albertson,  Bettendorf
Interdepartmental Studies
Erica Alcordo,  Dubuque
International Studies
History
Caitlin Marie Alden
Communication Studies
Ayesha Ebrahim Ahmed Alhammadi,   
Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates
Communication Studies
**Paige Jerilyn Alitz,  Lost Nation
International Studies
Cody Marie Allen,  Muscatine
Psychology
Christine Teresa Allingham,  Athens, Canada
Health and Human Physiology
Eissa Eid E. Md Jasem Almeraikhi,   
Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates
Economics
Elizabeth Ann Alonzi,  Naperville, IL
Informatics
Ammar H. Alsamawi,  Baghdad, Iraq
Interdepartmental Studies
Samantha Christine Alukas,  Homewood, IL
Biology
Ioannis Dimitrios Anastos,  Norridge, IL
Health and Human Physiology
Chelsea D. Andersen,  Coon Rapids
Interdepartmental Studies
Andrea Marie Anderson,  Swaledale
Psychology
*Emily Anne Anderson,  Dubuque
History
Gustav Nathan Anderson,  Evanston, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
Kelsie Anderson,  Washington, IL
Communication Studies
Melissa Marie Anderson,  Batavia, IL
Political Science
Tom R. Anderson III,  Eldridge
Sociology
Jennifer Lynn Andrzejewski,  Burr Ridge, IL
Speech and Hearing Science
Alexa Helene Anthaney,  Berwyn, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
Tiffany Marie Aossey,  Cedar Rapids
Biology
Michael Eduardo Araujo,  Marion
Philosophy
Mathematics
Thomas Anthony Arce,  Gary, IN
Political Science
Devon L. Archie,  Indianapolis, IN
Interdepartmental Studies
Nathan Ardolino,  Iowa City
Cinema
Comparative Literature
Rachel Sonia Ariaz,  Morton Grove, IL
Health and Human Physiology
Jessica Nicole Armentrout,  Madison, WI
Political Science
Robin Elizabeth Armstrong,  Muscatine
International Studies
Ryan Derek Armstrong,  West Des Moines
Communication Studies
Allyce Jenny Arzikovic,  Racine, WI
Psychology
Brianna M. Aube,  Alta
English
Jenna Marie Aude,  Dewitt
Elementary Education
Claire Michelle Augspurger,  Urbandale
Communication Studies
Jeffrey Thomas Aunan,  Iowa City
Health and Sport Studies
Logan James Axne,  Badger
Health and Sport Studies
Tina Julaine Baade,  Luana
Interdepartmental Studies
Gretchen Elizabeth Bachrodt,  Algonquin, IL
Cinema
*Derek Karl Baerenwald,  Rockton, IL
Biochemistry
John James Baginski,  Saint Charles, IL
Biology
Tiffany Sue Baier,  Brayton
Psychology
Eric C. Bailey,  Independence
Interdepartmental Studies
Lucas Michael Bailey,  Libertyville, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
Navpreet Bajwa,  Naperville, IL
Political Science
History
David William Baker,  De Witt
Interdepartmental Studies
Emma Lea Baker,  Alden
Health and Human Physiology
Shayla Marie Baker,  Fort Dodge
Linguistics
Asian Languages and Literature
Gisela Eligia-Ann Baldwin,  Racine, WI
Dance
*Madalyn Mae Baldwin,  Shakopee, MN
Elementary Education
Erin K. Ballard,  Urbandale
Linguistics
*Kelsey Lynn Ballas,  North English
Linguistics
Spanish
Melanie Maxine Bandow,  Estherville
Speech and Hearing Science
Matthew Freeman Banse,  Strawberry Point
Interdepartmental Studies
Communication Studies
Robert L. Bany,  Clive
Sport Studies
Natalie Nicole Barczyk,  Grayslake, IL
Spanish
David Michael Barkela,  Clear Lake
Interdepartmental Studies
Alexander C. Barnett,  Iowa City
Economics
Philosophy
Julia Marie Barr,  Davenport
English
Kari Ann Bartelson,  Irwin
English
Kara J. Barten,  West Liberty
English
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Belinda Reiss Bates,  Iowa City
Italian
Kirk James Batterson,  Fredericksburg
Cinema
Benjamin Lee Baumbach,  Des Moines
English
Mariah Raeann Beasley,  Williamsburg
English
***John R. Beatty,  Atkins
English
Chase Guy Becicka,  Swisher
English
Ryan Mitchell Beckenbaugh,  Bettendorf
Honors in English
**Robert Matthew Becker,  Waukee
Interdepartmental Studies
Joshua Totten Beckermann,  Iowa City
Interdepartmental Studies
Kayla Elizabeth Becraft,  Ames
Psychology
Michael P. Bednar,  Winfield, IL
History
Evan Gale Bedwell,  Floris
Philosophy
Brooke Diana Beelman
Journalism and Mass Communication
Art
Elizabeth Anne Beemsterboer,  Frankfort, IL
Psychology
Holly S. Behnami,  Ankeny
Theatre Arts
***Abigail Marie Behr,  Mason City
Honors in History
Honors in Political Science
Eric Michael Behrends,   
Arlington Heights, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
Kristen Carolyn Beitzel,  Dubuque
English
Allen Dale Bell,  Marshalltown
Art
Cassidy Rose Bell,  Pella
Psychology
Jay Michael Bellich,  Clarendon Hills, IL
Economics
Allison Elizabeth Bellmer,  Wheaton, IL
Elementary Education
Kaleb Bemis,  Le Claire
History
*John Anthony Bender,  Carmel, IN
English
American Studies
Shawn Andrew Bender,  Solon
Communication Studies
Alexa Lee Bennett,  Arlington Heights, IL
Journalism and Mass Communication
Andrew Bennett,  Muscatine
Spanish
Elise Dienne Bennett,  Windsor Heights
Communication Studies
Spanish
Kiandra Lynn Benson,  Davenport
African American Studies
Scott Andrew Bere,  Palos Park, IL
Communication Studies
Marit Alyse Berg,  Waukesha, WI
English
Brooke Kristin Berget,  Lake Geneva, WI
Political Science
Heidi Marie Bergman,  Mount Vernon
International Studies
Katherine Marie Berry,  Oxford
English
Amanda Anne Besler
Health and Human Physiology
Daniel Ross Bettenhausen,  Bettendorf
Journalism and Mass Communication
Ethics and Public Policy
Lisa Nicole Billie,  Downers Grove, IL
Social Work
Alyssa Lynn Billmeyer,  Marion
Interdepartmental Studies
Erin Elizabeth Birkholz,  Rosemount, MN
Communication Studies
Interdepartmental Studies
Sean Randall Birks,  Irwin
Elementary Education
*Erika Renae Bjorklund,  Ames
English
Art
French
Ellana Sue Black
Spanish
Margaret Eloise Blake,  Kansas City
Theatre Arts
Brandle Suzette Blakely,  Chicago, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
Rachel Linn Blakesley,  Peoria, IL
Communication Studies
Mackenzie Mae Blanks,   
Saint Louis Park, MN
Psychology
Elizabeth Kathleen Blind,  Vinton
Anthropology
Connor Charles Block,  Chicago, IL
Communication Studies
David Edgar Block IV,  Iowa City
English
*Kjai Harald Block,  Fargo, ND
Theatre Arts
Jeremy Fraser Blumberg,  Schaumburg, IL
American Studies
Jill Marie Bogar,  Naperville, IL
Journalism and Mass Communication
Kristen Michelle Bogusz,  Naperville, IL
English
Erica A. Bohac,  Waverly, NE
Dance
Jennifer Ann Bohl,  Mason City
Psychology
Sean Patrick Boies,  Cedar Rapids
Psychology
Alyssa M. Boisvert,  Wauconda, IL
Spanish
Interdepartmental Studies
Jesse T. Boland,  Iowa City
Interdepartmental Studies
Marissa Linn Boles
Psychology
Natane Marie Boll,  Cedar Rapids
Health and Human Physiology
Virgil Anthony Bonifazi,  Mt Prospect, IL
Communication Studies
English
Kali Illice Book,  Harvard, IL
Communication Studies
Misa Sophia Borchers,  Evanston, IL
Communication Studies
Margaret Borden,  Edina, MN
English
Lindsay Erin Borgwardt,  Clinton
Honors in Speech and Hearing Science
Courtenay Leigh Boron,  Northbrook, IL
Social Work
Zach Edwin Borter,  McHenry, IL
Anthropology
*Hannah Elisabeth Bousek,  Cedar Rapids
English
James Coleman Bowermaster,   
West Des Moines
Sociology
Matthew Ramey Boyle,  Geneva, IL
Political Science
Emily Suzanne Boyler,  Bettendorf
Psychology
William Parker Bracken,  Des Moines
Interdepartmental Studies
Jessica Ann Brady,  Muscatine
Interdepartmental Studies
Michael Casey Braheny,  Schaumburg, IL
Communication Studies
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Hayley Michelle Brandt,  Perry
Psychology
Alexander Theis Bravos,  Glen Ellyn, IL
History
Liza O'Brien Bray,  Alexandria, VA
Political Science
Nicholas Harold Brayton,  Coralville
Health and Sport Studies
Joshua Reid Breger,  Highland Park, IL
History
Political Science
Andrew Riley Brehm,  Ames
Political Science
Philosophy
Kaitlin A. Brennan,  Frankfort, IL
Communication Studies
Travis Scott Breon,  Ottumwa
Informatics
Thomas A. Brereton,  Keystone
Informatics
Stephanie Marie Brice,  Coupeville, WA
Communication Studies
Alison Leigh Bridges,  Bettendorf
Interdepartmental Studies
Joshua J. Bright
Economics
Margaret Alice Mcguire Brigl,  Cedar Rapids
English
Psychology
Teresa C. Brinati,  Oak Brook, IL
Communication Studies
Melissa Nicole Brockway,  Ames
English
Nicholas Haven Brodersen,  Adel
Interdepartmental Studies
Benjamin Eugene Brown,  Pleasant Hill
Communication Studies
Bridget Ann Brown,  Ames
Cinema
Chelsea Elizabeth Myers Brown,   
Dearborn, MI
English
Grant Jacob Brown,  Newton
Sport Studies
Jodi L. Brown,  Cedar Rapids
Psychology
Nicholas Gale Brown,  Warrenville, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
Marc Bruche,  Hölsbrunn, Germany
Political Science
Ryan Bruellman,  Ottosen
Health and Human Physiology
Matthew T. Brummond,  Iowa City
Sport Studies
Courtney Corbett Bruns,  Estherville
Psychology
*Holly A. Brus,  Denison
Honors in International Studies
Spanish
Ashley Marie Bruxvoort,  Altoona
English
Adam G. Brzeszkiewicz,  Tinley Park, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
Jon Vincent Buchholz II
English
Philosophy
Seth T. Buck,  Saint Cloud, MN
Ethics and Public Policy
Abigail M. Buckels,  Sugar Grove, IL
English
Sara Jayne Buckley,  Cedar Rapids
Health and Human Physiology
Jordan Michael Buettner,  Knoxville
English
Andrea Elizabeth Bunting,  Shellsburg
Spanish
Political Science
Laura L. Burchett,  Keokuk
Elementary Education
Matthew Mckay Burgman,  Saint Charles, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
Emily Elaine Burgmeier,  Dubuque
Psychology
Breanne Marie Burich,  Eagan, MN
Communication Studies
Chelsea Marie Burn,  Peoria, IL
Honors in Journalism and Mass 
Communication
Health and Sport Studies
Jesse Burnes,  Dubuque
Interdepartmental Studies
Paige Nicole Burnes,  Glenview, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
*Shannon Claire Burnette,  Geneva, IL
Anthropology
William Raymond Burns,  Orland Hills, IL
Psychology
Lynley Anne Burrow,  Waverly
Social Work
**Elly Margaret Burrows,  Wheaton, IL
Honors in Journalism and Mass 
Communication
Heather Elizabeth Busch,  Carol Stream, IL
Health and Human Physiology
Katie Frances Buschelman,  North Liberty
Interdepartmental Studies
Rose Terese Butchart,  Ypsilanti, MI
English
Honors in International Studies
Nicholas Thomas Butera,  Wadsworth, IL
Health and Human Physiology
Jacob Daniel Button,  Indianola
Interdepartmental Studies
Yael Kahn Cadji,  Melrose Park, PA
Psychology
Abigail Marie Cadogan,  Plainfield, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
Ryan William Calderwood,  Vinton
Computer Science
Jason Patrick Callaghan,  Iowa City
Economics
Kristin Leigh Callahan,  Park Ridge, IL
Journalism and Mass Communication
Victoria Ann Callero,  Arlington Heights, IL
Communication Studies
Angela Marie Calvello,  Long Grove, IL
Psychology
Lindsey Alanna Cambridge,  Essex, MA
Health and Sport Studies
Sarah Elizabeth Cammoun,  Waterloo
Psychology
**Brian Dean Campbell
Economics
German
Kylee Elizabeth Campbell,  Muscatine
Elementary Education
Sasha Lindsay Canales,  Belvidere, IL
Political Science
Brittany Anne Caplin,  Burnsville, MN
Honors in Journalism and Mass 
Communication
Political Science
Avery Marie Capper,  Williamsburg
Psychology
Health and Sport Studies
*Christina Kathryn Carberry,  Des Moines
American Studies
Stephanie Cardenas,  Chicago, IL
International Studies
Journalism and Mass Communication
Justin Wayne Carder
Biology
Ashley Lyn Carlson,  Woodbury, MN
Journalism and Mass Communication
Health and Sport Studies
Erik Carlson,  Windsor Heights
English
Cinema
Megan Michelle Carlson,  Waukee
Honors in English
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Steven Paul Carlson,  Waterloo
English
Blake Paul Carlson-Joshua,  Edina, MN
Environmental Sciences
Economics
Latashia Ann Carney,  Riverdale, IL
Theatre Arts
Tiana Carollo,  Aurora, CO
Theatre Arts
Anne J. Carr,  Marion
History
Ashley Nichole Carroll,  Stratford
Art
Lee Roland Carroll,  Iowa City
Interdepartmental Studies
Allison Carter,  Mount Vernon
Psychology
Michelle Rose Cartier,  Marshalltown
Speech and Hearing Science
Bryce Cartwright,  Compton, CA
Interdepartmental Studies
Danielle Mary Carty,  Caledonia, Canada
Communication Studies
Sarah Eileen Carusona,  Ottawa, IL
Dance
Allison Ann Casey,  Palatine, IL
Communication Studies
Emilia Josephine Catanese,  Schaumburg, IL
Psychology
Zachary Andrew Cazabon,  Brentwood, MO
Theatre Arts
Megan Ashley Cendrowski
Communication Studies
Journalism and Mass Communication
Amy Michelle Center,  Cincinnati, OH
Elementary Education
Carolyn Ann Cerney,  Chicago, IL
Psychology
Leslie Ann Chapin,  Oak Park, IL
Art
Communication Studies
Michael Andrew Chapman,  Dubuque
Geography
Chen Chen,  Shanxi, China
Communication Studies
Allison E. Chihak,  Burt
Linguistics
Julie H. Chiu,  Waterloo
Psychology
Communication Studies
Trey Alan Chmelka,  Sioux City
Interdepartmental Studies
Hee Sun Cho,  Korea
Linguistics
Hannah Thi Chong,  Sioux City
International Studies
Katherine Ann Chrisman,  Muscatine
English
Shannon Kathleen Chrusciel,  Cedar Falls
Communication Studies
Tim M. Cigrand,  Cascade
Informatics
Jacob Daniel Clarahan,  Sergeant Bluff
History
***Sarah E. Claypool,  Williamsburg
Honors in Political Science
Brittany Elizabeth Clemens,   
Saint Charles, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
Shanyn Carolyne Cline,  Chicago, IL
Journalism and Mass Communication
Zaid Clor,  West Des Moines
Political Science
Michael David Close,  Lone Tree
Health and Sport Studies
Andrea N. Cohen,  Davenport
Communication Studies
Brooklyn Colbert,  Riverside
Anthropology
**Mackenzie E. Colbert,  Excelsior, MN
Health and Human Physiology
Amber Marie Cole,  Cedar Rapids
Art
Tiffany Lee Ann Colegrove-Best,  Keokuk
Religious Studies
Sandra Colina,  Skokie, IL
Psychology
Political Science
Ethan Peterson Collins,  Northbrook, IL
Communication Studies
Peggy Lynn Condron,  Indian Head Park, IL
Communication Studies
*Meagan Kate Conley,  West Liberty
Honors in English
Anne Therese Conlon,  Mount Prospect, IL
International Studies
French
Steven Edward Conlow,  Des Moines
International Studies
Jennifer Aileen Connelly,  Saint Charles, IL
History
Katye Elizabeth Conner,  Coralville
English
Sharaine Markay Conner,  Des Moines
Social Work
Marysa Raquel Conrad,  Winterset
International Studies
Christopher Riley Considine,  Bettendorf
History
Grant Nesselroad Cook
Art
Kendra Sue Cook,  Waterloo
English
Seth Tyler Cook,  Tipton
Comparative Literature
Kaitlyn Darcy Cooley,  Iowa City
Psychology
Jessica Marie Coon,  West Des Moines
English
Religious Studies
Abbie Jean Cooney,  Des Moines
Communication Studies
Religious Studies
Bridget Eileen Cooney,  Indianola
Art History
Lanie Jo Coons,  Monticello
Health and Human Physiology
Benedicte Anne Corbett,  Cedar Rapids
French
Rachel Lenore Corcoran,  Palatine, IL
Health and Sport Studies
McKinley Ann Cornwell,  West Des Moines
Psychology
Melanie Erin Corpe,  Mount Vernon
Asian Languages and Literature
International Studies
Carlynne Correll,  Cedar Rapids
Health and Human Physiology
Alyssa Kirsten Cosnek,  Aliquippa, PA
Interdepartmental Studies
Genevieve Constance Coulson
Journalism and Mass Communication
Religious Studies
Michele Lynn Countryman,  Anamosa
Psychology
David Raymond Covington,  Iowa City
History
Chase Leacle Cramer,  Mc Henry, IL
Speech and Hearing Science
Chris Crawford,  Manchester
Health and Human Physiology
Kyle Crawford,  Le Mars
Communication Studies
Stephanie Marie Crawford,  Park Ridge, IL
Speech and Hearing Science
Stephanie Nicole Crippen,  Cedar Rapids
Elementary Education
Psychology
Jeffrey Andrew Crone,  Keota
Theatre Arts
Kara Renae Crosgrove,  Okoboji
Psychology
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Meghan Anne Crotty,  Addison, IL
Psychology
Josh Crow,  Le Claire
Biology
Kristin Lynn Crowe
Interdepartmental Studies
Brendan J. Crowley,  Chicago, IL
Political Science
Daniela B. Cubelic,  Glenview, IL
Communication Studies
Health and Sport Studies
Melissa F. Curley,  Wilmette, IL
History
Courtney LeeAnn Curtis,  Davenport
Communication Studies
Jacob Michael Cutts,  Lake Zurich, IL
English
Ellen Marie Cyrier,  Hinsdale, IL
Art
Kacie Kristine Cysewski
Communication Studies
Danielle Annette D'Agostino,   
Clarendon Hills, IL
Communication Studies
History
Christina Jo Daft,  Burlington
Psychology
Kristine Ann Daggett,  Iowa City
International Studies
Classical Languages
Kathryn Mary Dagres,  Schaumburg, IL
English
History
Ellen Marcia Dahlquist,  North Oaks, MN
Health and Human Physiology
Jon Edward Daiker,  Carroll
Social Work
Rachel Elaine Daily,  Cedar Rapids
Interdepartmental Studies
John Vartan Dakarian,  Nevada
Political Science
Lauren Elizabeth Dal Santo,  Mokena, IL
Journalism and Mass Communication
***Kelsey Elizabeth Dallas,  Lincoln, IL
English
Economics
Religious Studies
Ashley Allene Dalldorf
Communication Studies
Molly Sue Daly,  Davenport
Communication Studies
*Samantha K. Daly,  West Dundee, IL
Elementary Education
Nicole Rani Dana,  West Des Moines
Art History
Zachery Robert James Danekas,   
Burlington
Communication Studies
Diana Kimberly Dang,  Sioux City
English
Jennifer Michelle Daniel,  Bloomington, IL
Communication Studies
Psychology
Tyler Carl Daniel,  Lidderdale
Health and Sport Studies
Journalism and Mass Communication
Julie Anne Daniels,  Fox Point, WI
Theatre Arts
Communication Studies
Samuel Joseph Danna,  Springfield, IL
International Studies
**Michele Irene Danno,  Elmhurst, IL
Communication Studies
Journalism and Mass Communication
Amanda Kate Darbyshire,  Morning Sun
Elementary Education
Emily Sue Darland
Interdepartmental Studies
Nicole Christine Darrington,  Neola
Interdepartmental Studies
Hannah Lynn David,  Buffalo Grove, IL
Linguistics
Speech and Hearing Science
Dana Bacon Davidsen,  Libertyville, IL
Journalism and Mass Communication
Jonathan Robert Davidshofer,   
Mount Vernon
Economics
*William Frederick Davies II,  Winnetka, IL
Anthropology
Hannah Dawes,  Iowa City
French
Janice J. De Berg,  Dike
Elementary Education
Elyse N. De Stefano,  Urbandale
Ethics and Public Policy
Geovanna Cecilia Dean,  Cedar Rapids
Spanish
Steven Michael Dean, Jr.,  Davenport
Computer Science
Samantha Lynn Debernardis,  Elmhurst, IL
Elementary Education
John Henry Debold,  Muscatine
Philosophy
Kyle Decker,  Zwingle
Psychology
Danielle Marie Dee,  Grimes
Social Work
***Megan Emily Dee,  Davenport
Anthropology
Psychology
Nicole Rae Deierling,  Mount Pleasant
Biology
Katelyn Hope Dejongh,  Rock Valley
Psychology
Kali Danielle Del Carlo,  Naperville, IL
Health and Human Physiology
Nicole D. Del Carpio,  Coralville
Spanish
Kelsey Victoria Delperdang,  Keokuk
Cinema
William Joseph Denny,  Iowa City
Linguistics
Matthew Stephen Denton,  Princeton, IL
History
Jacoby Lynne Deshler,  Agency
Psychology
Melanie Lynn Dettmer,  Crystal Lake, IL
Health and Human Physiology
Christopher Ian Deyo,  Keokuk
Interdepartmental Studies
Kathryn Lauren DeBoo,  Hanover Park, IL
Health and Human Physiology
Gabriel Louis DeJong,  Baxter
Journalism and Mass Communication
International Studies
Craig DeLong,  Urbandale
Political Science
International Studies
Layce Shea DeLong,  Letts
Journalism and Mass Communication
Art
Joshua Daniel DeSousa,  Cedar Rapids
Ethics and Public Policy
Megan Marie Dial,  Shenandoah
Journalism and Mass Communication
English
Darleen Kay Diaz,  Mason City
Art History
Adam Robert Didesch,  Dubuque
History
Bryan M. Dierks,  De Witt
Sociology
Ardella Michelle Diggs,  Saint Louis, MO
Health and Human Physiology
Alexandra Rae Dijohn,  Vernon Hills, IL
Elementary Education
Kelsey M. Dillon,  Pewaukee, WI
Psychology
Kendall L. Dingwall,  Mattawan, MI
Journalism and Mass Communication
International Studies
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Jed Lee Dirksen,  Hampton
Interdepartmental Studies
*Jennifer Danielle Divita,  Davenport
Speech and Hearing Science
Alexis A. Dixon,  Northbrook, IL
Comparative Literature
Brittany Leigh Dlhy,  West Branch
Health and Human Physiology
William David Dodge,  Northbrook, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
John Andrew Doetkott,  Minneapolis, MN
Journalism and Mass Communication
English
Rachel Kathleen Doggett,  Ottumwa
Biology
Thomas Jeffrey Doig,  Chicago, IL
Political Science
Samantha Maureen Dolan,  Eagan, MN
Spanish
Jade Ashley Maria Donaghy,  Des Moines
Art
Michael Ryan Donahue,  Des Moines
Health and Sport Studies
Megan M. Dooly,  Norwalk
English
History
Troy Justin Doris,  Bolingbrook, IL
Political Science
Tasha Dorman,  Rosemount, MN
Interdepartmental Studies
Malan Sartori Doty,  Iowa City
English
Aj Doughan,  Algona
Biochemistry
Sam Michael Driscoll,  Pewaukee, WI
Journalism and Mass Communication
Jared A. Dudley,  Elk Run Heights
Health and Sport Studies
Ann Marie Duffy,  Orland Park, IL
Health and Human Physiology
Emily Ann Duffy,  Des Moines
English
Kyle Duncan,  Simi Valley, CA
English
Nathan Ryan Dunek,  Swisher
Interdepartmental Studies
Tara Ann Dunlay,  Waterloo
Health and Sport Studies
Jamie Christine Dupuy,  Clive
Italian
*Jessica Durkin,  Downers Grove, IL
Art
Honors in Art History
Valerie Marlene Duvick,  Muscatine
Journalism and Mass Communication
Travis Eugene Dyer,  Iowa City
Elementary Education
Alyxandra Lynn Dykema,  Geneseo, IL
Communication Studies
**Nina Olivia Earnest,  Mediapolis
Honors in International Studies
Journalism and Mass Communication
Nathan Earl Eason,  Waverly
History
Joshua Michael Eastham,  Deer Park, IL
Spanish
Lauren Michelle Eck,  Warrenville, IL
Communication Studies
Matthew John Edgecombe,  Algonquin, IL
Anthropology
Brian Gregory Edwards,  Urbandale
Spanish
**Drake Scott Edwards,  Cedar Falls
Honors in Interdepartmental Studies
Heath Ryan Edwards,  Des Moines
Psychology
John Richard Edwards,  Urbandale
Sport Studies
Jamere Estelle Eggelton,  Cedar Rapids
Art
John Eggers,  Dubuque
Anthropology
**Amr Fikry El-Bokl,  Iowa City
Biochemistry
*Andrew Thomas Elges,  Bettendorf
Honors in History
German
Bian Nizar Elkhatib,  Bettendorf
English
Chelsea Kaye Ellerbach,  Bettendorf
Health and Human Physiology
Mandy Jo Ellison,  Monmouth
Psychology
MacKenzie McConnell Elmer,  Appleton, WI
Honors in Journalism and Mass 
Communication
Megan Elizabeth Elsen,  Lisle, IL
Journalism and Mass Communication
Christopher David Elsenbast,  Ames
Economics
Katrina Nicole Englerth,  Lincolnshire, IL
Elementary Education
Kirk St. John Eno,  Iowa City
Communication Studies
Sean Harold Enright,  Woodridge, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
Communication Studies
Grant William Erhart,  Keokuk
Interdepartmental Studies
*Jacquilyn Renea Erickson,  Harlan
Honors in International Studies
Spanish
James P. Erickson,  River Forest, IL
Cinema
Nicole Lauren Erickson,  Cedar Rapids
Sport Studies
Marissa Kathleen Ernst,  Lake Forest, IL
English
Nicole Lynn Ertl,  Guttenberg
Interdepartmental Studies
Ashley N. Ervin,  Bettendorf
Honors in Political Science
Noelle Frances Estabrook,  Rockford, IL
Mathematics
Julie Anne Euyoque,  Wheeling, IL
Speech and Hearing Science
Andrew Todd Evans,  Naperville, IL
Communication Studies
Serena Lynn Everhart,  Muscatine
English
Johnathan Schnee Fagg,  Jefferson
Biochemistry
Michael Andrew Fanelli,   
Arlington Heights, IL
Journalism and Mass Communication
*Lydia Fankhauser,  Des Moines
English
French
Nawaal Binte Farooq,  Iowa City
Communication Studies
Danielle Sinead Faubert,  Lakeville, MN
Elementary Education
Aaron Michael Faulkner,  Independence
Cinema
Allison Monique Fayard,  Urbandale
Speech and Hearing Science
Kaitlyn Marie Feeney,  Burr Ridge, IL
Journalism and Mass Communication
Communication Studies
*Emily Marie Ferguson,  Shellsburg
Journalism and Mass Communication
Communication Studies
Hannah Lyn Ferguson,  Iowa City
Geography
Sean Gene Ferrall,  Cedar Rapids
Interdepartmental Studies
Nicholas Ryan Fetty,  West Des Moines
Journalism and Mass Communication
Honors in Sport Studies
Jacob John-Warren Fevold,  Coralville
Computer Science
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Nathan George Fiala,  Swisher
History
Political Science
**Macy Marie Fickbohm,  Algona
Interdepartmental Studies
Morgan Marie Finn,  Davenport
Interdepartmental Studies
Courtney Elizabeth Fisher,  Iowa City
Communication Studies
Elizabeth Grace Fitch,  Pella
International Studies
Matthew J. Fitzgerald,  Winfield, IL
Health and Human Physiology
Sean Michael Flanagan,  Downers Grove, IL
Health and Human Physiology
Hillary Erin Flander,  Cedar Rapids
Spanish
Computer Science
Alyssa Lauren Flannigan,  Batavia, IL
Communication Studies
John Samuel Flathman,  Davenport
Cinema
Joseph Daniel Fleming,  Chicago, IL
Communication Studies
Nicholas Duane Fletcher,  Bettendorf
Informatics
Allysa Marie Fligg,  Agency
Interdepartmental Studies
Riley Nicole Flodin,  Rockford, IL
Speech and Hearing Science
Betsy Ann Flood,  Des Moines
International Studies
Eileen Flood,  Arlington Heights, IL
Speech and Hearing Science
Joseph Florio,  Oak Brook, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
Trisha Floyd,  Des Moines
Russian
Italian
Andrew M. Flynn,  Bettendorf
Health and Sport Studies
Lauren Louise Folladori,  Hudson
Elementary Education
Tate Kirby Fontenot,  Central City
Journalism and Mass Communication
Cassi Elizabeth Forbes,  Cedar Rapids
Health and Human Physiology
Joseph Edward Forgy,  Iowa Falls
Interdepartmental Studies
Amber Elizabeth Foster,  Camanche
Elementary Education
Theatre Arts
Rebecca Lane Foster,  Naperville, IL
Mathematics
***Sophie Lauren Foster,  Iowa City
Psychology
Taylor Alexandra Frable
Communication Studies
Jordon William Frakes,  Clarion
Interdepartmental Studies
David John Frampton,  Clear Lake
Health and Human Physiology
Lauren Christine Frawley,  Washington, PA
Health and Human Physiology
Benjamin David Frazee,  Clive
Economics
Julia Marie Frazier,  Crystal Lake, IL
International Studies
Ingrid Katharina Freaney,  Cedar Rapids
English
Darren William Freeman,  Naperville, IL
History
Rochelle L. Frees,  Riverside
Communication Studies
Evan Freese,  Cedar Rapids
Biochemistry
Alexander James French,  Whitefish Bay, WI
Journalism and Mass Communication
Rebecca M. French,  South Elgin, IL
Mathematics 
Honors in Education
Maxwell Neilsen Freund,  Chicago, IL
Journalism and Mass Communication
Informatics
Emily L. Friesth,  West Des Moines
Health and Sport Studies
Psychology
Sarah Christine Fry,  Darien, IL
Health and Human Physiology
Lucas Scott Fryman,  Chicago, IL
Political Science
Andrew Michael Fuhrmann,  Naperville, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
Elizabeth Fuller,  West Branch
Economics
Meredith Huse Funke
Psychology
Lauren Marie Gabryszewski,  Naperville, IL
English
Adam James Gacke,  Davenport
History
Cody James Gall,  Cumming
Communication Studies
Carter Grandy Gantz,  Lake Forest, IL
English
Jacqueline Garcia,  Batavia, IL
Spanish
Riley Gardam
Geography
Victoria Leigh Garifo,  Red Lion, PA
Psychology
Lisa Ann Gariti,  Chicago, IL
Health and Human Physiology
Jordan Glenn Garretson,  Marion
Journalism and Mass Communication
Sport Studies
Molly Marie Garrison,  Lake Zurich, IL
Speech and Hearing Science
Ryan Patrick Garvey,  Des Moines
English
Mohamed Gasmi,  Marion
International Studies
Political Science
Sarah Elizabeth Gaudet,  De Witt
Psychology
Ben Gauwitz,  Chillicothe, IL
Health and Human Physiology
Bradley Ryan George,  Marion
Sport Studies
Jacob Daniel George,  Bettendorf
Biology
Ryne Keith George,  Le Grand
Communication Studies
Political Science
Hannah Leah Gerard,  Iowa City
Communication Studies
Alison Pauline Gerhard,  Grundy Center
Elementary Education
Andrea Caroline Gerke,  Kewanee, IL
Psychology
Jordan Faye Gerot,  Columbus Junction
Communication Studies
Daniel Gerrits,  Park Ridge, IL
Economics
Forrest John Gerst,  Fort Madison
Philosophy
Chelsea Beth Gervase,  Glen Ellyn, IL
Communication Studies
Abbey Marie Gesing,  Cedar Rapids
Communication Studies
Brittany Marie Giammarino,  Villa Park, IL
Speech and Hearing Science
Joanna Lynn Giampoli,  Willowbrook, IL
Speech and Hearing Science
Alex Peter Giardino,  Elgin, IL
International Studies
Caroline Ann Gibbons,  Morton Grove, IL
Health and Human Physiology
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Michael David Gibbons,  Chicago, IL
Political Science
Jeremy David Gilbert,  Saint Petersburg, FL
Informatics
Stewart Lucas Gillmor,  Donahue
History
*Peter Anthony Gillon,  Cedar Rapids
Honors in English
Chelsie Ann Gingery,  Coralville
Honors in Communication Studies
*Stephanie Ann Ginther,  Rockwell City
Cinema
Cherith Brook Gipe,  Gilbert
International Studies
Lucy Kaari Gitaari,  Chuka, Kenya
Communication Studies
Jessica Anne Gitchell,  Cedar Falls
Psychology
Sydney Marie Gitelis,  Oak Brook, IL
Journalism and Mass Communication
Samantha L. Glazer,  Crystal Lake, IL
Sociology
Kara Mary Gleason,  Brookfield, WI
Political Science
Jillian Anne Goeke,  West Des Moines
Psychology
Kathleen Roselle Goff,  Davenport
Anthropology
Benjamin James Goldberg,  Dubuque
Psychology
English
David Goldsmith,  Shaker Heights, OH
Economics
Chelsey Rianna Gombert,  Marion
Interdepartmental Studies
Sara Rebecca Gomer,  Madrid, Spain
Elementary Education
Art
Kenita Elise Gonzales,  Charles City
Social Work
Shelley Jolene Gooder,  Cresco
Interdepartmental Studies
Chris Lee Goodman,  Washington
Communication Studies
Cody Alan Gordon,  Johnston
Psychology
English
Joan Delight Gordon,  Coralville
Asian Languages and Literature
Kelly Marie Gorman,  Roselle, IL
Communication Studies
Edward James Gorniak,  Addison, IL
Economics
Jennifer Angela Gram,  Santa Clara, CA
English
Malorie Marie Grange,  Ruthven
Interdepartmental Studies
Richard Paul Gray IV,  Itasca, IL
Communication Studies
Sociology
Steven Trumon Gray,  Iowa City
Music
Brandon Ryan Green,  Glenview, IL
Economics
Lucas Winfield Greta,  Newton
Honors in History
Erin Brianne Greve,  Elk Horn
Honors in Art
John Charles Griffin,  Waterloo
Health and Human Physiology
Emily Kalin Griffith,  Ames
Art History
Kelly Michelle Grogg,  Ames
English
Stephanie Marie Grooms,  New Hartford
History
Megan Ann Grote,  Washington
Communication Studies
Jesus Gutierrez
Informatics
John B. Gutta,  Anamosa
Political Science
Economics
Lauren E. Haahr,  Sioux Falls, SD
Ethics and Public Policy
Janessa May Hageman,  Ossian
Communication Studies
Journalism and Mass Communication
Keven Eric Hagen,  Pittsford, NY
Health and Human Physiology
Stephen Philip Hague,  Chicago, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
*Jerod E. Haldin,  Fort Dodge
Anthropology
Eva Martina Hall,  Aurora, IL
Communication Studies
Kurtis Harold Hall,  Ainsworth
Health and Human Physiology
Alyssa Nadine Hallman,  Hiawatha
Psychology
Communication Studies
Tyler Wayne Halverson,  Cherokee
Interdepartmental Studies
Veronica Emerson Hamly,  Decorah
Interdepartmental Studies
Jennifer Mary Hand,  Bensenville, IL
Honors in Psychology
Timothy James Hanlon,  Batavia, IL
Economics
John R. Hannon,  Lehigh
Cinema
Jefferson Ridley Hansen,  Iowa City
History
Persephone Alba Hansen,  Garland, ME
History
Adam Michael Hanson,  Sioux City
Psychology
Chris Kirby Hanson,  Ankeny
Computer Science
Scott Hanson,  Iowa City
Art
Michael Alan Harbison,   
Stone Mountain, GA
International Studies
Howard Henry Hardy,  Riverside
Environmental Sciences
Bradley James Harper,  Libertyville, IL
History
Kathleen Susanna Harrington,   
Kansas City, MO
Journalism and Mass Communication
Michael Harrington,  North Liberty
Interdepartmental Studies
Chelsea Rae Harris,  Normal, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
Griffen Taylor Harris,  Dubuque
Journalism and Mass Communication
Anthropology
Tyler Justin Harris,  Creston
Journalism and Mass Communication
American Studies
*Melanie Ann Harrison,  Cedar Rapids
Elementary Education
Louis Merritt Harvey,  Austin, TX
Ethics and Public Policy
Marc Danial Haskins,  West Des Moines
History
Ahmed Mohamed Hassanein,  Coralville
Political Science
Mallory Joan Hastings,  Gurnee, IL
Mathematics
Marisa Lynn Hatakeyama,  Schaumburg, IL
Asian Languages and Literature
Amanda Hatfield,  Johnston
Psychology
John Alan Hathaway,  Iowa City
Philosophy
Adrian Alexander Haughton,  North Liberty
Political Science
Harmony Ann Hauser,  Iowa City
Communication Studies
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 **With High Distinction 
***With Highest Distinction
*Patrick Daniels Hauswald,  Sioux Center
Honors in English
Megan Rose Hauswirth,  Iowa City
Ethics and Public Policy
Galen M. Hawthorne,  Fairfield
Journalism and Mass Communication
English
Matthew L. Hayes,  Lake Zurich, IL
Sociology
Ashley A. Hazen,  Mediapolis
Psychology
Sherri Healy,  Dubuque
Journalism and Mass Communication
Jacob Paul Heard,  Urbandale
Political Science
Honors in International Studies
Rachel Elizabeth Heck,  Williamsburg
Elementary Education
Anna Corinne Heffern,  Cedar Rapids
French
Mark Samuels Heffernan,  Aurora, IL
Communication Studies
Laura Grace Heineman,  Ogden
Communication Studies
Natalie Genevieve Heinrich,  Cranford, NJ
English
Dani Jo Helmich,  Bettendorf
English
Crystal Danielle Henderson,  Iowa City
Interdepartmental Studies
Michael Dean Henderson,  Cedar Rapids
Spanish
Brelynn Marie Heneghan,  Grayslake, IL
Psychology
Lee Richard Henneberry
Interdepartmental Studies
Joseph Thomas Henrici,  Palos Park, IL
Economics
Kelly Anne Henry,  Onalaska, WI
Sociology
Matthew Paul Henry,  Bloomingdale, IL
Political Science
Emily L. Hepker,  Cedar Rapids
Communication Studies
Alexander Joseph Herink,  Canton, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
Audrey J. Herman
Psychology
Brad Scott Herman,  Metamora, IL
Communication Studies
Margaret Ellen Hermanson,  Winnetka, IL
English
Honors in Dance
*Zachary J. Hermsen,  Dubuque
Ethics and Public Policy
Political Science
Jenna Susan Herrig,  Dubuque
Interdepartmental Studies
Lauren Lorraine Herrig,  Dubuque
International Studies
Spanish
Samantha Kay Herron,   
Colorado Springs, CO
History
Emily L. Hershberger
Interdepartmental Studies
Jill Kelly Hertel,  Hawthorn Woods, IL
Health and Human Physiology
Sarah L. Hervey,  Sioux City
Psychology
Kylie Jane Hess,  Chaska, MN
History
Kathryn Mary Heston,  Dubuque
Psychology
Mason Scott Hezner,  Vernon Hills, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
Jason Yale Hicks,  Iowa City
Geoscience
*Elliot Warren Higgins,  Ottumwa
Anthropology
Honors in Political Science
Megan Newberry Hill,  Roanoke, VA
Economics
***Michelle Marie Hillenbrand,   
Mequon, WI
English
Dylan Reid Hines,  Cedar Rapids
Anthropology
Jarred Ryan Hippen,  Rock Falls, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
Danielle Hougesen Hir,  Homer Glen, IL
Mathematics
Mackenzi Sue Hocking,  Ellsworth
Interdepartmental Studies
Danielle Leigh Hoefer,  West Des Moines
Political Science
**Rachel Ann Hoehle,  Solon
Speech and Hearing Science
Spanish
Alyssa Jo Hoffman,  Dyersville
Interdepartmental Studies
Kevin D. Hoffman,  Buffalo Grove, IL
Journalism and Mass Communication
Political Science
Samuel J. Hoffman,  Long Grove, IL
Communication Studies
Sarah Renae Hoffman,  Parnell
Health and Human Physiology
Mark A. Hogan, Jr.,  Clinton
Informatics
Psychology
Garrett Owen Hohmann,  Dubuque
Psychology
Lacey Nicole Hollingshead,  Eagle Grove
English
Jordan Elizabeth Holst,  Mondamin
English
Katelyn Holst,  De Witt
Speech and Hearing Science
Psychology
Terrance Dewayne Holub,  Coggon
Health and Human Physiology
Lindsay Ann Holzhammer,  Iowa City
Communication Studies
Dana Honke
Art History
Art
Joseph J. Honsey
Art
Siedel Trebla Hood,  Burlington
Anthropology
Emily L. Hoover,  Germantown, MD
English
Ryan Joseph Horner,  Iowa City
Health and Sport Studies
Heather Ann Horstmann,  Altoona
Theatre Arts
Cinema
Meaggan Diane Horton,  Rockford, IL
Elementary Education
Psychology
***Danielle Marie Hoskins,  Baxter
Honors in History
Neil Carter Hoskins,  Grinnell
Environmental Sciences
Heath Michael Hospodarsky,  Waterloo
Biology
Andrew Charles Host,  Altoona
Interdepartmental Studies
Olivia L. Houck,  Iowa City
Art History
Art
David Houghton,  Iowa City
Psychology
Zachary S. House,  Iowa City
Psychology
Amanda Kristine Houseal,  Brea, CA
Political Science
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Mary Elizabeth Hovick,  Clive
Communication Studies
**Caitlin Brooke Howard,  Coralville
Asian Languages and Literature
*Leigh Chaisson Howell,  Ames
Sociology
Michael Eugene Howell,  Fort Dodge
Health and Sport Studies
Journalism and Mass Communication
Chelsie Rae Howerton,  Aurora, IL
Journalism and Mass Communication
Jade Marie Howser,  Indianola
Social Work
Matthew Paul Hrvol,  Council Bluffs
Health and Human Physiology
Nanxi Hu,  Changsha, China
Asian Languages and Literature
**Halle Catherine Hudson,  Des Moines
Linguistics
Anthropology
Kelsey Elaine Huebner,  Mount Pleasant
Informatics
Honors in Art
Aubrey Lynn Huff,  German Valley, IL
Honors in Journalism and Mass 
Communication
English
Elizabeth Louise Huffman,  North Liberty
Psychology
Gender, Women's and Sexuality Studies
Caitlin Kathleen Hug,  Ames
Political Science
International Studies
Kyle John Hughes,  Westfield
Journalism and Mass Communication
Sport Studies
*Nicholas T. Hughes,  Newton
French
Spanish
Linguistics
Rachel Lynn Hughes,  Waukegan, IL
English
Kristina Marie Hugi,  Mason City
Interdepartmental Studies
Jenna Dawn Hulser,  Kalona
Psychology
Maegan Anne Hunsaker,  Urbandale
Interdepartmental Studies
Nicholas A. Hunsberger,  Johnston
Political Science
Brandon James Hurley
Journalism and Mass Communication
Health and Sport Studies
Nicholas John Hurley,  Urbandale
Political Science
Amelia Davis Hurst,  Iowa City
Spanish
Mallory Ann Husz,  Council Bluffs
Interdepartmental Studies
Derick James Hutchins,  Cedar Falls
Informatics
Psychology
Luke Huu Huynh,  Sioux City
Interdepartmental Studies
Joshua Joseph Hyde,  Middletown, OH
Ethics and Public Policy
Kathryn Joanne Hynes,  Bloomington, IL
Communication Studies
Hugo Ibarra,  Palatine, IL
Sociology
Mark Steven Iglesia,  McHenry, IL
Chemistry
Emily T. Inman,  Blue Island, IL
Journalism and Mass Communication
Daniel James Intagliata,  Burr Ridge, IL
Communication Studies
Colin Michael Ioannacci
Interdepartmental Studies
Matthew Ryan Ireland,  Cedar Rapids
English
Daniel Hernandez Isaac III,  Cedar Rapids
Interdepartmental Studies
Evan R. Isaacs,  Keokuk
History
Brendan Ellis Isaacson,  Highland Park, IL
Psychology
Laura Elizabeth Isham
Spanish
Jocelyn Dawn Isley,  Newton
Psychology
Laura Jean Jackson,  Iowa Falls
English
Ryan Paul Jackson,  Coralville
Interdepartmental Studies
Travis D. Jackson,  Gurnee, IL
Religious Studies
Danielle Elizabeth Jacobs,  Saint Charles, IL
Journalism and Mass Communication
Hannah Louise Jacobs,  Walcott
Classical Languages
Michael Elliott Jacobs,  Naperville, IL
Economics
Daniel Edward Jacobsen
Sport Studies
Interdepartmental Studies
Katherine Ayn Jacobsen,  Rochester, MN
English
Anthropology
Hannah Michaela Jahns,  Bettendorf
Health and Human Physiology
Keely Thomas Jarvill,  Charles City
Journalism and Mass Communication
Political Science
Megan Elizabeth Jasin,  Palatine, IL
English
Erin Nicole Jehle,  Iowa City
Psychology
Allison Marie Jenkins,  Urbandale
Health and Human Physiology
Cuyler James Jenkins,  Des Plaines, IL
English
*Brandon James Jennings,  Burlington
Honors in International Studies
Courtney Jacqueline Jensen,  Iowa City
Elementary Education
Elliott Ryker Jensen,  Cedar Falls
English
Psychology
Joseph Michael Jensen,  Pleasant Hill
American Studies
Junqi Ji,  Beijing, China
Chemistry
**Stacey Nicole Jirik,  Downers Grove, IL
Honors in Social Work
Alex David Johnson,  Plainfield, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
Brady Johnathon Johnson,  Fort Dodge
Journalism and Mass Communication
Brittney Elizabeth Johnson,  Sunshine, LA
Psychology
Coty Danielle Johnson,  Waukee
Psychology
Heather Anne Johnson,  Iowa City
Psychology
Laura Elizabeth Johnson,  Edina, MN
Psychology
Health and Human Physiology
Michael Lee Johnson,  Bettendorf
Political Science
Philip David Johnson,  Plainfield, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
Rachel Beth Johnson,  Skokie, IL
English
Sidney K. Johnson,  Pomeroy
Art
Travis James Johnson,  Cedar Rapids
Computer Science
Tyler Joseph Johnson,  Bloomington, IL
Communication Studies
Cinema
Zachary David Johnson
Economics
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Christopher Michael Jones,  Iowa City
Political Science
Kyle Michael Jorgensen,  Lemont, IL
Political Science
Kevin Sullivan Josephs,   
Arlington Heights, IL
Psychology
Spanish
Michael Steven Joyner,  Clermont
Mathematics
Rachel L. Juhl,  Estherville
Health and Human Physiology
Abbigail Brooke Julius,  George
Speech and Hearing Science
Andrew Michael Jungen,  Clinton
Computer Science
Brian Michael Jungen
Psychology
Lisa Marie Jurries,  Sioux City
Political Science
Psychology
Sara Marie Kaalberg,  Bettendorf
Chemistry
Elizabeth Polina Kagan,  Vernon Hills, IL
Economics
Jennifer Elaine Kahler,  Ankeny
Health and Human Physiology
Elle N. Kaiser,  Mason City
Journalism and Mass Communication
Ethics and Public Policy
Ellie Marie Kaiser,  Cedar Rapids
Interdepartmental Studies
Emily Rose Kalambaheti,  Brooklyn
Interdepartmental Studies
Anne Marie Kaminsky,  Elk River, MN
Communication Studies
Tyler John Kamperschroer,  Wheaton, IL
English
Cinema
Jaclyn Marie Kamradt,  Flossmoor, IL
Honors in Sociology
Matthew William Kane,  Blue Grass
Interdepartmental Studies
Ryan Gregory Kann,  Guttenberg
Interdepartmental Studies
Nicholas Kappel,  Waterloo
Journalism and Mass Communication
Shaun Ryan Karch,  Clive
Sport Studies
Taylor Lorell Kaszynski,  La Salle, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
Lori Melissa Katz,  Deerfield, IL
Psychology
Cierra Ann Katzmann,  Cedar Rapids
Health and Human Physiology
Alexandra Paige Kaufmann,  Riverwoods, IL
Speech and Hearing Science
Amanda Rose Kay,  Buffalo Grove, IL
Communication Studies
Miles Vincent Kean,  Cedar Rapids
Music
Linguistics
***Kevin Joseph Keating,  Clive
English
Ryan Clayton Keen,  Hills
Philosophy
Katie Marie Keim,  Chesterfield, MO
Interdepartmental Studies
**Kelsi Leigh Kellen,  Le Mars
Honors in Psychology
Elliot Ray Kelley,  Iowa City
Interdepartmental Studies
James Graham Kelly,  Boone
History
Stacy Elizabeth Kelly,  Davenport
Interdepartmental Studies
Kaitlyn J. Kemna,  Mason City
History
Keely Jordan Kemp,  Saint Louis, MO
Journalism and Mass Communication
Amanda Jessica Kendal-Brown,  Miami, FL
Music
Bobby O. Kennedy,  Iowa City
Philosophy
Honors in English
Colleen Rae Kennedy,  Downers Grove, IL
Journalism and Mass Communication
Communication Studies
Joshua Michael Kennedy,  Altoona
Computer Science
Evelyn C. Kennen,  Iowa City
Interdepartmental Studies
Joseph Robert Kennett,  Council Bluffs
Elementary Education
Alyssa Kenney,  Clinton
Interdepartmental Studies
*Rachel Anne Kentor,  Crystal Lake, IL
Psychology
Phillip Jerome Keppler,  Manchester
Interdepartmental Studies
Aaron Robert Kerkvliet,  Larchwood
Economics
Deanna Marie Kerns,  Spring Grove, IL
Journalism and Mass Communication
Art
Chelsea Lynn Khaw,  Hiawatha
Honors in Biochemistry
Aiden Terry Killick,  Lake Barrington, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
Spanish
Kyle T. Kinney,  Burlington
Health and Sport Studies
Taylor Renee Kinney,  Iowa City
Interdepartmental Studies
Martin Patrick Kirchmeier,  Sioux City
Theatre Arts
Claire Marie Kirchner,  Vernon Hills, IL
Elementary Education
Charles Albert Kirk,  Downers Grove, IL
Economics
History
Valerie Gail Kirschner,  Flossmoor, IL
Psychology
Alexander William Kish,  New Lenox, IL
Economics
Benjamin Robert Kisner,  East Moline, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
Tyler John Kistner,  Apple Valley, MN
Biology
**Audrey Linn Kittrell,  Cedar Falls
Journalism and Mass Communication
Psychology
Kelsey Marie Kleinow,  Homewood, IL
Psychology
Art
Hannah Claire Klotz,  Holstein
Health and Human Physiology
Molly Jo Kluesner,  Dubuque
Health and Human Physiology
Katelyn Elizabeth Kluge,  Downers Grove, IL
Speech and Hearing Science
Katelynn Elizabeth Knapp,  Urbandale
Psychology
Elise Danae Knaub,  Jefferson
Interdepartmental Studies
Robert Francis Koehler,  Ames
English
Megan Lynn Koenen,  Apple Valley, MN
Cinema
English
Andrew Madison Koerner,  Washington, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
Jonathan Blake Kogut,   
Village Of Lakewood, IL
Sociology
Zak Kolbas,  Naperville, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
***John William Komdat,  Denver, CO
Honors in Philosophy
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**Cole Daniel Konopka,  Woodstock, IL
English
Anthropology
Alex Michael Koob,  Cascade
Political Science
*Tanner Steven Koomar,  Lisbon
Theatre Arts
Alexander James Korte,  Truro
Theatre Arts
***Sarah Marie Kosch,  Lincoln, NE
Honors in English
Derek A. Kotlar,  Gurnee, IL
Speech and Hearing Science
Alexis Patricia Kourkoumelis
Health and Human Physiology
*Kimberly Rae Koziel,  Bartlett, IL
Psychology
Emily Elizabeth Krajicek,  Dunlap
Health and Human Physiology
Hannah Marie Kramer,  Brookfield, WI
Journalism and Mass Communication
English
Thomas A. Kray,  Wheaton, IL
English
Annelise M. Kreger,  Kearney, MO
Music
Katharine Sarah Kress,  Dubuque
Honors in English
Alex David Kretzinger,  Boone
Honors in History
Brandon Jay Krikke,  Sanborn
Political Science
Evan Kyle Kriz,  Indian Head Park, IL
Economics
*Brittney Ann Kroeger,  Hinton
Mathematics
Ross M. Kroll,  Schaumburg, IL
Environmental Sciences
Kristine Kruchten,  Fonda
Linguistics
Speech and Hearing Science
Anna Lynn Krueger,  La Grange, IL
English
***David Arrick Kruger,  Winona, MN
Honors in English
Joshua Joseph Krutsinger,  Evansdale
Biology
Jacob David Krzeczowski,  Saint Charles, IL
Journalism and Mass Communication
Nicholas Kuczwara,  Elmhurst, IL
Health and Sport Studies
Caitlin Danielle Kuempel,  Cedar Rapids
French
Timothy Jacob Kukkonen,  Marquette, MI
Religious Studies
Erin Michelle Kytola,  West Des Moines
Ethics and Public Policy
**Sarah Marie Labaz,  Woodstock, IL
Honors in Speech and Hearing Science
Colin Marzetta Lacy,  Hanover, NH
English
Jacqueline Kay Laesch,  Wheaton, IL
Elementary Education
Charles T. Lahl,  Blue Grass
Philosophy
Richard Thomas Lahman,  Cedar Rapids
Computer Science
Patrick Michael Lala,  Marion
History
Linna Ming Jie Lam,  Quincy, IL
Asian Languages and Literature
Linguistics
Adam R. Lambert,  Amana
Interdepartmental Studies
Ryan Patrick Lamparek,  Fairfax
Health and Human Physiology
Justine W. Landeck,  Palatine, IL
Health and Human Physiology
Jennifer Lynn Landers
Psychology
Sara Kathryn Lane,  Eddyville
Honors in Anthropology
Ancient Civilization
Stephanie Michelle Lane
Interdepartmental Studies
Jacob Edward Langenfeld,  Melvin
Economics
Megan Corbett Langille,  Saint Charles, IL
Psychology
Marcia Christine Langren,  West Des Moines
Journalism and Mass Communication
English
Alison Lynn Langston,  Des Moines
Health and Human Physiology
Alexandra Nicole Lappe,  Dysart
Psychology
Rebecca Lynne Larew,  Bettendorf
Social Work
Peter Tyrone Larson,  Dubuque
Political Science
Andrea Marie Lary,  Sioux City
Communication Studies
Sport Studies
Rachelle Lasquite,  Northbrook, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
Rachel Anna Laton,  Iowa City
Communication Studies
Michael J. Lauren
Journalism and Mass Communication
Psychology
Mark Andrew Lavery,  Gurnee, IL
Political Science
Juliana Lavoie,  Westmont, IL
Health and Human Physiology
Kimberly Michelle Laws,  West Des Moines
History
Melanie R. Lawson,  Lake Zurich, IL
Speech and Hearing Science
Shannon Elaine LaVallie,  Downers Grove, IL
Mathematics
Peter Farrell Leahy,  Marion
English
Kimberly Renee Leaver,  Sioux City
Religious Studies
Interdepartmental Studies
Amanda Maureen Lee,  Deerfield, IL
Communication Studies
Hyun Dong Lee,  Seoul, Korea
Psychology
Jacob William Lee,  Long Grove
English
Ji Eun Lee,  Seoul, Korea
Linguistics
International Studies
Sara Lee,  Seoul, Korea 
Psychology
Stephan Minho Lee,  Barrington, IL
Spanish
Brian James Lefstad
Anthropology
Laurie Lehman,  Iowa City
Journalism and Mass Communication
Courtney Elizabeth Leinen,  Victoria, MN
Health and Human Physiology
Marissa Rachele Leissler,  Cherokee
English
Ashleigh Nichole Lemaster,  Coal Valley, IL
Journalism and Mass Communication
Thomas Edward Lemmermann,   
Mankato, MN
English
***Courtney Lynn Lenane,  Iowa City
Interdepartmental Studies
Katherine J. Leners,  Lake View
Speech and Hearing Science
**Eric Lengsouthiphong,  Des Moines
Honors in Art History
Jennifer Ann Lent,  Dubuque
Journalism and Mass Communication
Communication Studies
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Danielle Lynn Leopardo,   
Hawthorn Woods, IL
Communication Studies
Lauren Leskovac,  North Barrington, IL
Geography
Megan Ann Leslie,  Clinton
Linguistics
Joseph Allan Leuman,   
Mendota Heights, MN
Political Science
Elizabeth Caroline Cecelia Li,  Fort Dodge
Economics
Brittany Marie Lichty,  Marion
English
Shelbie Ann Light,  Redfield
Spanish
Barbara Paul Lillios,  Northbrook, IL
Psychology
Kimkeryn Lim
Psychology
Linguistics
Abrahm Lincoln,  Clear Lake
Psychology
Heather Mary Lincoln,  Dubuque
Political Science
Kristina Marie Linnane,  Des Moines
Music
Shaye Nicole Lio,  Addison, IL
Elementary Education
Joel Aaron Lipkowitz,  Buffalo Grove, IL
Informatics
*Elizabeth Karel Lipton,  Rockford, IL
Linguistics
Speech and Hearing Science
Rachel L. Litterer,  Iowa City
English
Daylin A. Lloyd,  Muscatine
Political Science
Niklas Erik Lofgren,  Glenview, IL
Political Science
Sean Patrick Logan,  Pleasant Hill
Art
Daniel Harrison London, Jr.,   
South Barrington, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
Ashley Ann Long,  Waukee
English
Courtney Lee Longlet,  Humboldt
Health and Human Physiology
Darren Christopher Look,  Iowa City
Computer Science
Kenisha Patrice Looney,  Chicago, IL
Sociology
Ryan Michael Lopez,  Johnsburg, IL
Spanish
Political Science
Venecia Lopez,  Sioux City
Interdepartmental Studies
Karl Reid Loth,  Cedar Rapids
Chemistry
Nathan Alan Lothamer
Informatics
Cade Z. Loven,  Decorah
Cinema
Bradley Lovetinsky,  Iowa City
Classical Languages
Linguistics
Philosophy
Logan Spencer Lovsmith,  Sioux City
Interdepartmental Studies
Michael James Low,  Crystal Lake, IL
History
Gloria Evelyn Lowther,  Homewood, IL
Music
Audriana Lu,  Des Moines
Journalism and Mass Communication
Anna Margaret Lucas
Psychology
Nicole M. Lumbreras,  Mundelein, IL
Journalism and Mass Communication
Jessica Elise Lundgren,  Mountain View, CA
Communication Studies
**Jing Luo,  Chengdu, China
Psychology
Mahmoud Yousif Lutfi,  Cedar Rapids
Journalism and Mass Communication
Paull H. Ly,  Sioux City
Interdepartmental Studies
Kimberly Ann Lynch,  Mount Prospect, IL
Mathematics
Rebecca Marianne Lyon,  Woodridge, IL
Communication Studies
Ryan Thomas Mabe,  Peosta
Sport Studies
Amanda Jo Macchione,  Elmwood Park, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
Antwane H. Mace,  Chicago, IL
English
Elizabeth Rita Macias,  Madera, CA
Psychology
Sociology
Mckenzie Skye Mackintosh,  Minnetonka, 
MN
Communication Studies
Sean Madden,  Elmhurst, IL
Economics
Jessica Lucille Madsen,  Wheaton, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
Andrew Lowell Magner,  Hiawatha
Economics
Political Science
**Mackenzie Anne Magnus,   
Oconomowoc, WI
International Studies
Ryan Paul Maher,  Des Moines
Sociology
Megan Kay Mahlberg,  Neola
Communication Studies
Tyler Edward Mairet
Mathematics
Computer Science
*Rachel Isabella Malkusak,  Iowa City
Honors in International Studies
Caitlin Marie Malooly,  Darien, IL
Communication Studies
Journalism and Mass Communication
Dina Esther Mandell,  Buffalo Grove, IL
Communication Studies
Shelby Nicole Manley,  Muscatine
Communication Studies
Sara Rain Manos,  Iowa City
Honors in International Studies
Linguistics
Julie Ann Many,  Naperville, IL
Mathematics
Jaimie Lee Marchant,  Roland
Anthropology
Brian Steven Marchese,  Elmhurst, IL
Political Science
Alyssa Diane Marchetti,  Utica, MI
English
Economics
Montell Theautry Marion,  West Des Moines
Sport Studies
Garrett Brian Marlow,  Vinton
Geoscience
Nathan Peter Marner,  Iowa City
Political Science
Rachel Ann Marquard,  Hudson
Elementary Education
*Jennifer Kay Marsch,  Hudson
English 
Honors in Education
Joseph P. Marshall,  Iowa City
Communication Studies
Kayla Jo Marshall,  Duluth, MN
Linguistics
Julia Grace Martens,  Oak Park, IL
Psychology
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Ashley Corll Martin
Linguistics
German
Erin Margaret Martin,  Naperville, IL
Communication Studies
Laura Elizabeth Martin,  Grayslake, IL
Psychology
Nicolas Shawn Martin,  Kalona
History
Timothy James Martin, Jr.,  Gurnee, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
Gabriela Andrea Martinez,  Crystal Lake, IL
Communication Studies
*Matthew Martini,  Long Grove, IL
Biology
Kyler Massner,  Burlington
Political Science
**Alyssa Mathews,  Marshalltown
Health and Human Physiology
Kara Grace Mathis
International Studies
Samantha Lyn Matic,  Naperville, IL
Psychology
William C. Mattessich,  Saint Paul, MN
Political Science
Honors in International Studies
Scott Andrew Maudlin,  Spirit Lake
Health and Sport Studies
Interdepartmental Studies
Kelsey Caitlin Maves,  Waterloo
Anthropology
Melinda Mary Maxwell,  Williamsburg
Interdepartmental Studies
Seth May,  Iowa City
Informatics
*Brett Mayfield,  Bettendorf
Honors in English
Sarah Allison Maynard,  Iowa City
Interdepartmental Studies
Lena Mays,  Iowa City
Communication Studies
Erin Traxl Maze,  Peru, IL
Geography
Amanda L. McAllister,  Cedar Rapids
Elementary Education
Brian Joseph McAndrew,  Peosta
Communication Studies
Connor John McCallum,  Cedar Rapids
Philosophy
Sociology
Danielle Rae McCartan,  Emmetsburg
Psychology
Health and Human Physiology
**Abby Marie McClatchey,  Iowa City
Elementary Education
Leah Anne McClure,  Palatine, IL
Dance
Journalism and Mass Communication
Shelley Lynn McComas,  Downers Grove, IL
Elementary Education
Matthew Thomas McCord,   
Fox River Grove, IL
Economics
Kaitlyn Ann McCoy,  Colfax-Mingo
Psychology
Timothy J. McCracken,  Chicago Ridge, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
Patrick John McCullough,  Dubuque
English
Psychology
Chad Eric McDanel,  Carlisle
Interdepartmental Studies
Benjamin Daniel McFarlane,  Altoona
English
Psychology
John G. McGinty,  Chicago, IL
Health and Sport Studies
Timothy James McGovern,   
Downers Grove, IL
Psychology
William John McGrory,  Iowa City
Ethics and Public Policy
Eileen Nicolette McInerney,  Chicago, IL
Communication Studies
Michael Ryan McKenna,  Tinley Park, IL
Economics
Katherine Irene McLaughlin,  Moline, IL
English
Michael Thomas McLaughlin,  Bartlett, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
Anna Michelle McLean,  Naperville, IL
International Studies
Spanish
Emily C. McNeil,  Oak Park, IL
Speech and Hearing Science
Nathan Richard McNurlen,  Waterloo
Cinema
Michael Robert McQuillan,   
Evergreen Park, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
Stephanie Paige Means,   
Mendota Heights, MN
Psychology
Derrek Meath,  Des Moines
International Studies
Tonirose Lillian Medina,  Chicago, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
***Katie Louise Medvec,  Naperville, IL
Elementary Education
Honors in Education
Ashley Marie Meier,  Guthrie Center
Communication Studies
Michelle Renee Meier,  Cedar Rapids
Communication Studies
Rebecca Ann Meier,  Iowa City
Biochemistry
Jennifer Marie Meis,  Sioux City
Elementary Education
Mckenzie Marie Melander,   
Apple Valley, MN
Speech and Hearing Science
Anne Micheel Meltzer,  Iowa City
Geography
Sarah Noel Mennie,  Inverness, IL
Elementary Education
Christopher Scott Merkle,  Newton
Art History
Cody Ray Metcalf,  Douds
Interdepartmental Studies
Emily Mettenburg,  Cedar Rapids
Biology
Michael Mettenburg,  Cedar Rapids
History
Christopher R. Metz,  Cedar Rapids
Honors in Cinema
Christin Alicia Meyer,  Dubuque
Journalism and Mass Communication
Political Science
Jennifer Anne Meyer,  Tampa, FL
Elementary Education
French
Jessica Lynn Meyer,  Strawberry Point
English
Margaret Anne Meyer,  Naperville, IL
International Studies
Drew W. Meyers,  Waterloo
History
Luke Tyler Meyne,  North Liberty
Geography
Peter Michael Michalik,  Homewood, IL
Communication Studies
Political Science
Savannah Maria Michalski,  Crescent
Health and Human Physiology
Peggy Leigha Michelotti,  North Liberty
Honors in English
Rebecca Nadine Michelotti,  North Liberty
English
Kathryn Mae Mickelson,  Stoddard, WI
Art
Journalism and Mass Communication
Kimberly M. Mikesh,  Calmar
Anthropology
French
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Sarah Lois Miksa,  Arlington Heights, IL
Psychology
Chloe Elyse Miller,  Glen Ellyn, IL
Journalism and Mass Communication
Sport Studies
Erica Ann Miller,  West Des Moines
Elementary Education
Kaitlin Marie Miller,  Waukee
Psychology
Nicholas Alexander Miller
History
Seth Christopher Miller,  Knoxville
Psychology
Terra Lynn Miller,  Luzerne
Speech and Hearing Science
Tyler Joseph Miller,  Johnston
Interdepartmental Studies
Tyrell Daniel Miller,  Creston
Interdepartmental Studies
***Lauren Marie Mills,  Leawood, KS
Honors in Journalism and Mass 
Communication
English
Spanish
Mandy Marie Mills,  Muscatine
Biology
Margaret Anne Mineart,  Norwalk
Communication Studies
Bianca Nina Minniti,  Woodstock, IL
Speech and Hearing Science
Sarah Christine Miruzzi,  Rochester, MI
Political Science
Heather Marie Misura,  Naperville, IL
Honors in Economics
Honors in International Studies
Linnay M. Mitchell,  North Liberty
Interdepartmental Studies
Jamie Elizabeth Modaff,  Lisle, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
Michael Moellers,  Coralville
Cinema
Amanda Kathryn Moen,  Oak Park, IL
Honors in Art
Elaine Nicole Moen,  Iowa City
Political Science
Emily Rose Moen,  Oshkosh, WI
International Studies
Abbey G. Moffitt,  West Des Moines
Honors in Political Science
Journalism and Mass Communication
Laila Abdalla Mohamed,  Coralville
Informatics
Linguistics
Marty A. Moler
Psychology
Nichole Kristen Molnar,  Romeoville, IL
Psychology
Monica Mom,  Des Moines
Interdepartmental Studies
*Erin Marie Momont,  La Crosse, WI
Journalism and Mass Communication
Louisa Maria Montealvo,  Clear Lake
Cinema
Jordan William Montgomery,  Sycamore, IL
English
Journalism and Mass Communication
Brett Michael Monthei,  Minnetonka, MN
Economics
Lindsey Shean Moon,  Panora
Anthropology
Journalism and Mass Communication
Kayloni Rae Moore,  Ringsted
Health and Human Physiology
Christine Ann Moorhead
Communication Studies
Erin Lynn Moreau,  Lincolnshire, IL
Communication Studies
Andrew Jason Morell,  Warren, PA
Geography
Kaeley Margaret Morgan,  Chicago, IL
Economics
Michelle Andrea Morgan,  Aurora, IL
Journalism and Mass Communication
Joseph James Moriarty,  Grayslake, IL
International Studies
Daniel David Morice,  Iowa City
Biology
Matthew Donald Morrison,   
Minneapolis, MN
Communication Studies
Elizabeth Anne Morrissy,   
La Grange Park, IL
Speech and Hearing Science
Kristina M. Mossman,  Chicago, IL
Health and Human Physiology
Rocco Giovanni Motto,  Addison, IL
Ethics and Public Policy
Julie Anne Mudryj,  Mokena, IL
Spanish
Sabrina Lynn Mueller,  Batavia, IL
History
Dance
Stephanie Rose Mueller,  West Point
Speech and Hearing Science
Jennifer Lynne Muntean,  Highland Park, IL
Communication Studies
Steven Michael Murdock,  Crystal Lake, IL
Biology
Anna Marie Murphy,  Sioux City
Psychology
Art
Patrick R. Murphy,  Bettendorf
International Studies
Adam Joseph Murray,  Mankato, MN
Political Science
Sarah Christina Murray,  Johnsburg, IL
Anthropology
Psychology
Laurah Eva Mwirichia,  Des Moines
Anthropology
David A. Myers,  Western Springs, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
Lillian Louise Myers,  Sperry
Communication Studies
Meaghan Joy Myers,  Lake City, MN
Elementary Education
*Meghan Elizabeth Naidnur,   
Warrenville, IL
Elementary Education
Jacintha Yvonne Nambi,  Iowa City
Economics
Thomas P. Nardo,  Lancaster, PA
Interdepartmental Studies
Catherine Neff,  Lombard, IL
Music
Scott Andrew Neira,  Cedar Rapids
Computer Science
Madeline Kristine Nelson,  Chicago, IL
Communication Studies
Meredith Caye Nelson,  Naperville, IL
Elementary Education
Samantha Madeline Nelson,  Park Ridge, IL
Communication Studies
Stephanie Nicole Nelson,  Belvidere, IL
Journalism and Mass Communication
Tanna E. Nelson,  Pella
Psychology
Erica Ann Neumann,  Clinton
Psychology
Jessica Marie Neuzil,  Sioux City
Anthropology
Victoria Anne New,  Fort Dodge
Psychology
Christina Newkirk,  Clarendon Hills, IL
English
Jeanne M. Nguyen,  Coralville
English
Jenny Phuong Nguyen,  Des Moines
Psychology
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Luke Nguyen,  Lake Forest, CA
Chemistry
Katherine Rachel Nicla,  Sheboygan, WI
English
Stephanie Rae Nicol,  Waterloo
Psychology
Kotheid Kekeli Nicoue,  East Moline, IL
International Studies
French
Ryan Nieland,  Iowa City
Computer Science
Tyler J. Nieland,  Omaha, NE
Health and Sport Studies
**Kaylie Jo Nielsen,  Clarinda
Psychology
Melissa Anne Niemann,  Homer Glen, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
Richard Alexander Nikchevich,   
Western Springs, IL
Psychology
Olga Nikolaenko,  West Des Moines
Psychology
Tiffany Jo Nilges,  Tripoli
Interdepartmental Studies
Megan E. Nolan,  North Aurora, IL
International Studies
Cristin M. Noonan,  Cascade
English
Jabar Napier Norman,  Chicago, IL
Social Work
African American Studies
Raymond A. Norris,  Eldridge
English
Crystal Marie Nuci,  Davenport
Elementary Education
Jenell Elizabeth Nyberg
Mathematics
Jacquelyn Elizabeth O'Briant,  Bettendorf
Communication Studies
Margaret Mary O'Brien,  Crystal Lake, IL
English
Kelsey M. O'Connor,  Fort Dodge
English
Jennifer Katherine O'Hare,  Hinsdale, IL
Elementary Education
Joseph Kenney O'Hern,  Johnston
Political Science
Jacob Joseph O'Leary,  Cedar Rapids
English
Nathan Patrick O'Neil,  Downers Grove, IL
Communication Studies
Cinema
Conor Michael O'Shea,  Deerfield, IL
Journalism and Mass Communication
Sport Studies
Keegan O'Shea,  Johannesburg, South Africa
Health and Human Physiology
***Sinah Ober,  Freiburg, Germany
Cinema
Nicole Marie Oehmen,  Mokena, IL
English
Sociology
Ashley Elizabeth Oerman,  Eldridge
Honors in Journalism and Mass 
Communication
English
Trever Jordan Olsen,  Osage
Economics
Abigail Leigh Olson,  Urbandale
Elementary Education
Andrew Benjamin Olson,  Ames
Art
Cameron Trace Olson,  Ellsworth
Communication Studies
Erik David Olson,  Sioux Falls, SD
Psychology
Laura LeAnn Olson,  Altoona
English
Kristi Jean Omundson,  Bondurant
Sociology
Alyssa M. Orosz,  Western Springs, IL
Elementary Education
Lara Rose Osterhaus,  Dyersville
Art History
**Catherine Elizabeth Oswald,  Chicago, IL
English
Kayla P. Otero,  Iowa City
Elementary Education
Kenneth Isaac Otto,  Davenport
Interdepartmental Studies
Erin Elizabeth Owen,  Bettendorf
English
Matthew Phillip Owen,  West Liberty
Health and Sport Studies
Daniel S. Padley
Music
Matthew David Painter,  Sycamore, IL
Cinema
Jacob Michael Palmatier,  Sugar Grove, IL
Psychology
Katherine Palmer,  Muscatine
Psychology
Tabitha L. Palmer,  Iowa City
Asian Languages and Literature
Linguistics
***Carol Wai Yung Pang,  Hong Kong, China
Honors in Speech and Hearing Science
*Weston Connor Panther,  Keokuk
Computer Science
Sociology
Marie Joanna Papineschi,   
Montpellier, France
Honors in English
Erik Paul Papke,  Harker Heights, TX
Journalism and Mass Communication
Michael J. Papso,  Binghamton, NY
Psychology
*Christina Maria Parenti,  Lincolnshire, IL
Speech and Hearing Science
*Jooweon Park,  Korea
English
Noelle Joyce Parr,  Oak Park, IL
Speech and Hearing Science
Smit A. Patel,  Coralville
Informatics
Madelaine Ann Pattee,  Norwalk
Theatre Arts
Nicole Zita Patterson,  Waukee
Speech and Hearing Science
Sarah AG Patterson,  Marion
Psychology
Anthropology
*Colleen Renee Patton,  Reading, PA
Linguistics
Honors in French
Charles David Paul
English
**Kevin M. Paulsen,  Center Junction
Journalism and Mass Communication
Kyle Joseph Paulson,  Solon
Elementary Education
Gabrielle Pawlikowski,  Barrington, IL
English
Chelsea Mae Pearson,  West Des Moines
International Studies
Taylor Dane Pedersen,  West Des Moines
English
Drew Colin Pederson,  Dike
Political Science
Spanish
Kimberly Lynn Pellegrini,  Palatine, IL
Ethics and Public Policy
Economics
Michael Ross Pendergast
English
Lauren Marie Perkins,  Wheaton, IL
Speech and Hearing Science
Bronis Lee Perteit,  Iowa City
Social Work
Sara J. Petermann,  Lake Zurich, IL
Communication Studies
Kenneth Scott Peters,  Waterloo
Biology
Mira Kate Petersen,  Muscatine
Psychology
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Stephanie Marie Petersen,  Clinton
Art
Geography
Matthew Thomas Peterson,  Morris, IL
Political Science
Matthew John Petitt,  Arlington Heights, IL
Political Science
Marissa Katherine Petroski,  Buffalo Grove, 
IL
Psychology
Spanish
*Sara Marlaine Pettit,  Iowa City
Honors in English
Honors in Spanish
Lee Allen Pfeifer,  Riverside
Environmental Sciences
Ryan Paul Phelan,  Cedar Rapids
Health and Human Physiology
Christopher Mark Philby,  Red Oak
Biology
Jordan Liane Phillips,  Iowa City
American Studies
Michael John Phipps,  Dunlap, IL
Economics
Danielle Ray Pille,  Carroll
Psychology
Jonathan T. Pilot,  Willow Springs, IL
History
Economics
Lauren Michelle Pinkerton,  Naperville, IL
Health and Human Physiology
**Stefanie Lynn Pinkney,  Peoria, IL
Honors in English
David Thomas Pionke,  Waupaca, WI
Computer Science
Alice Edmunds Pittman,  Muscatine
Environmental Sciences
Amy Donna Pitts,  Urbandale
Psychology
Alexander Nicholas Place,  Newark, DE
Interdepartmental Studies
Meredith Laura Agnes Place,  Durant
Political Science
Communication Studies
Paula Sue Plathe,  Granville
Social Work
Laura Eileen Platts,  Mason City
Speech and Hearing Science
Jordyn Elizabeth Plock,  Dixon, IL
Communication Studies
Kati Marie Ploeger,  Ankeny
Sociology
Paulina Ursela Polek,  Arlington Heights, IL
Speech and Hearing Science
***Tessa Irena Pollack,  West Des Moines
Honors in Speech and Hearing Science
Cristina L. Ponce,  Elmhurst, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
Emmanuel Poole,  Chicago
Interdepartmental Studies
Rebecca Mary Pope,  Iowa City
Dance
Austin G. Popham,  Millersville, MD
Ethics and Public Policy
Connie L. Porters,  Rolling Meadows, IL
Psychology
Max C. Pottebaum,  Indianola
Psychology
Alexi Grey Scot Potter,  Okoboji
Anthropology
Jaclyn Ann Pranger,  Clinton
Elementary Education
Bethany Christine Praska,  Longmont, CO
Spanish
**Jennifer Diane Pray,  Johnston
Honors in Dance
Honors in International Studies
Toni Lauren Prester,  Palatine, IL
Psychology
**Kristine Kay Preston,  Eldridge
International Studies
Sarah Ann Pry,  Le Mars
Psychology
Terrance Pryor,  Chicago, IL
Anthropology
Colleen Quaid,  Westchester, IL
Communication Studies
Sport Studies
Sarah Nargis Qualls,  Bettendorf
Communication Studies
Katherine Anne Quinlan,  Des Moines
Journalism and Mass Communication
Kelsey Kristine Quinn,  Cedar Rapids
Interdepartmental Studies
Tessa Kristine Quintero,  Urbandale
Economics
Sumaya Rabee,  Iowa City
Anthropology
Sarah R. Radke,  Aurelia
Interdepartmental Studies
*Megan Michelle Randall,  Marion
Mathematics
Gina Marie Rasmussen,  Wesley
Psychology
*Monica Ana Reardon,  Peoria, IL
English
Kelsey Marie Reddish,  Madrid
Communication Studies
Kathryn Mary Redington,  Bettendorf
Journalism and Mass Communication
Marielle Rose Redington,  Bettendorf
English
Christan Nichole Reed,  Dallas
Psychology
International Studies
Mitchell Patrick Regan,  Oak Forest, IL
Geography
Whittni Jo Regan,  Durant
Interdepartmental Studies
Andrea Rose Reinhardt,  Farley
Anthropology
*Trista L. Reis,  Ogden
Honors in Art History
*Brittany Alyssa Reuss,  Lake Geneva, WI
Communication Studies
Taylor Stewart Reynolds,  Alton
Communication Studies
Mark L. Rhomberg,  Oak Park, IL
Art
Asian Languages and Literature
Andrea Lauren Ricciardi,  Deerfield, IL
Communication Studies
Jon Elliot Rice,  Eden Prairie, MN
International Studies
Sarah Catherine Rice,  Naperville, IL
Communication Studies
Holly Ann Richard,  Dubuque
English
Honors in International Studies
Patrick Lee Richards II,  Colorado Springs, 
CO
Interdepartmental Studies
Communication Studies
Jacob Alexander Ridler,  Woodward
History
Matthew R. Rier,  Clarion
Sociology
Philip Michael Rifkin,  Arlington Heights, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
Jacob Philip Rigal,  Iowa City
Honors in English
Matthew Edmond Riordan,  Chicago, IL
Economics
Tim J. Riphagen,  Jefferson
Honors in English
Marissa Christine Ristich,  Addison, IL
Psychology
Christina Kay Rittgers,  Havelock
Speech and Hearing Science
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Nicholas Lee Rittler,  Burlington
Psychology
Asa William Ritz,  Ames
International Studies
Political Science
Spanish
Caitlyn Marie Robert,  Iowa City
Psychology
Amanda Lea Roberts,  Marion
Journalism and Mass Communication
Emily A. Robison,  Cedar Rapids
Psychology
Amy Lynn Roder,  Sioux City
Psychology
Theresa Michelle Rohr,  Naperville, IL
History
Hannah Marguerite Rohret,  Des Moines
Spanish
Jaci Lynn Rolffs,  Sully
Honors in Psychology
Sean Rollins,  Hoffman Estates, IL
Health and Human Physiology
Laura Scarlett Romano,  Waukee
Speech and Hearing Science
Kaila Christine Rome,  Streamwood, IL
Psychology
Kylie Caroline Ronan,  Lone Tree
Sociology
Michael J. Ropella,  Mason City
Political Science
Philosophy
Nathaniel Richard Rose,  North Liberty
Political Science
Megan M. Ross,  Iowa City
Communication Studies
Shaena Marie Roth,  Iowa City
Journalism and Mass Communication
Geography
Thomas Harold Roth,  Chicago, IL
English
Elise M. Roug,  Glen Ellyn, IL
Psychology
Megan Therese Rowan,  Palos Park, IL
English
Psychology
**Karissa Ann Rozeboom,  Hartley
Honors in Speech and Hearing Science
Ellen Mary Rozek,  Cary, IL
Honors in English
Breianne Noel Rozendaal,  Sully
Communication Studies
Halle Jordan Rubin,  Rockford, IL
Communication Studies
Courtney Michele Ruhland,  Iowa City
Sociology
Jessica Lea Rumbold,  Speer, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
**Alexander Edward Rummelhart,   
Roselle, IL
English
Jacob Scott Runde,  Dubuque
Cinema
Amanda Melissa Ruppert,  Marion
Psychology
Clare Aine Ruscello,  Chicago, IL
Journalism and Mass Communication
Krystal C. Rusk,  Newton
Anthropology
Art History
Nicholas Charles Rusk,  Newton
Biochemistry
Justin Michael Russell,  Vancouver, WA
Geography
*Stephanie Michelle Russell,  Warrenville, IL
Communication Studies
Jennifer Jane Rutledge,  Thousand Oaks, CA
Anthropology
**Katherine M. Ryan,  Alexandria, MN
Honors in English
Kimberly Nicole Ryan,  Plymouth, MN
Psychology
Communication Studies
Aneta Magdalena Rysz,  Iowa City
Honors in Psychology
Alicia Sachtjen,  Cedar Rapids
Geography
Shawn Ali Safdar
Sociology
Political Science
Nickolas A. Sanchez,  Des Moines
Political Science
Cherie Jane Sanders,  Kildeer, IL
Communication Studies
Raymond Matthew Sanders,  Dubuque
Biology
Tonya Sandersfeld,  Williamsburg
Elementary Education
Keilah Sarah Sandler,  West Des Moines
Communication Studies
Jeffrey Bruce Sands,  Delhi
Computer Science
Elyssa Corrin Sasuta
English
Cari Ann Sauerbrei,  Muscatine
Psychology
Taylor Laur'en Savaiano,  Addison, IL
History
Spanish
Ashley Alexa Saviano,  Westchester, IL
Journalism and Mass Communication
Jacob M. Sawyer,  Des Moines
Environmental Sciences
Lauren Ashley Scaletta,  Naperville, IL
Psychology
Social Work
Kira Schaafsma,  Milwaukee, WI
Linguistics
German
Heather N. Schake,  Waterloo
German
Elizabeth Christina Schapiro,   
Vernon Hills, IL
Speech and Hearing Science
Wiley William Schatz,  Palmer, AK
Cinema
Journalism and Mass Communication
Emily Elisabeth Schaum,  Iowa City
Honors in Art History
***Jenna Marie Scheirman,  Castle Rock, CO
History
Adam J. Schelin,  Eldridge
English
Robert Henry Schell,  Champaign, IL
Biochemistry
Christine Florence Schempp,  Johnston
Dance
Daniel Ryan Scheuer,  Algonquin, IL
Economics
Mary Teresa Schlader,  Mason City
Social Work
Taylor J. Schlicher,  Carlisle
Health and Human Physiology
Benjamin Colin Schlotfelt,  Solon
Cinema
Theatre Arts
Mackenzie Lynn Schmitt,  Pleasant Hill
Communication Studies
Kelsey Anne Schmitz,  Libertyville, IL
International Studies
Natalie Rae Schneckloth,  Cedar Rapids
Psychology
James Lee Schneider,  West Des Moines
Political Science
History
Kylie Schnitker,  Council Bluffs
American Studies
Dana Ellen Schrader,  Ankeny
Mathematics
Health and Sport Studies
Kat Schroeder,  Muscatine
German
Sarah Marie Schuit,  Orland Park, IL
Anthropology
Maelyn Rae Schwickerath,  New Hampton
Interdepartmental Studies
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Charles Armstrong Scupham,  Lake Villa, IL
International Studies
John Seeder,  Northbrook, IL
Anthropology
Cordelia Jean Seidel,  Saint Paul, MN
Spanish
International Studies
Christina Seiders,  Tinley Park, IL
Communication Studies
Allen Andrew Seitz,  Bettendorf
American Studies
Kelsey Maire Seligmann,  Wauconda, IL
Health and Human Physiology
Loralee Caitlin Sellers,  Cedar Rapids
Psychology
Kalli Elaine Semler,  Cedar Rapids
Speech and Hearing Science
Kelsey Nicole Sents,  Grundy Center
English
Owen William Sessions,  Iowa City
Psychology
Suzanne Renea Sevier,  Los Angeles, CA
Anthropology
Communication Studies
Hetel Vinod Shah,  Belvidere, IL
French
Jeffrey Russell Shane,  San Rafael, CA
Cinema
Jenika Alice Shannon,  North Liberty
Biology
Kyle Richard Sharie,  Naperville, IL
Mathematics
Hunter Sharpless,  Dallas, TX
English
Clifford Shattuck,  Rapid City, SD
Geoscience
Emily Rose Shaw,  Fairfield
Health and Human Physiology
Joseph Collin Sheridan,   
West Des Moines
English
Rebecca Sherman,  Marengo
Interdepartmental Studies
Jacqueline Elizabeth Sherrard,  Ankeny
Theatre Arts
Zhaohao Shi,  Ankeny
Biochemistry
Steven Kyle Shimp,  Des Moines
Economics
**Ashley Rose Shortridge,  Oswego, IL
Psychology
Morgan Marie Showalter,  Cedar Rapids
Art
Angela Kathleen Shurba,  Carol Stream, IL
Health and Human Physiology
Zachary Charles Sicotte,  Rockford, IL
Health and Sport Studies
Jenelle Pearl Sigler,  Cary, IL
Psychology
Claire Simpson,  Naperville, IL
Health and Human Physiology
Katelen Sarah Singer,  Elgin, IL
Speech and Hearing Science
Devan Raj Singh,  Cedar Falls
Interdepartmental Studies
**Jeffrey Yong Ming Siow
Psychology
Josipa Beca Beca Sipraga
Interdepartmental Studies
Kayla Nicole Sivesind,  Crystal Lake, IL
Psychology
Hilary Ann Skalla,  Jefferson
Psychology
Ryan Eugene Skriver,  West Branch
Informatics
Jordan Tyler Slach,  Riverside
Mathematics
Jonathan Daniel Sladek,  Naperville, IL
Cinema
Alex Neal Slagle,  Des Moines
Cinema
Cathryn Elizabeth Sloane,  Chesterfield, MO
English
Aaron Jordan Smith,  Swisher
Biology
Cassandra M. Smith,  Coralville
Political Science
Christina L. Smith,  McKinney, TX
Interdepartmental Studies
Hannah Marie Smith,  Springville
Sport Studies
Hannah Rae Smith,  Zimmerman, MN
Political Science
Sociology
Jessica Christine Smith,  Wheeling, IL
Journalism and Mass Communication
Sport Studies
Joseph Lee Smith,  Coralville
Music
Kailey Elizabeth Smith,  Omaha, NE
Ethics and Public Policy
Lindsay Michelle Smith
Sociology
*Megan Anne Smith,  Cedar Rapids
Honors in Speech and Hearing Science
Samantha Ashley Smith
Interdepartmental Studies
Taylor Marie Smith,  Pella
Communication Studies
*Courtney Lynn Sobaski,  Iowa City
Health and Human Physiology
Emily E. Sohn,  West Des Moines
Philosophy
Abagail Mae Sojka,  Iowa City
Communication Studies
Daniel Jeffrey Solida,  Des Plaines, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
Alexandra Marie Solomon,  Lincolnwood, IL
English
Olivia Kristin Sommerlot,  Ankeny
Asian Languages and Literature
Brittany Michelle Sorensen,  Winfield, IL
Communication Studies
Health and Human Physiology
Trisha Ann Spence,  Maquoketa
Journalism and Mass Communication
Rebecca Mary Spengler,  Lititz, PA
Psychology
*Brian Boyd Sponsel,  Rochester, MN
Cinema
Alexa Marchelle Squire,  Ames
English
Spanish
Kasondra K. St. Antoine,  Gurnee, IL
Communication Studies
Charles Eric Stadterman,  Pittsburgh, PA
Biochemistry
Chelsea Anne Stanley,  Mokena, IL
Psychology
Erin Patricia Stark,  Vinton
Religious Studies
Jared James Starkweather,  Newton
Political Science
Mark T. Stastny,  Cedar Rapids
Art
Journalism and Mass Communication
Shayla Danae Stater
Psychology
Gender, Women's and Sexuality Studies
Benjamin Lee Statler,  Ely
Interdepartmental Studies
Barbara Catherine Staudt,  Rockford
Interdepartmental Studies
Isaac Marvin Stauffer,  Wayland
Elementary Education
Dance
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Jessica Lynn Stavnes,  Bettendorf
Elementary Education
Samantha Christine Steele,   
Hawthorn Woods, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
Alec David Stein,  Cedar Rapids
Spanish
Rachel Stein,  Edina, MN
Psychology
Sport Studies
Susan Marie Stenhaug,  Rochester, MN
Anthropology
Lindsey Lee Stevens,  Naperville, IL
English
Mackenzie Jo Stevens,  Clive
Communication Studies
Rachel Beth Stevenson,  Cedar Rapids
Honors in English
Jared James Stewart,  Iowa City
Physics
Julian J. Stewart,  North Liberty
Interdepartmental Studies
Nata Rae Stickler,  La Crosse, WI
Journalism and Mass Communication
Chelsea Rae Stieber,  Dubuque
English
Matthew John Stillman,  Emmetsburg
History
*Kathryn Marie Stinson,  Davenport
Journalism and Mass Communication
Political Science
Shad Jacob Stockton,  Fairfax
Linguistics
Laura Elizabeth Stoddard,  Saint Paul, MN
International Studies
Spanish
Jared Richard Stoen,  Johnston
Health and Human Physiology
Anna Kristina Stolley,  Walcott
Art History
Casey Jo Stone,  De Witt
Psychology
Ashley Anne Strachan,  Woodbury, MN
Interdepartmental Studies
Daniel Stephen Strang,  Evergreen Park, IL
Health and Human Physiology
Courtney Teresa Streit,  West Bend
Psychology
Johnathan Joseph Stringfellow,  Roselle, IL
Economics
Kevin Matthew Strohmaier,   
Saint Charles, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
Lauren Alyssa Stromberg,   
South Barrington, IL
Communication Studies
*Alexander Joseph Strong,   
Mount Prospect, IL
Honors in English
Madeleine Mcdonald Stroth,  Forest Park, IL
Journalism and Mass Communication
Rebecca Anne Studney,  Woodridge, IL
Elementary Education
Christina-Marie Navarro Suarez,   
Palatine, IL
Spanish
Kelli Jo Sullens,  Camanche
Journalism and Mass Communication
Emily Jaye Sullivan,  Sioux City
Linguistics
Tucker Joseph Sulzberger,  Muscatine
Health and Sport Studies
Drew Richman Sumner,  Oak Park, IL
Philosophy
Ethics and Public Policy
Gongzhao Sun,  China,   
Economics
Lara Danielle Sund,  Cedar Rapids
Art History
Ryan James Surico,  Orland Park, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
Kerri Anne Sustich,  Rosemont, IL
Elementary Education
Douglas Edward Sutherland,  Woodridge, IL
Computer Science
Benjamin George Swakow,  Des Plaines, IL
Communication Studies
Conrad Swanson,  Iowa City
Journalism and Mass Communication
*Anna Ruth Szatkowski,  Reno, NV
Journalism and Mass Communication
Health and Sport Studies
Allison Rose Szott,  Naperville, IL
Health and Human Physiology
Daniel Mitchell Taibleson,  Milwaukee, WI
Political Science
Josie Marie Takes,  Ely
Communication Studies
*Jordan M. Talsma,  Colfax
History
Honors in Political Science
*Andrew Paul Tarleton,  Bloomingdale, IL
Biology
Carlee Alexandra Taylor,  Altoona
Sociology
Carolyn Faye Taylor,  Wilton
Elementary Education
Drew B. Taylor,  Waukee
Political Science
International Studies
Jared James Taylor,  Titonka
Health and Human Physiology
Jordan Matthew Taylor,  Darien, IL
Communication Studies
Karl James Taylor,  Burnsville, MN
English
Albert Tentler,  Chicago, IL
Health and Human Physiology
Natalie Rose Terchek,  Wilmette, IL
English
Theatre Arts
Samantha Elizabeth Terrill,  Bettendorf
Journalism and Mass Communication
Sport Studies
Meghan Beth Teske,  Rockford, IL
Health and Human Physiology
Calee Maye TeGrotenhuis,  Sioux Center
Elementary Education
Becky Ann Thatcher,  Coralville
International Studies
Jonathan Dwayne Thayer,  Casey
Interdepartmental Studies
Sam Robert Thomas,  Evanston, IL
Political Science
Jennifer Lynn Thompson,  Le Claire
French
*Jordan Lee Thompson,  Des Moines
Honors in Art History
Interdepartmental Studies
Ryan Lowell Thompto,  North Liberty
Geography
Amy L. Tiffany,  Plymouth, MN
Journalism and Mass Communication
Health and Sport Studies
Carly Michelle Tindall,  Webster City
Psychology
Gabrielle E. Tinner
History
Tyler Thomas Tjelmeland,  Cedar Rapids
Communication Studies
Abby Victoria Topel,  Deerfield, IL
Speech and Hearing Science
Sara Ellen Topp,  Whitefish Bay, WI
Communication Studies
*Mackenzie Shane Treloar,  Waterloo
Spanish
Brian Joseph Tremml,  Holland, MI
Cinema
Brittany Danielle Trevick,  Bloomington, MN
Spanish
Journalism and Mass Communication
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Anthony Nathan Trosky,  Cedar Rapids
Economics
Morgan-Leigh Trump,  Flossmoor, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
Phu Ngoc Truong,  Iowa City
Interdepartmental Studies
Erica F. Tuke,  Evanston, IL
Honors in Art
Michael Edward Turczynski,  Moline, IL
Theatre Arts
Austin James Turner,  West Des Moines
American Studies
Jeffrey Reed Turner,  Eldora
Interdepartmental Studies
Samuel Tykol,  Elgin, IL
Communication Studies
Hannah Marie Tyrrell
Spanish
Sydney Paige Ugone,  Plainfield, IL
Psychology
Alizabeth S. Ulin,  Wellman
Interdepartmental Studies
Psychology
Danielle Lynne Ullrich,  Denison
Interdepartmental Studies
Jordan Richard Underwood,  Cedar Rapids
Journalism and Mass Communication
Health and Sport Studies
Julia C. Unigovski,  Summit, NJ
International Studies
Asian Languages and Literature
Catherine Sara Valukas,  Evanston, IL
Political Science
Sarah Ellen Van Deest,  Cedar Rapids
Journalism and Mass Communication
Political Science
Devin Van Dyke,  Des Moines
English
History
Matt Tyler Van Winkle,  Glen Ellyn, IL
Health and Human Physiology
Kylie Lynn Van Zee
Psychology
Alexa Jordan Vande Lune,  Pella
Psychology
**Olivia Ann Vandenberg,  Keokuk
Art
Hailey Renee Vander Linden,  Urbandale
Interdepartmental Studies
Hannah Jane Vander Schel,  Iowa City
Health and Human Physiology
Wade Walter Vander Wilt
History
Ellie Caitlyn Vanderpol,  Grundy Center
Interdepartmental Studies
Amanda Denise Vanderwaal,  Roscoe, IL
Psychology
Erica Marie Vandyke,  Winnebago, IL
Health and Human Physiology
Samuel Robert Vanfleet,  Ames
Anthropology
Lisa Lynn Vangsness,  Geneva, IL
Linguistics
*Derrick Carl VanDerMillen,  Marion
Cinema
Theatre Arts
Cassandra Ann Vautier,  Algona
Health and Human Physiology
Grace Elizabeth Veale,  Palos Verdes, CA
Communication Studies
A. David Velasquez,  Marion
Elementary Education
Emma Velazquez,  Chicago, IL
Spanish
Ruben Velazquez III,  Chicago, IL
Health and Human Physiology
Thomas M. Vercillo
Economics
Miranda Lin Verry,  Iowa City
Biochemistry
Joe Verzillo,  Carol Stream, IL
Communication Studies
Deann Marie Videtto,  Muscatine
Anthropology
Jeremiah Lehman Vincent,  Des Moines
Honors in Classical Languages
Leah Ann Vining,  Iowa City
Communication Studies
Colin M. Viramontes,  Mokena, IL
History
Caitlin Elizabeth Vogl,  Rockford, IL
Interdepartmental Studies
Michael Peter Von Zirpolo,  Danville, NH
Psychology
Samantha Jo VonSpreecken,  Center Point
Political Science
**Maria Martinia Vorhis,  Minneapolis, MN
Honors in Theatre Arts
Nicholas Ryan Votava,  Rockford, IL
Psychology
Tonya K. Vrba,  Grand Mound
Journalism and Mass Communication
International Studies
Laura Jean Vukelich,  Maple Grove, MN
Sociology
Kimberly Laurel Vygnal,  Crestwood, IL
Psychology
Rosemary Achollah Wadeya,  Coralville
International Studies
Christine Ann Wagner,  Chicago, IL
American Studies
Marni Jo Wagner,  Sioux City
Psychology
Nicole B. Wagner,  South Barrington, IL
Health and Sport Studies
Brian Edward Walch,  Iowa City
Geography
Brian Lee Waldman,  Buffalo Grove, IL
Speech and Hearing Science
Audrey Joann Walker,  Paton
Speech and Hearing Science
Jesse Allen Walker,  Ottumwa
Cinema
Kristi M. Walker,  Clinton
Interdepartmental Studies
Lindsay Louise Walker,  Iowa Falls
Communication Studies
Samuel Joseph Wallace,  Bettendorf
History
Joshua Keith Walter,  West Liberty
Cinema
Zachary P. Walter,  Cedar Rapids
Interdepartmental Studies
Kyle Lee Walther,  Denver
Interdepartmental Studies
Deborah Lee Walton,  Iowa City
Psychology
Elise Abraham Walz,  Coralville
Elementary Education
Michael Alex Warar,  Libertyville, IL
International Studies
Spanish
Colleen Marie Ward,  Arlington Heights, IL
Dance
Geoffrey Robert Waring,  Burr Ridge, IL
Journalism and Mass Communication
Megan Elizabeth Wark,  Lake Forest, IL
Elementary Education
Kathryn Joan Warning,  Ames
Communication Studies
Kathleen Therese Washburn,  Cedar Rapids
Health and Human Physiology
Chloe Kay Watson,  Riverside
Interdepartmental Studies
*Kristyn May Watson,  Fort Madison
Psychology
Courtney Marie Watters,  Le Claire
Health and Human Physiology
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Alisha Ann Wauters,  Montezuma
Social Work
Christopher Charles Wayne,  Naperville, IL
Political Science
Jason Aaron Wayne,  Buffalo Grove, IL
History
Mary Ellen Weaver,  Roselle, IL
Elementary Education
Alex M. Webb,  Clive
Interdepartmental Studies
Brigid Kathleen Webb,  Glen Ellyn, IL
English
Jennifer Marie Weber,  Dubuque
Communication Studies
Christine S. Webering,  Glenwood
Art
Communication Studies
Devann Rae Wedemeier,  Cedar Rapids
Communication Studies
Juliet Marguerite Wehr,  Sigourney
Informatics
Rush Weigelt,  Haddonfield, NJ
English
Brigitte L. Weil,  Sioux City
Cinema
***Jon Cornelius Weinand,  Burlington
Religious Studies
Sarah Cecelia Weisman,  Golden Valley, MN
Psychology
Diana Kathryn Weissbeck,  Rockford, IL
Honors in Speech and Hearing Science
Nick Leroy Weitzel,  Burlington
Health and Sport Studies
Health and Human Physiology
Abby Lynn Welborn,  Keokuk
Elementary Education
Jacob Jeffrey Welp,  Dubuque
Interdepartmental Studies
Katharine R. Welsh,  Rockford, IL
Communication Studies
Mary Elizabeth Welsh,  Naperville, IL
Elementary Education
Isaac Robert Lee Werner,  Dubuque
Psychology
Taylor L. Wessel,  Libertyville, IL
Social Work
Sarah Marie Knudtson West,  North Liberty
Anthropology
Lauren Elizabeth Whalen,  Phoenixville, PA
Elementary Education
Eryn Rae Wheeler,  Manhattan, IL
Health and Human Physiology
Casey Patricia White,  Davenport
Communication Studies
Cymoril Maranda White,  San Antonio, TX
International Studies
Spanish
Jasmine Dezarra White,  Des Moines
Psychology
Jason Adam White,  Davenport
Interdepartmental Studies
Nicole Rachelle White,  Red Oak
Geoscience
Qiana Larice White,  Chicago, IL
Psychology
Abby Lee Whitehill,  Iowa City
Psychology
*Rebecca Lynne Whiting,  Fort Worth, TX
Elementary Education
Angeleah Korin Whitlatch,  Des Moines
Psychology
Angela Margerite Wiebel,  Eldridge
Communication Studies
Kasey Wiele,  West Liberty
Interdepartmental Studies
Martha Arlene Wiemers,  West Des Moines
Speech and Hearing Science
James Read Wiesbrock,  Hinsdale, IL
Geoscience
Kathleen Marie Wilkerson,  Saint Charles, IL
Communication Studies
Caitlin Marie Williams,  Fort Dodge
Interdepartmental Studies
Jessica Noelle Williams,  Clinton
English
Psychology
Jordan Ashley Williams,  Glenwood
Psychology
Rhiannon Kae Williams,  Delhi
Psychology
Taylor Jordan Williams,  Muscatine
Geography
Geoffrey Aleks Wilson,  West Chicago, IL
History
Luke William Wilson,  Johnston
Honors in Philosophy
Mark Andrew Wilson,  Bussey
English
Katherine Nora Winchester,  Cedar Rapids
Honors in French
Mary Katherine Wine,  Des Moines
Communication Studies
Megan Anne Winter,  Evanston, IL
International Studies
Michael Andrew Witt,  Carlisle
History
Katherine Taylor Wittman,  Woodstock, IL
Communication Studies
Stephanie Danielle Woelfel,   
Pequot Lakes, MN
English
Sociology
Lindsay Ann Wolf,  Davenport
Theatre Arts
Matthew Joseph Wolf,  Eldridge
Honors in International Studies
Benjamin Jonah Wolfson,  Plymouth, MN
Journalism and Mass Communication
Sport Studies
Alisha Mary Wonders,  Kalona
Psychology
Anthropology
Shelby Winifred Woodall,  New London
Social Work
Emily Elizabeth Woodbury,   
Mount Prospect, IL
Journalism and Mass Communication
Xavier LaMonte Woodson,  Clinton
Interdepartmental Studies
Paige Marie Worby,  Solon
Mathematics
Jessica R. Worley
Psychology
Patrick Michael Wright,  Aurora, IL
Economics
Brianne Lanae Wulf,  Iowa City
Speech and Hearing Science
Benjamin Clinton Wyant,  Burnsville, MN
Biology
Jaimie Marie Wyckoff,  Urbana
Interdepartmental Studies
Xue Xiao,  Hefei, China
Honors in Biology
Zhen Yang,  Qing Dao City, China
Economics
Madeline Kikuyo Yasuda,  Naperville, IL
Art
Psychology
Stephanie Lynn Yazell,  Indianola
Religious Studies
Michael Allen Yegge,  Ankeny
Anthropology
Vita Yegorova,  Highland Park, IL
Honors in Psychology
Brittany Leigh Yelnick,  Indian Head Park, IL
Psychology
Keifer Harrison Yeoman,  Russell
English
Lada Alexandra Yorish,  Highland Park, IL
Psychology
Journalism and Mass Communication
Heather Mae Young,  Wellman
Elementary Education
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  *With Distinction 
 **With High Distinction 
***With Highest Distinction
Athena Chiahn Yur,  Maple Grove, MN
Interdepartmental Studies
Kelly Elizabeth Zahery,  Hawthorn Woods, IL
Communication Studies
Alexander Naum Zaprudsky,  Bettendorf
Communication Studies
Chett Alexander Zeise,  Sobieski, WI
Interdepartmental Studies
Mersad Zenelji,  Cedar Rapids
Biochemistry
**Peige Pei Zhou,  West Des Moines
Music
Shawn Michelle Zierke,  North Liberty
Interdepartmental Studies
Chelsea Marie Zimmerman,  Dexter
Psychology
Stephanie Lynn Zubricki,  Palos Heights, IL
Health and Human Physiology
Chloe Katherine Zwiacher,  Wasilla, AK
English
Bachelor of Fine Arts
Jill Albin,  West Des Moines
Art
Mohammed Abdullah A. Alhadab,   
Al Ahsa, Saudi Arabia
Art
Kate Elizabeth Allen,  Colorado Springs
Honors in Art
Danielle Andreadis-Rue
Honors in Art
Jolene JoEllen Atchley,  Davenport
Honors in Art
Kelsey Elise Axline,  Cedar Rapids
Art
Emily M. Baker,  Peosta
Honors in Art
Tim A. Blood,  Keokuk
Art
Ryan Jacob Blume,  Lincolnshire, IL
Art
Andrea Marie Boller,  Cedar Rapids
Honors in Art
Shaina Leah Branfman,  Victoria, TX
Dance
Daniel Edward Bunting,  West Des Moines
Art
Yuanbo Chen,  Zhengzhou, China
Honors in Art
*Kimberly Anne Chmielewski,   
West Dundee, IL
Honors in Dance
Ching Fang Chuang,   
Kaohsiung City, Taiwan
Honors in Art
Tyler William Cochran,  Milford
Honors in Art
Joshua Alan Cornelis,  Fort Madison
Honors in Art
Monica Maire B. Cotter-Brown,   
Iowa City
Honors in Art
Nicole Rani Dana,  West Des Moines
Honors in Art
Zhilin Ding,  Shanghai, China
Honors in Art
Ann Marie Duffy,  Orland Park, IL
Dance
Erin Kathleen Fitzgerald,  Knoxville, TN
Honors in Dance
Cody James Gall,  Cumming
Art
***Linda Lee Ge,  Pella
Honors in Art
Flory Sophia Gessner,  Iowa City
Art
Joan Delight Gordon,  Coralville
Honors in Art
Jennifer Angela Gram,  Santa Clara, CA
Dance
Steven Trumon Gray,  Iowa City
Dance
Kathleen Susanna Harrington,   
Kansas City, MO
Art
Lauren Kelli Hayes,  Burlington
Art
Kimberly Renee Henscheid,  Waterloo
Art
Chelsea Rae Jacobs,  Ely
Honors in Art
Andrzej Adam Jarecki
Art
Sea A. Joung
Art
Shana Michelle Kaska,  Iowa City
Honors in Art
Sabrina Leung
Art
Zander Michael Macsai,  Morton Grove, IL
Art
**Camille Ann Marlow,  Glenwood
Honors in Art
John Alexander McClain,  Des Moines
Art
Emilee Marie McNeal,  Cedar Rapids
Art
Christopher Scott Merkle,  Newton
Art
Allison Nicole Missal,  Algona
Honors in Art
Robin Ashley Mohrfeld
Art
Holly Lauren Murphy,  Winterset
Art
Claire Oleson-King,  Des Moines
Honors in Art
Megan Joy Ostermann
Art
Adrian Tyler Paul,  Bettendorf
Honors in Art
*Sophie Victoria Radl,  Iowa City
Honors in Art
Erin Elizabeth Rappleye,  Barrington, IL
Honors in Art
Kathryn Mary Redington,  Bettendorf
Art
*Brittany Alyssa Reuss,  Lake Geneva, WI
Honors in Dance
*Lisa Christine Rowley,  Iowa City
Honors in Art
Emily Elisabeth Schaum,  Iowa City
Honors in Art
*Nicholas Silhacek
Honors in Art
Rachel Clarice Slezak,  Iowa City
Honors in Art
Mitchell Ross Spain,  Norwalk
Honors in Art
*Kimberly M. Staniforth,  Ames
Honors in Dance
Barbara Catherine Staudt,  Rockford
Honors in Art
Katharine Lynn Teesdale,  Glen Ellyn, IL
Honors in Art
*Jordan Lee Thompson,  Des Moines
Honors in Art
Chelsea Louise Thompto,  Dubuque
Art
Adam Max Tisdale,  Morton, IL
Art
Nicholas Ryan Votava,  Rockford, IL
Honors in Art
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Juliana Rose Walter,  Mount Prospect, IL
Honors in Dance
Brett Andrew Warden,  Council Bluffs
Art
Jennifer Marie Weber,  Dubuque
Art
Juliet Marguerite Wehr,  Sigourney
Art
Bachelor of Liberal Studies
Albert James Deloney IV,  Chicago, IL
Michael J. Goff,  San Diego, CA
Ben Joseph Gulick,  Lone Tree
Sarah A. Hoffman,  Oxford
Rebecca Sue Lunday Ireland,  Montrose
Michelle Lynn Kerschner,  Ruthven
Nancy May Sass,  Lone Tree
Catherine Walsh Smith,  Riverside
Laura Lynn Stolpe,  Marion
Marissa Lynn West,  North Liberty
Bachelor of Music
***Christine Anne Augspurger,  Dubuque
Honors in Music
Alisha Renee Orth,  Burlington
Nicole Taylor Philbrick,  Iowa City
*Casey Douglas Rafn,  Two Harbors, MN
*Laura Reid Roche,  Downers Grove, IL
*Justin David Rollefson,  Leland
Rose Ann Schmidt,  Williamsburg 
Honors in Education
Bachelor of Science
Charles G. Abraham III,  Cedar Rapids
Biology
***Emily Kathleen Adair,  Solon
Honors in Anthropology
Amanda Nichole Danielle Adams,  Logan
Honors in Biology
Jennifer Ann Alcock,  Wilmette, IL
Psychology
**Jessica Lynn Alston,  Chicago Heights, IL
Biology
Aseen Anil Amin,  Perry
Economics
Summer Ruth Anderson,  Cedar Falls
Psychology
**Ashley Elizabeth Angell,  Peoria, IL
Honors in Biochemistry
Ariel Mariah Avila,  Austin, TX
Microbiology
*James Paul Babikian,  West Des Moines
Political Science
Geography
Melissa Ann Bacci,  Arlington Heights, IL
Integrative Physiology
Tiffany Sue Baier,  Brayton
Microbiology
Courtney Baittie,  Sugar Grove, IL
Psychology
Kyle Andrew Bardenas,  Ewa Beach, HI
Political Science
Mitchell Walton Beckert,  Davenport
Integrative Physiology
Evan Gale Bedwell,  Floris
Mathematics
Holly S. Behnami,  Ankeny
Psychology
Stephen Douglas Bigach II,   
University Heights, OH
Integrative Physiology
Christine Kay Black,  Onawa
Athletic Training
*Kimberly Diane Blankshain,  Park Ridge, IL
Biology
Robyn Lynn Blendowski,  Bartlett, IL
Biology
*Miranda L. Boeckman,  Carroll
Integrative Physiology
***Emily E. Boes,  Carroll
Integrative Physiology
Stephen D. Bonett,  Ames
Honors in Statistics
Mathematics
Zachary Richard Bonnstetter,   
West Des Moines
Human Physiology
Kyle Martin Boughner,  Glenview, IL
Mathematics
Emily Anne Bradley,  Cedar Rapids
Psychology
Ryan Bradley,  Naperville
Honors in Biology
Karen M. Brunso
Anthropology
Beth Ann Buehrer,  Waterloo
Integrative Physiology
Adam Jay Buffington,  Mason City
Integrative Physiology
Alex Burritt,  Morton, IL
Leisure Studies
Tabitha M. Byrum,  Iowa City
Psychology
Victoria Rose Calderon,  Plainfield, IL
Chemistry
Megan Michelle Carlson,  Waukee
Psychology
***Suzanne Hilary Carter,  Saint Paul, MN
Honors in Mathematics
Honors in Physics
Shelby Simonson Cater,  Eden Prairie, MN
Biology
Mia C. Chagoya,  Des Moines
Microbiology
Marciha Danaie Chatman,  Markham, IL
Microbiology
*Colleen Marie Chen,  Buffalo Grove, IL
Geography
Mengxi Chen,  Beijing, China
Actuarial Science
Economics
Stacey Rebecca Ying-Hong Chu,   
Fort Dodge
Integrative Physiology
Anthony Tyler Chung,  Ames
Honors in Psychology
*Clarissa May Banaag Cigrand,  Monticello
Psychology
Gregory Thomas Cizio,  Cedar Rapids
Honors in Chemistry
**Erika Takanami Clark,  Japan
Honors in Biology
Matthew Charles Condon,  Sioux City
Geography
***Caitlin Ann Cook,  Jewell
Psychology
Angela Denise Cooper,  Davenport
Physics
Astronomy
Jenna Mikhail Coppola,  Des Moines
Anthropology
Peter Gregory Corken,  Dubuque
Economics
Kevin P. Cutsforth,  Cedar Rapids
Environmental Sciences
Christina Jo Daft,  Burlington
Leisure Studies
Andreas Haralambos Damianides,  
Naperville, IL
Science Education
Jacob Ryan Davis,  Glenwood
Leisure Studies
***Christina Helen Davison,  Cedar Rapids
Psychology
Kylie Michelle Day,  Williamsburg
Biology
Jillian Nicole De Mik,  Tinley Park, IL
Integrative Physiology
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  *With Distinction 
 **With High Distinction 
***With Highest Distinction
Kristin Marie Decorrevont,  Lake Zurich, IL
Psychology
Christopher Andrew Deffer,  Spencer
Biology
Atish Dey,  Fairfield
Biochemistry
*Johnathon Dean DeGeest,  Tracy
Actuarial Science
Mathematics
Erin Louise Dohlman,  Clear Lake
Human Physiology
Bridget M. Dolan,  Orland Park, IL
Microbiology
Michael Ryan Donahue,  Des Moines
Athletic Training
John P. Doster,  Ankeny
Environmental Sciences
Geoscience
Lucas Dove,  Cedar Rapids
Computer Science
Stephanie Mae Dunkel,  Crystal Lake, IL
Microbiology
Nicole Marie Duppler,  Cherry Valley, IL
Integrative Physiology
Brock Dykes,  Bloomfield
Geography
Christopher Evan Eddy,  Centerville
Integrative Physiology
James Scott Edwards,  Fort Madison
Political Science
Eric Neal Eickholtz,  Plainfield, IL
Psychology
Abdul Hafiz Bin Elias,   
Parit Buntar, Malaysia
Mathematics
Magdalyn Esther Elkin,  Solon
Honors in Psychology
Christopher David Elsenbast,  Ames
Political Science
Alaa A. Elsheikh,  Cedar Rapids
Psychology
Todd Whitney Elvers
Computer Science
Jeffrey Allen Engle,  Kingsley
Biochemistry
Logan Charles Fales,  Spirit Lake
Psychology
Elizabeth Ashley Feingold,  Orland Park, IL
Honors in Psychology
Jacob John-Warren Fevold,  Coralville
Mathematics
***Nathan Robert Fleming,  Fairfield
Integrative Physiology
Kayla Rae Ann Force,  Hamilton
Biology
Robert Michael Force,  Saint Charles, IL
Biology
April Lynn Forsyth,  Oelwein
Human Physiology
**Staci Lynn Fosenburg,  Monroe
Honors in Psychology
Evan Freese,  Cedar Rapids
Biology
David Isaac Frohman,  Iowa City
Mathematics
**Bolei Fu,  Ningbo, China
Honors in Computer Science
Mathematics
Anne M. Gaston,  Madison, WI
Athletic Training
Molly Sue Giblin,  Waterloo
Athletic Training
Natalie Brianne Ginty,  Coralville
Biochemistry
*Kirsten Eliazebeth Goetz,  West Des Moines
Integrative Physiology
Kathleen Roselle Goff,  Davenport
Geoscience
*Nicole Lee Goodale,  Diagonal
Honors in Biology
Rachel Michelle Gordon,  Omaha, NE
Psychology
Daniel Gratie,  Glenview, IL
Human Physiology
Tara Christine Gray,  Lindenhurst, IL
Athletic Training
Megan Marie Gretlein,  Bakersfield, CA
Science Education
Erica Anne Griffith,  Ankeny
Psychology
Kylie Alexandra Grosso,  Naperville, IL
Athletic Training
Mark Andrew Guinter,  Lake Zurich
Integrative Physiology
Kimberly Marie Hagarty,  Colfax
Microbiology
Hannah Kathleen Hageman,  Yorkville, IL
Integrative Physiology
Emil Thor Hannesson,  Reykjavik, Iceland
Geography
Joseph Michael Harrington,  Iowa City
Computer Science
Stephen Alan Harris,  Tinley Park, IL
Integrative Physiology
Justine Caston Hart,  Nashville, TN
Geoscience
Joshua John Hartman,  Clinton
Honors in Psychology
Honors in Biology
Anne Hasenkamp,  Council Bluffs
Integrative Physiology
Asad S. Hashmi,  Bettendorf
Biology
Peter T. Haugen,  Iowa City
Physics
Lauren Elizabeth Hawkins,  Sycamore, IL
Psychology
Lyndsey Ann Haxmeier,  Bellevue
Human Physiology
Matthew Gordon Henry,  Iowa City
Mathematics
Breanne Erin Higgins,  Orland Park, IL
Psychology
**Alec N. Hirschauer,  West Des Moines
Integrative Physiology
Michael Gabriel Holder,  De Kalb, IL
Statistics
Jenna Lynn Holtz,  Marion
Honors in Political Science
Ryan Thomas Hood,  Rutland
Astronomy
Physics
Logan Leigh Howard,  Cumming
Biology
Ruofei Huang,  China
Honors in Actuarial Science
Mathematics
Dana L. Huladek,  Orland Park, IL
Science Education
Robert Michael Humble,  Estherville
Integrative Physiology
Tyler Robert Humphrey,  Crystal Lake, IL
Integrative Physiology
Amelia Davis Hurst,  Iowa City
Honors in Biology
Laura Jean Jackson,  Iowa Falls
Psychology
David Janiczek,  Bettendorf
Integrative Physiology
Danielle Nicole Jarrell,  Mokena, IL
Integrative Physiology
**Senuri Nimaya Jayatilleka,   
New Prague, MN
Honors in Biology
Andrew Ronald Jesson,  Bettendorf
Honors in Biology
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Yang Jing,  Jiaxing, China
Actuarial Science
Mathematics
***Kristen Michelle Jogerst,  Dubuque
Integrative Physiology
Emily Christine Johnson,  Hopkins, MN
Integrative Physiology
*Lauren Marie Jones,  Ames
Honors in Biology
Psychology
Sara Marie Kaalberg,  Bettendorf
Psychology
Kelsey Lynne Karr,  Solon
Geoscience
*Michael J. Kedzie,  Arlington Heights, IL
Honors in Science Education
Kaitlyn J. Kemna,  Mason City
Political Science
Elizabeth Marie Ketchum,  Mason City
Political Science
Caitlin Melissa Kilkus,  Tinley Park, IL
Microbiology
Dong-Jin Kim,  South Korea,  Statistics
Allison Ellen Kinney,  North Liberty
Environmental Sciences
Kourtney Elizabeth Kirkpatrick,  Altoona
Psychology
Kendra J. Klaczak,  Frankfort, IL
Chemistry
Rachel Elizabeth Klaren,  Dyersville
Integrative Physiology
Nicholas Eric Klein,  Clear Lake
Leisure Studies
*Sean Anthony Klein,  Morton, IL
Biochemistry
Ju Yong Koh
Integrative Physiology
Jordan Christine Kolarik,  Iowa City
Environmental Sciences
Biology
Stephanie Kommes,  Le Mars
Statistics
Kimberly Kotek,  Westmont, IL
Biology
*Chelsea Evelyn Krist,  Bettendorf
Honors in Geography
Leah Marie Kron,  Johnston
Integrative Physiology
***Joseph Carl Prenosil Kruempel,   
Cedar Falls
Honors in Biology
Caitlin Danielle Kuempel,  Cedar Rapids
Honors in Environmental Sciences
Jacob Robert Kundert,  Dubuque
Integrative Physiology
Amanda Sue Kupris,  Eldridge
Human Physiology
Sarah Jayne Langenfeld,  Pella
Integrative Physiology
Scott Nicholas Laporta,  Elk Grove Village, IL
Psychology
Allie Marie Larimer,  O'Fallon, IL
Integrative Physiology
Emily Anne Larkin
Anthropology
Theron Glenn Layer,  Burlington
Microbiology
Matthew Richard Leitzke,   
Mount Prospect, IL
Psychology
Katherine J. Leners,  Lake View
Psychology
*Grant D. Lientz,  Iowa City
Political Science
Brian John Lingris,  Howell, MI
Integrative Physiology
Kim Alec Little,  Parkersburg
Mathematics
Baoren Liu,  China,  Mathematics
Honors in Actuarial Science
Michelle Anne Livingston,  Saint Charles, IL
Leisure Studies
Darren Christopher Look,  Iowa City
Economics
Daniel T. Loucks,  Libertyville, IL
Political Science
Angela Louvan,  Des Moines
Microbiology
Brandon Michael Macdougall,  Boone
Environmental Sciences
Jie Mai,  Beijing, China
Mathematics
Allison Majercik,  Overland Park, KS
Integrative Physiology
Nikhil Manjunath,  Barrington, IL
Integrative Physiology
Lewis Townsend Mann,  Iowa City
Biology
***Angela Nicole Marquard,  Hampton
Chemistry
Adam Scott Marshall,  Woodstock, IL
Integrative Physiology
Kristen Marie Marshall,  Pleasant Hill
Leisure Studies
*Aaron Michael Martin,  Cedar Rapids
Biology
Sterling Clint Tohdacheeney Martin,  
Shiprock, NM
Biochemistry
*Benjamin Michael Mathews,  Lake Mills
Integrative Physiology
Aubriana McCollough,  Underwood
Human Physiology
Joseph William McDermott,  Addison, IL
Athletic Training
Kelly Anne McDonald,  Davenport
Psychology
Bryan Adam McGinn,  Crystal Lake, IL
Mathematics
Morgan Jean McGrath,  Peru, IL
Integrative Physiology
Robert Michael McHugh,  Deerfield, IL
Integrative Physiology
Julia Rachel McQuisten,  Iowa City
Geoscience
**Andrew Richard Meisner,  Iowa City
Honors in Economics
Mathematics
**Chad M. Menke,  Clive
Microbiology
Brad Michael Mensen,  Dyersville
Athletic Training
Adam Michael Merkes,  Dubuque
Geoscience
Sarah Lois Miksa,  Arlington Heights, IL
Political Science
Adam David Miller,  Fort Dodge
Biology
***James Min,  Coralville
Honors in Biochemistry
David William Miner,  Iowa City
Computer Science
Sarah Catherine Minion,  Fort Dodge
Integrative Physiology
Kyle Jacob Mino,  Crystal Lake, IL
Science Education
Ian James Mitchell,  New Hampton
Integrative Physiology
Cynthia Mo,  Clive
Integrative Physiology
Nur Atikah Mohamed Rozali,   
Selangor, Malaysia
Actuarial Science
Mathematics
Muhammad Baihaqi Mohd Najib,   
Kedah, Malaysia
Mathematics
Jared Daedalus Moon,  Davenport
Applied Physics
Astronomy
Emily Elizabeth Moran,  Kent, OH
Athletic Training
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  *With Distinction 
 **With High Distinction 
***With Highest Distinction
Anne Marie Moss,  Madison, WI
Integrative Physiology
**Sarah M. Moy,  Lake Villa, IL
Biology
Julie Anne Mudryj,  Mokena, IL
Psychology
John Paul Mullen,  West Des Moines
Biology
Dolan Timothy Murphy,  Bettendorf
Computer Science
Nadia Layne Narayan,  West Des Moines
Integrative Physiology
*Emma Christine Nash,  Rockford, IL
Honors in Biochemistry
*Rachel Christine Nash,  West Chicago, IL
Integrative Physiology
Catherine Neff,  Lombard, IL
Honors in Biology
**Joseph Russell Nellis,  Spirit Lake
Biology
Derek Everett Nelson,  Waukee
Environmental Sciences
Kevin Michael Newton,  Glenview, IL
Environmental Sciences
Long Thanh Nguyen,  Sioux City
Integrative Physiology
Luke Nguyen,  Lake Forest, CA
Biochemistry
Christopher Matthew Nienart,   
Des Plaines, IL
Actuarial Science
Mathematics
Olga Nikolaenko,  West Des Moines
Integrative Physiology
Alexander Nikolaeff Nikoloff,  Wheeling, IL
Biology
Robert Nixon,  Barrington, IL
Biochemistry
Jake Jonathan Nordaas,  Manchester
Human Physiology
Patrick Thomas O'Boyle,  Chicago, IL
Athletic Training
Alex Michael O'Donnell,  Tinley Park, IL
Honors in Integrative Physiology
*Nathan John Oldenhuis,  Omaha, NE
Chemistry
Morgan Genna Olson,  Ankeny
Science Education
Ryan Richard Osborn,  West Des Moines
Microbiology
Yi Ou,  Iowa City
Biology
Psychology
John Paar,  Eldridge
Sociology
Megan Elizabeth Parkin,  Bettendorf
Psychology
*Rutviben Patel,  Bolivar, TN
Biochemistry
Emily Suzanne Paul,  Iowa City
Integrative Physiology
Danielle Marie Paulsen,  Moville
Integrative Physiology
**Kevin M. Paulsen,  Center Junction
Honors in Political Science
Thomas Patrick Peacock,  Davenport
Political Science
Lisa Marie Pelzer,  Armstrong
Integrative Physiology
*Chase D. Pennino,  Crystal Lake, IL
Integrative Physiology
*Megan E. Penticoff,  Cedar Rapids
Integrative Physiology
Hayley Noel Perrin,  Council Bluffs
Psychology
Jacob John Peterson,  Waterloo
Biology
Zeru Jeshua Peterson,  Charter Oak
Biology
Alvin Dale Pewa,  Coralville
Biochemistry
Allison Christine Phillips,  Waverly
Integrative Physiology
Jonathan Charles Piche,  Greeley, CO
Athletic Training
John Norbert Pienta,  Iowa City
Mathematics
Michael Andrew Place,  Iowa City
Computer Science
Mark Poeppe,  Algona
Psychology
Benjamin Joseph Curtis Pohl,  Muscatine
Integrative Physiology
Molly Jeanette Pollpeter,  Marshalltown
Integrative Physiology
*Ramya Jamie Prasad,  Bettendorf
Integrative Physiology
*Luke Nathan Prest,  Ames
Honors in Biochemistry
*Emily J. Pudenz,  Auburn
Integrative Physiology
Edin Pujagic,  Ankeny
Integrative Physiology
David Charles Pyle,  Lafayette Hill, PA
Biology
Leslie Harriet Pyle,  Lafayette Hill, PA
Integrative Physiology
Tessa Kristine Quintero,  Urbandale
Geography
Brandon J. Rea,  Bernard
Biology
***Colorado James Reed,  Colfax
Honors in Applied Physics
Michael Brown Reed,  Grayslake, IL
Biology
Nicholas Amon Reed,  North Liberty
Biology
Wei Ren,  Shenzhen, China
Mathematics
D'Juan Amaud Richardson,  Indianapolis, IN
Integrative Physiology
Patrick Cage Richardson II,  Grayslake, IL
Human Physiology
**Patrick Joseph Riley,  Cedar Rapids
Political Science
Robert Michael Rinzel,  Franklin, WI
Psychology
Janice E. Robinson,  Iowa City
Psychology
Samuel Nathan Rodman III,  Naperville, IL
Biology
Anthony Michael Rosenberg,   
Lake Zurich, IL
Biology
Paul Dean Rozeboom,  Sergeant Bluff
Integrative Physiology
Drew Marcus Ruby,  Fort Dodge
Leisure Studies
**Kelly Anne Rupkey,  Naperville, IL
Honors in Integrative Physiology
Sara Frances Rusch
Biology
Hyun Soo Ryu,  Seoul, South Korea
Honors in Biochemistry
***Jeremy Anton Sandgren,  Sun Prairie, WI
Honors in Biology
Austin Max Sandler,  Ames
Honors in Economics
Honors in Geography
Brittany Leigh Sandler,  Cedar Rapids
Political Science
Thomas Robert Santacroce III,  Cedar Rapids
Integrative Physiology
Alyssa Kristen Santella,  Naperville, IL
Integrative Physiology
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Natalie E. Saur,  Independence
Integrative Physiology
Patrick Peter Savas,  Orland Park, IL
Biology
Andrew James Herbert Schaefer,   
South Bend, IN
Human Physiology
Heather N. Schake,  Waterloo
Biology
Laura Christine Schippers,  East Moline, IL
Human Physiology
Patrick Del Schmidt,  Ames
Physics
Mathematics
***Joseph R. Schmitt,  Fulton, IL
Honors in Astronomy
Physics
Dylan Michael Schmitz,  Rochester, MN
Integrative Physiology
Derek Thomas Schoeberl,  Rochester, MN
Economics
Zachary Curtis Schoenrock,  Hinton
Athletic Training
Chad Jerome Schuety,  Cedar Rapids
Human Physiology
Connor Patrick Schulte,  Cedar Rapids
Psychology
Cayla Joanne Schwartz,  Bettendorf
Psychology
James Nicholas Sdregas,  Crystal Lake, IL
Economics
Mathematics
*Jenna Sedlacek,  Cedar Rapids
Integrative Physiology
Stephen Dean Sengbusch,  Des Moines
Athletic Training
Kyle David Sewright,  Urbandale
Actuarial Science
*Garrett Shackleton,  Mason City
Biochemistry
Hetel Vinod Shah,  Belvidere, IL
Biology
Olga Shakhnovich,  Milwaukee, WI
Psychology
Kyle Richard Sharie,  Naperville, IL
Actuarial Science
Kristi Lynn Sharp,  Davenport
Political Science
**Fengyuan Shen,  China
Computer Science
Honors in Statistics
Mathematics
**Mengying Shen,  China
Mathematics
Cho Hee Shrader,  Guam, Mariana Islands
Human Physiology
Kyle John Siefers,  Coralville
Biology
Justin David Sines,  Washington
Computer Science
Carolyn Marie Sleeth,  Madison, WI
Honors in Biology
Sara Elizabeth Smith,  Burlington
Athletic Training
Scott Blair Smith,  Dubuque
Integrative Physiology
Stephen Michael Smith,  Stuart
Integrative Physiology
Erin Elise-Oswald Sodawasser,  Davenport
Science Education
Autumn Elizabeth Soliz,  Davenport
Psychology
Keri Anne Sotak,  Oswego, IL
Athletic Training
*Brendan David Sotomayor,   
Orland Park, IL
Integrative Physiology
Erik Bennett Sowinski,  Waukesha, WI
Integrative Physiology
Kacey Tjaden Stanbro,  Tipton
Mathematics
Jared James Stewart,  Iowa City
Mathematics
Andrea Meredith Stone,  Flower Mound, TX
Honors in Psychology
Brianna Renae Stoterau,  Frankfort, IL
Psychology
**Whitney Lynn Strong,  Sioux City
Honors in Psychology
Reneisha Lashae Stroter,  Iowa City
Microbiology
Amanda Marie Stuber,  West Des Moines
Psychology
Asher Stuhlman,  Chicago, IL
Economics
Han Su,  Tainan, Taiwan
Mathematics
Joseph Vanhleithang Sumhlei,  Bettendorf
Chemistry
Weisi Sun,  Beijing, China
Actuarial Science
Mathematics
*Kavin Sundaram,  Cedar Falls
Integrative Physiology
Journalism and Mass Communication
***Sara Louise Swanke,  Cedar Rapids
Microbiology
Maureen Elise Tierney,  Eagan, MN
Statistics
Stephanie Nicole Till,  Maquoketa
Leisure Studies
Ming Keen Tran,  Des Moines
Actuarial Science
Mathematics
*Mackenzie Shane Treloar,  Waterloo
Integrative Physiology
Ashley Elizabeth Tritz,  Remsen
Athletic Training
Richard Edward Tronolone,  Aurora, IL
Athletic Training
Erik Charles Twait,  Coralville
Biology
Patric M. Vaelli,  Okoboji
Honors in Biology
Lisa Lynn Vangsness,  Geneva, IL
Honors in Psychology
Jonathan I. Vazquez,  Addison, IL
Microbiology
Miranda Lin Verry,  Iowa City
Psychology
Nicholas Michael Villareal,  Davenport
Integrative Physiology
Matthew Justin Volkmann,  Washington
Science Education
John Philip Waldorf,  Urbandale
Psychology
*Erin Christine Walker,  Urbandale
Mathematics
Jueqin Wang,  Shenzhen, China
Honors in Economics
Lu Wang,  China
Actuarial Science
Allison Ward,  Sioux City
Integrative Physiology
Colleen Marie Ward,  Arlington Heights, IL
Integrative Physiology
Joshua Grant Waters,  Burlington
Psychology
Mary Ellen Weaver,  Roselle, IL
Science Education
Kristen Elisabeth Weaverling,  Cedar Rapids
Geography
Brigitte L. Weil,  Sioux City
Biology
David Rovane Weld,  Cedar Falls
Geography
Ryan Jacob Wenzel,  Hinton
Integrative Physiology
Isaac Robert Lee Werner,  Dubuque
Biology
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***With Highest Distinction
***Kaitlin Anne White,  Bettendorf
Honors in Integrative Physiology
Rachel Anne Whitman,  Des Moines
Chemistry
James Read Wiesbrock,  Hinsdale, IL
Environmental Sciences
**Krystal Rachelle Wikstrom,  Ames
Honors in Anthropology
Matt David Wilson,  Lake Zurich, IL
Integrative Physiology
Nicholas George Wilson,   
Arlington Heights, IL
Economics
Katherine Nora Winchester,  Cedar Rapids
Honors in Political Science
Economics
Alexander John Wold,  Iowa City
Physics
Astronomy
***Chun-Shang Wong,  Iowa City
Physics
Mathematics
James Y. Wu,  Fort Dodge
Biology
Yangwei Wu
Actuarial Science
Mathematics
Fang Xia
Mathematics
Xue Xiao,  Hefei, China
Informatics
Mengya Xu
Actuarial Science
*Rui Xu,  Wuxi, China
Honors in Actuarial Science
Wenju Xu,  Shanghai, China
Honors in Actuarial Science
Sravanthi Yarramasu,  Naperville, IL
Psychology
Zhou Yu,  Shanghai, China
Mathematics
Marcela M. Zamora,  Hampton
Integrative Physiology
**David Wei Zhang,  Johnston
Honors in Economics
Mathematics
Zhibo Zhao,  China
Mathematics
Mingqi Zhu,  Shanghai, China
Statistics
Mathematics
Kenneth Allen Zuerner,  Ames
Physics
Astronomy
Candidates for Degrees
university ColleGe
Bachelor of Applied 
Studies
Bryon Christopher Ball
Elyse Morgan Beenken,  Belmond
Jon Michael Burzacott,  Tiffin
Nancy Peterson Crovetti,  Lamoni
Daniel D. Hansen,  Coralville
Melissa Ann Hudson,  Iowa City
Karla Marie Hurley
Sharon J. Jorgenson,  South Saint Paul, MN
Alicia Fatima Luallen,  Calamus
Lane M. Makela,  Dyersville
Misty Dawn McLaughlin,  Cedar Rapids
Ceann Mary McNamara
Cathleen Elaine Mohr,  Cedar Rapids
Peggy D. Patterson,  Newton
Michelle L. Payne,  Iowa City
Angela Michelle Salvador,  Kalona
Jeremy Joseph Schadel,  Bettendorf
Deborah Ann Schiesser,  Doylestown, PA
Deborah Marie Uhrina,  Hiawatha
Jacqueline Hope Welchans,  Jefferson
Candidates for Degrees
roy J. & luCille a. 
Carver ColleGe of 
MediCine
Doctor of Medicine
Kwadwo Achampong
Manish Aggarwal,  Marion
Ahmed Akhter,  Plainfield, IL
Shivgami Arora,  Ames
Austin Tyler Baeth,  Des Moines
Aaron James Ballantyne,  Kansas City, MO
Andrew Ross Barnett,  Newton
Adam Steven Bauer,  West Allis, WI
Cecile Ewane Besingi
Michael Ray Bouska,  Dunkerton
Jeremy Scott Brady,  West Des Moines
Elise Nicole Ahrens Bream,  Boone
Matthew Joseph Bream,  Oxford
Talitha Brown,  Philadelphia, PA
Benjamin Joshua Bryden,  Ames
Mariel Kareen Bryden,  Nevada
Heather Marshall Byers,  Cedar Rapids
Matthew Adam Bzdega,  Bondurant
Micheil Lynne Cannistra,  New York, NY
Martha Lydia Carvour,  Altoona
Rebekah Michelle Case,  Lees Summit, MO
Pooja R. Chitneni,  Bettendorf
Christine Cho,  Ames
Andrea May Clark,  San Diego, CA
Chelsea Lynn Cosand,  Bow, WA
Whitney Lynne Cowman,  Pella
Miranda Lynn Curtiss,  Alliance, NE
Chad William Dallon,  Salt Lake City, UT
Beth Noelle Davidson,  Omaha, NE
Ryan Lee Deets,  West Branch
Lajja Pankaj Desai,  Clinton
Mara Katherine Determan,  Haverhill
Alexander Richard Dietz,  Iowa City
Amy Elizabeth Domeyer-Klenske,  
Dubuque
Kyle Robert Duchman,  Cedar Falls
Samuel Collins Dvorak,  Spencer
Matthew Scott Eagles,  Cedar Falls
Brandon Parris Egbert,  Orem, UT
Holly J. Engelstad,  Council Bluffs
William Paul Fangman,  Winthrop
Samantha Marie Fawcett,  Kansas City, MO
Jonathon Michael Fields,  Kasson, MN
Wendy Lynn Fiordellisi,  Chilton, WI
Katie Lynn Freeman,  Urbandale
Lara Jane Galloway,  Iowa City
Jonathon R. Geisinger,  Spencer
Maureen Megan Gordon,  Bettendorf
Sarah Katherine Storm Gross,  Belle Plaine
Christopher Lee Groth,  Winterset
Heather Leigh Groth,  Appleton, WI
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Elizabeth Anne Gulleen,  Johnston
John Rostad Haggart,  Fargo, ND
Beixin Julie He
Megan M. Holec,  Mendota Heights, MN
Arthur Arbor Hong,  Long Grove, IL
Kristy Dieu Huynh,  Des Moines
Daniel Morgan Kaplan,  Lincolnshire, IL
Christopher Andrew Kirkpatrick,   
Colfax, WA
Nicholas Holden Kluesner,  Ames
Catherine Knight,  Des Moines
Dustin Colt Krutsinger,  Russell
Garret Thomas Lechtenberg,  Ossian
Jennifer Minkyoung Lee,  Los Angeles, CA
Hannah Irene Lerseth,  Beresford, SD
Elizabeth Boddicker Lester,  Rapid City, SD
Wesley H. Lin,  San Marino, CA
Adam Alexander Liudahl,  Sioux City
Amanda Kabel Lorenz,  Davenport
Allison Welte Lorenzen,  Kalona
Ning Lu,  Johnston
Ali Omar Maamar-Tayeb,  Austin, TX
Meredith Ann McKean,  Armstrong
Christopher Steven Meier,  Danville, CA
Melanie Rae Meister,  West Des Moines
Aditi Hrushikesh Mhaskar,  Glendora, CA
Paige Miller,  Burlington
Diana Malek Mina,  Bettendorf
Emma Louise Mohr,  Coralville
Dylan Patrick Murray,  Bettendorf
Drew Kristopher Newhoff,  Waterloo
Ngoc Tran Huy Nguyen,  Cedar Rapids
Laura Marie Nichols,  Leeds, ND
Nathan Allan Nicholson,  Ottumwa
Alexandra Cannell Nothern,  Acton, MA
Andrea Smiens O'Shea,  Ankeny
Andrew Nels Odland,  Clarion
Martha Ellen Oelschlaeger,  Cedar Rapids
Adebukola Mujidat Ogundoyin,   
Ibadan, Nigera
Jason Andrew Orien,  Anchorage, AK
Spriha Pavuluri,  Iowa City
Daniel Edward Pelzer,  Tipton
Lei Peng,  Hershey, PA
Jessica Megan Pryor,  Bettendorf
Aditya B. Pulikal,  Cedar Rapids
Wendy Gail Ramalingam,   
Pleasant Plain, OH
Austin Jedidiah Ramme,  Okauchee, WI
Baxter Key Richardson IV,  Fresno, CA
Zachary Gerald Ries,  Dubuque
Amanda Sue River,  Maquoketa
Katharine Anne Robb,  Cedar Rapids
Lisa Kathryn Roberts,  Ainsworth
Rebecca Lynn Rovner,  West Des Moines
Brian James Ruggle,  Newton
Brant Anthony Rustwick,  Spencer
Andrea Nicole Ryan,  Davenport
Robert Trandem Rydze,  Iowa City
Juan Gilberto Salas,  La Quinta, CA
Will Matthias Schouten,  Orange City
Katherine Grace Shearer,  Athens, Ohio
Abraham Matthias Sheffield,  Iowa City
Jessica Shin,  Mankato, MN
Lael Jonathan Stander
Genevieve Elaine Staudt,  Des Moines
Rebecca Sue Stein,  Dubuque
Curtis Steyers,  Iowa City
Sophianne Divya Subbiah,  Bettendorf
Shane K. Sweat,  Heber City, UT
Benjamin Roy Sweet,  Story City
Ngii N. Tazeh,  Buea, Cameroon
Ashley Marie TeKippe,  Decorah
Matthew James Thoendel,  Lincoln, NE
Jacob Addison Thomas,  Cedar Rapids
Trisha Lynn Thompson,  Ames
Timothy William Thomsen,  Mason City
Kathryn Rydze Trandem
Reid Philip Turner,  Des Moines
Eric Michael Tyler,  Holbrook, AZ
Thomas Michael Waterbury,  Atlantic
Julie Lynn Weigandt,  Brookings, SD
Brittany Estelle Wertzberger,  Marshalltown
Lydia Ann Wester,   
Yaloke, Central African Republic
Brandon C. Whalen,  Ames
Trevor Timothy Wild,  Des Moines
Alison Nichole Wilkes,  Greenfield
Justin Grant Wilkes,  Sartell, MN
Melissa Sue Jay Willis,  Ottumwa
John Robert Woolfrey,  Saint Paul, MN
Suraj Manjunatha Yalamuri
Master of Physician 
Assistant Studies
Ryan L. Applegate,  Pontiac, MI
Andrew Royce Armstrong III,   
Thousand Oaks, CA
Jacob Daniel Boyer,  Iowa City
Elizabeth Ashley Bradshaw,   
Colorado Springs, CO
Jamie Ellen Brantner,  Iowa City
Christopher Tad Bryan
Rachel Beth Burns,  Minneapolis, MN
Danielle C. Chapin,  Missoula, MT
Yirengah Mimie Chilinda-Salter,   
Maidstone, United Kingdom
Lance Patrick Christensen,  Iowa City
Jack Daniel DeGroot,  Grand Rapids, MI
Morgan Leigh Fulmer,  Wichita, KS
Stephanie Elaine Harbaugh,  Manchester
Isaac Andrew Miller,  Maquoketa
Nicole Elise Miller,  Stillwater, MN
Meredith Aimee Payne,  Charlotte, MI
Chelsea Renea Peoples,  Woodward
Laurie Kathryn Pohl,  Brookings, SD
Kerianne Erika Puetz,  Waterloo
Vannessa Alicia Ramos,  Omaha, NE
Heath David Reinke,  Sioux Falls, SD
Carly Zo Schreiner,  La Crosse, WI
Steele Tescher,  Beach, ND
Jason Daniel Thornburg,  Davenport
Chelsey Carol Walker,  Mineral Point, WI
Elliott Shawn Wise
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***With Highest Distinction
Master in Medical 
Education
Iram Nafees Ahmad,  Tucson, AZ
Kristi Erin Chang,  Iowa City
Eyad Michael Hanna
Vijay Raveendran Pottathil,  La Jolla, CA
Kokila Thenuwara,  Colombo, Sri Lanka
Bachelor of Science
Jill Abolt,  West Point
Radiation Sciences
**Kelly Anne Bednarek,  Atlantic
Radiation Sciences
Sarah A. Beerends,  Iowa City
Clinical Laboratory Sciences
Kayla Berner,  Tiffin
Radiation Sciences
Don E. Bishop,  Muscatine
Radiation Sciences
Stacie Nicole Brazeal,  Council Bluffs
Radiation Sciences
***Beth Paula Burgess,  Iowa City
Clinical Laboratory Sciences
**Laura Arlene Campbell,  Osage
Clinical Laboratory Sciences
Jaymie Lynn Fraise,  Wapello
Radiation Sciences
Lindsey Ann Grau
Radiation Sciences
Shayna Jo Heap,  Stronghurst, IL
Radiation Sciences
Jennifer R. Lampe,  Tiffin
Radiation Sciences
*Meghan Lynn McClary,  Cedar Rapids
Radiation Sciences
Courtland J. Menke,  West Point
Clinical Laboratory Sciences
Brittany Lynne Mente,  Wheatland
Radiation Sciences
Jessica Rose Moser,  Manson
Clinical Laboratory Sciences
Scott Lynn Nibaur,  Coralville
Radiation Sciences
Briana Lynn Richardson,  Calamus
Radiation Sciences
Kaitlin Marissa Rodgers,  Sioux City
Clinical Laboratory Sciences
Kerri Ann Ruotolo,  Iowa City
Radiation Sciences
Kimberly Kay Saddoris,  Clinton
Radiation Sciences
***Ashley Renea Schuelke
Radiation Sciences
Emily Lynn Schwager,  Bellevue
Clinical Laboratory Sciences
Kaitlin Nicole Snively,  Brooklyn
Radiation Sciences
Kacey Lynn Strovers,  Pleasant Hill
Radiation Sciences
MacKenzie Breanne Swan,  Albia
Clinical Laboratory Sciences
*Bethany Lynn Tanke
Radiation Sciences
Jaclyn C. Whitson,  Aurora, IL
Radiation Sciences
Candidates for Degrees
ColleGe of dentistry
Doctor of Dental Surgery
Abbey Rose Ackermann,  Ankeny
Christopher Michael Aldrich,  Oelwein
Clinton Thomas Ambroson,  Forest City
Andrew Scott Beer,  Bloomington, IL
Jared Douglas Bolding,  Omaha, NE
Corbin Garrett Brady,  Des Moines
Ryan Mitchell Brandt,  Ames
Anthony Julius Brantner,  Mason City
Andrew Jacob Brasser,  Madison, WI
Jordan M. Brenner,  Bettendorf
Kyle Robert Burgmeier,  Mason City
Julie Ann Coyne,  Bettendorf
Megan Rosella Danforth,  Shenandoah
Chandni Desai,  Primghar
Brett Christopher DeHoogh,  Clive
Christopher DeLong,  Hominy, OK
Amber Faith DeWeerd
Stephanie Marie Dorn,  Urbandale
Joseph Dennis Dougherty,  Grinnell
Matthew J. Drescher,  Bettendorf
Adam David Erdmann,  Le Mars
Aaron Daniel Figueroa,  Glencoe, IL
Kevin Charles Gams,  Waukesha, WI
Amanda Christine Gilles,  Waterloo
Laurel Rose Gonzales,  Fort Dodge
Casey Jay Gremore,  Dubuque
Mitchell Miles Gubler,  Santa Clara, UT
Jennifer Elizabeth Hartshorn,  Carlisle
Kristopher Lee Hasstedt,  Ames
Jay Daniel Heeren,  Parker, SD
Luke James Hemann,  Osage
Julie Lee Hendricks,  Oakland
Chloe Mary Elizabeth Hoppens,   
Ogallala, NE
Craig Don Huber,  North Logan, UT
Kelly Michael Huston,  Independence
Sandra Renae Imoehl,  Oelwein
Daniel Charles Johnson,  Roland
Michelle Marie Johnson,  Green Bay, WI
Corey Jones,  Fairway, KS
Ben Cooper Jorgensen,  Spencer
Paul Charles Kearney,  Ames
Robert Andrew Keech,  Iowa City
Derek Reid Kerr,  Tripoli
Jean Hee Kim,  Clive
Karl G. Kohlgraf,  Colorado Springs, CO
Adam B. Kruger,  Oelwein
Jenna Marie Lang,  Wausau, WI
Emily Anne Lanzel,  La Crosse, WI
Steven Matthew Leifker,  North Liberty
Misha Felita Lockey,  Hinesville, GA
Benjamin Chris Lundell,  Dubuque
Omar Mazen Maktabi,  Iowa City
David Gregg Meier,  Lynn Center, IL
Jamison Parker Metcalf,  Holladay, UT
Brandon William Millard,  Pleasant Hill
Alison Kay Mlodik,  Hatley, WI
Katherine Mary Motz,  Sioux Falls, SD
Shannon L. Rea,  Waukon
Jason Timothy Rogers,  Cedar Falls
Elizabeth Catherine Gomez Sasse,  
Madison, WI
Adam Eric Schmidt,  Miami, OK
Cherie Anne Senger,  Bettendorf
Karen Lee Smith,  Sumner
Larry Edward Spray III,  Dallas Center
Courtney Lynn Struthers,  Lacona
Sean Philip Welander,  Pomeroy
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John Allen Welch,  Shellsburg
Leigh Bailey Werner,  Cedar Rapids
Joseph Spencer Whitehead,  Price, UT
Jessica F. Wilberding,  Marcus
Tasha Rose Willman,  Farley
Beverly Zidor,  Port Saint Lucie, FL
Matthew Evan Zwart,  Sioux Center
Candidates for Degrees
ColleGe of law
Master of Laws
Mieke Jacqueline Reij,   
Nijmegen, Netherlands
Karen Fasano Thomsen
Yangyu Wang
Jiannan Wei,  Lanzhou City, China
Daniel Stowell Williford,  Rochester, NY
Ying Shuai Zhou
Juris Doctor
Kathleen Acerni
Manaal Sayeed Ahmed,  Bartlett, IL
Sophia Nausheen Akbar,  Waterloo
Grant Ian Anderson,  Naperville, IL
Karen Elizabeth Anderson
Michael Ariely,  Salem, MA
Katherine Alison Baier,  Cedar Rapids
Emily Michelle Balch,  Des Moines
Hasti Barahmand,  Los Angeles, CA
Leslie Ann Barry,  Louisville, OH
Laura Christine Bartelt,  Charles City
Elizabeth Anne Beadle,  Solon
Nathaniel Paul Beal,  Waco, TX
Amy Joanna Beier,  Columbia, MD
Sheila Anne Bentzen,  Ashland, NE
Jordan Ross Bergus,  Goshen, NY
Catherine Marie Betts,  Bettendorf
Hassan Beydoun,  Detroit, MI
Boyd Burton Black,  Hesperia, CA
Christopher James Blanco,  La Mirada, CA
Christine Anne Boeckholt,  Des Moines
Andrew John Boulton,  Sherwood, OR
Kelsie Anne Brandlee,  Pierre, SD
Marcy Jo Brant,  La Salle, IL
Maureen Brocco
Eric Vincent Brown,  Wadena, MN
Stephanie Sue Brown,  Thousand Oaks, CA
Tyler John Buller,  Urbandale
Bryce Andrew Carlson,  Fort Dodge
Kayla Marie Casey,  Johnston
Bridget Dehne Casey Gutsche,  Iowa City
Travis Michael Cavanaugh,  Iowa City
Ellen Josephine Drummond Chambers
Jane Chang,  Ames
Lei Chen,  China
Mingwei Cheng,  Beijing, China
Ryan Scott Christensen,  Waukesha, WI
Alexandria Marie Christian,  Chicago, IL
Mary Kathleen Conroy,  Lincoln, NE
Miles Adam Crandell,  Brimfield, IL
Michael Forrest Curtis,  Attleboro, MA
Sylwia Dabrowska,  Des Moines
Brian Walter Denlinger,  Dubuque
Paul Douglas DeYarman,  Urbandale
Nicholas Beryl Dial,  Shenandoah
Sophie Marie Doroba,  Moline, IL
Alexander Douglas Earl,  Prophetstown, IL
Thomas William Evans,  Ottumwa
Van Everett,  Des Moines
Anthony Roy Eves,  Parowan, UT
Michelle Kay Fiechter,  Bluffton, IN
Daniel Patrick Fischer,  Neola
Michael Robert Fleming,  Chicago, IL
Erin Elaine Fortner,  Greeneville, TN
Amber Sue Fricke,  Marshalltown
Justin Christopher From,  West Des Moines
Joseph Frank Frondle,  Cedar Rapids
Rudolph Clarence Gabriel
Vincent Charles Gaffney,  Solon
Lauren Gannon,  Cedar Rapids
Joshua August Goering,  Agency
Erin Michelle Grabe,  Marshalltown
Joseph Gravert,  Tipton
Andrew Benjamin Greenberg
Holly Ann Grieder,  Marion
Lindsey Ann Guerrero,  Bettendorf
Whitney Lee Hall,  Holland, MI
Ghassan Harb,  Le Claire
Carrie Anne Harrington,   
Western Springs, IL
Timothy Mark Hau,  Cedar Rapids
Amy Lyn Hein,  Monticello
Francisco Orlando Henriquez,  Fort Dodge
Amelia Christine Hirst,  Iowa City
Anel Hodzic
John William Hofmeyer IV,  Oelwein
Jinny Huang
Kristy Cho Huh,  Glenview, IL
Matthew Jordan Hulstein,  Chicago
Nathan David Jackson
Forest Benjamin Jenkins,  Iowa City
Rachael Ann Jensen,  Olathe, KS
Matthew Steven Johnshoy,   
Pelican Rapids, MN
Brian Daniel Jones,  Williamsburg
Lyndsey Lucelle Kaufman,  Mount Pleasant
Brian Michael Kearns,  Carmichael, CA
Kenneth John Kitchin,  Saint Louis, MO
Mario Anthony Kladis,  Iowa City
Jennifer Sheina Klein,  West Des Moines
Housheng Ko,  Taipei, Taiwan
Ashley Lynn Kost,  Lindstrom, MN
Allison Darlene Kuhns,  Meade, KS
Kathryn Kae Lang,  Des Moines
Jacqueline Faith Langland,  Huron, SD
Cory Alan Lasker,  Merrimack, NH
Laura Bieri Latham,  Laurens
Nathan Michael Legue,  Rockford, IL
Jeffrey Martin Leppert,  Niskayuna, NY
Rui Li,  Dalian, China
Heidi Marie Loch,  Glendale, AZ
Colton David Long,  Cedar Rapids
Scott Bronson Lyon,  West Des Moines
Kelsey Ann Ward Marquard,  West Point
Brett R. Marshall,  Hillsboro, OR
Joel Henry Martin,  Decorah
Nicholas Thomas Maxwell,  Danville, CA
Zeke Robert McCartney,  Gunder
Ryan Kenneth Melcher,  Redford, MI
Brian Andrew Melhus,  Pella
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***With Highest Distinction
David Urquhart Mennie,  Iowa City
Robert Franklin Miller,  Louisville, KY
Morgan Grace Miranda,   
Starkville, MS
Michael Richard Montgomery,  Plainfield, IL
Aaron Richard Moore,  Austin, TX
Edward Babcox Morris,  Saint Louis, MO
William Stewart O'Hare,  Laguna Beach, CA
Kevin Joseph O'Neill,  Dubuque
Joshua Jason Orewiler,  Wheaton, IL
John Russell Palmtag,  Nebraska City, NE
Ki Kyung Park,  Seoul, Korea
Sang Jee Park,  Seoul, Korea
Sung Bin Park,  Seoul, Korea
Lucas James Parker,  Mercer Island, WA
Roshni Dashrath Patel,  Cedar Falls
Samuel Perlmutter,  Jacksonville, FL
Jasmina Popaja
Brett Robert Powers,  Iowa City
Heather Rae Quick,  Altoona
Katherine Mary Quinnert,  Chicago, IL
John William Richmond,  San Francisco, CA
Allison Renee Roelf,  Iowa City
Austin Taylor Romstad
Ernest Lee Rose,  Des Moines
Katherine Anne Ross,  Libertyville, IL
Emily Ruth Roxberg,  Overland Park, KS
Brandon Wade Ruopp,  Marshalltown
Katrina Michelle Schaefer
Ashley Laurel Schoenjahn,  Arlington
Jon William Scott,  Liberty, MO
Kyle Vincent Shanahan,  Omaha, NE
Mikaela Jo Shotwell,  Lake Stevens, WA
John VanRye Siedel,  Iowa City
Anastasia Andreevna Slivker,  Atlanta, GA
Alexander David Smith,  West Des Moines
Timothy Paul Smith
Whitney Elizabeth Smith,  Reno, NV
Anastasija Snicarenko,  Los Angeles, CA
Adam David Sohn,  Perry
Shannon Lee Sole,  Cedar Rapids
Kate Alissa Solheim,  Waconia, MN
Jessica Dawn Spoden,  Cedar Rapids
Nicholas William Stephens,  Fort Wayne, IN
Joseph Keith Strong,  Indianola
Promise Marie Sullivan,  Spokane, WA
Eleanor Gail Tennyson,  Yardley, PA
Nicole Marie True,  Dubuque
Anthony Jacques Tucci,  Pacifica, CA
Brian Richard Tunis,  Bettendorf
Carlie S. Tweeten,  Waukee
Allison Kay VanNatta,  Moline, IL
Laura Elizabeth Wazny,  Ankeny
Christopher Alan Wendell,  Torrance, CA
Mindy Ellen Wheeler,  Wichita, Kansas
Leigh Karen Wickell,  Springfield, MO
Sean Timothy Williams,  Des Moines
Jason Pascarel Wiltfang,   
Marsh Harbour, Abaco, Bahamas
Krista Marie Winkleblack
Benjamin Joseph Wischnowski,   
West Chester, PA
Emily Jean Wischnowski,  Mitchell, SD
Michelle Krestine Wolf,  Bancroft
Taylor Jameson Wright
Boya Zhang,  Bettendorf
Candidates for Degrees
ColleGe of PharMaCy
Doctor of Pharmacy
Kaitlyn L. Adams,  Cedar Falls
Bryan Ogonna Ajuluchukwu,  Darien, IL
Elizabeth Wittchow Amelon,  Onalaska, WI
Matthew Ember Arnold,  Aurora, IL
Christina A. Banks,  Orland Park, IL
Lisa Frances Beers,  Moline, IL
Darcy Anne Bennett,  Fulton, IL
Andrew Alan Berg,  Storm Lake
Danielle Jonae Boeding,  North Liberty
Alphonsus Brady,  Kalona
Tiffany Braham,  Bronx, NY
Stacy Lynn Bueltel,  Fremont
Sarah Marie Calhoun,  Keokuk
Esther Chung,  Burbank, CA
Sara Nicole Colling,  Marion
Maranda Rayleen Connop,  Winfield
Courtney Marie Creary,  Knoxville
David Eric De Mik,  Tinley Park, IL
Michael James Donnelly,  Morton Grove, IL
Razan M. El Melik,  Binna, Sudan
Elysha Emilee Elson,  Madrid
Ryan Paul Etscheid,  La Salle, IL
Monica Joan Forte,  Minneapolis, MN
Melehia Ann Frauenholtz,  Iowa City
Julie Lynn Freeman,  Ames
Briana Lee Gadient,  Goodhue, MN
Bridget Biabeke Gbara,  Rivers State, Nigeria
Courtney Sue Gent,  Wellman
Megan Paige Germer
Carolyn L. Gilbertson,  Plymouth, MN
Nicole Elizabeth Goodall,  Delmar
Celeste Marie Goodloe,  Hudson
Alex James Hangartner,  Castalia
Nathan R. Harold,  Yakima, WA
Brittany Jillisa Hebl,  Coralville
Jacob Tobin Heffter,  Batavia, IL
Lindsay Marie Hendricks,  Bartlett, IL
Daniel Hernandez,  Miami, FL
Ashley Anne Hildebrand,  Dundee
Chelsey Marie Hogan,  Eldridge
Emily Neil Israel,  Fair Haven, NJ
Clint Cooper Ivie,  Las Vegas, NV
Jessica Leigh Jackson
Monica Joan Jandura,  St. Charles, IL
Diana C. Karkow,  Manchester
Emily Lavender Keene,  Orlando, FL
Karen L. Kepler,  Cedar Rapids
Grace Juyun Kim,  Iowa City
Audrey Banner Kostrzewa,  Roseville, MN
Emma Shalom Kraayenbrink,  Pella
Kathryn Lora Krei,  Iowa City
Molly J. Laaker,  Dubuque
Kalli Leigh Ledel,  Shakopee, MN
Kathryn L. Lee,  Keosauqua
Amanda Sue Lefler,  Sioux City
Ya-leng Lin,  Kaohsiung, Taiwan
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Dazhi Liu,  Munster, IN
Stacy Brooke Livingston,  Des Moines
Theresa Marie Lower
Stephanie Kim Lukas,  Warrenville, IL
Hien N. Luong,  Des Moines
Adriane Ellen Miller,  Marion
Chase Eric Moore,  Memphis, MO
Joshua Moss Moorehead,  Mason City
Megan M. Mormann,  Marion
Jill Ann Moses,  Garnavillo
Ryan James Muller,  Ankeny
Lindsay R. Murphy,  Marshalltown
Wasihun Berhe Nicodimos,  Los Angeles, CA
Andrew Joseph Noda,  Wheaton, IL
Macklin Connor O'Brien,  North Liberty
Caroline Onel,  Coralville
Nirav Arvind Kumar Patel,   
West Des Moines
Joseph John Paulsen, Jr.,  Coralville
Andrea Marcella Perez,  North Liberty
Bao An Pham,  Paris, France
Nhi T. Pham
Bryce A. Phillips,  Coralville
Daniel R. Piersee,  Keokuk
Cady Melissa Ploessl, Iowa City
Rachel Marie Poppen,  Pocahontas
John Sherman Powers,  Mc Henry, IL
Nicole Marie Rabs,  Arlington Heights, IL
Lacey Jay Roach,  Waterloo
Kevin John Roeder,  Bellevue
Marci Ann Rueter,  Burlington, WI
Carrie Jo Sayre,  Belle Plaine
Chelsea Dawn Schorg,  Bettendorf
Robbie L. Schwenker,  Vinton
Phoebe Sebhatu,  Bloomingdale, IL
Whitney Barbara Slinker,  Conrad
Sarah Clarissa Sougstad,  Forest City
Melissa Christine Staats,  Des Moines
Ann Marie Starosta
Nicholas Todd Steffen,  Waterloo
Nicholas John Stumpf,  Dubuque
Nhan Ngoc Truong,  Davenport
Lam Phi Vo,  Decorah
Cathleen Ann Waddle,  North Liberty
Cucnhat Phung Walker,  Iowa City
Kathleen Ann Wallace,  Davenport
Nathan Scott Walleser,  Waterloo
Andrew Carson Washburn,  Marion
Elizabeth Marie Webb,  Cumming
John Patrick Webb,  Buffalo Center
Amanda Lynn Wellens,  Lena, WI
Jessica Marie Whalen,  Lincoln, IL
Pamela Florence Wong,  Cedar Rapids
Xiaolin Wu,  Coralville
Tong Xu,  Coralville
Pa Yang,  Green Bay, WI
Candidates for Degrees
ColleGe of 
enGineerinG
Bachelor of Science in 
Engineering
Sasha A. Abdalla
Chemical Engineering
Lena Ahmad Abu-El-Haija,  Amman, Jordon
Industrial Engineering
Franklin Todd Adler,  Roselle, IL
Civil Engineering
James Marcus Akkala
Mechanical Engineering
Matt B. Arnold,  Rock Island
Mechanical Engineering
Stephen Michael Badding,  Carroll
Biomedical Engineering
Derek Karl Baerenwald,  Rockton, IL
Chemical Engineering
Eric Michael Baez,  Muskego, WI
Mechanical Engineering
Adam Richard Barnett,  Iowa City
Civil Engineering
Kelly Barnett,  Cary, IL
Chemical Engineering
Clarence James Bartenhagen,  Elgin
Electrical Engineering
Paul Dorgan Beckman,  Houston, TX
Industrial Engineering
**Benjamin Joseph Behrendt,  Davenport
Chemical Engineering
Joseph H. Beitelspacher,  Le Mars
Mechanical Engineering
Austin Dakota Bell,  Tipton
Biomedical Engineering
Samantha Lynn Bell,  Plainfield, IL
Mechanical Engineering
Andrew Bennett,  Muscatine
Honors in Mechanical Engineering
Danielle Marie Berndt,  Bloomington, MN
Mechanical Engineering
Justus Kipkorir Biwott,  Eldoret, Kenya
Industrial Engineering
Kyle Martin Boughner,  Glenview, IL
Mechanical Engineering
Brandon J. Bouska,  Hawkeye
Mechanical Engineering
Samantha Marie Brandel,  Apple Valley, MN
Biomedical Engineering
Jacob James Brandenburg,  Maquoketa
Chemical Engineering
*Philip John Breczinski,  Golden Valley, MN
Electrical Engineering
Nathan John Brimeyer,  Fairfax
Chemical Engineering
Alexander E. Brodsky,  Vernon Hills, IL
Electrical Engineering
Stephen Danforth Browne,  Nashville, TN
Civil Engineering
Matthew M. Burke,  Davenport
Mechanical Engineering
Jesse Luis Calderon,  Chicago, IL
Chemical Engineering
Dustin James Calkins,  Iowa City
Mechanical Engineering
Elizabeth Anne Campbell,  Rosemount, MN
Biomedical Engineering
Henry Charles Carlson,  Batavia, IL
Mechanical Engineering
Jessica Carlson,  Shueyville
Chemical Engineering
Russell Edgar Carlson IV,  Clive
Civil Engineering
Michael J. Carroll,  Peoria, IL
Industrial Engineering
Robert Anthony Casiello,  Naperville, IL
Civil Engineering
Jason Lee Chase,  Cedar Rapids
Mechanical Engineering
Huong T. Chau,  Davenport
Chemical Engineering
Juan Guillermo Correa
Mechanical Engineering
***Amy Jo Criswell,  Decatur, IL
Biomedical Engineering
Serghei Dacin
Honors in Chemical Engineering
Ryan Owen Daly,  Des Moines
Electrical Engineering
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Ryan Nickolas Detweiler,  North Liberty
Mechanical Engineering
Drew William DeZeeuw,  Muscatine
Mechanical Engineering
Jocelyn Mary Dixon,  Savage, MN
Chemical Engineering
Matthew Michael DiVerde,  Crystal Lake, IL
Mechanical Engineering
Alyson Dee Eagle,  Rock Island, IL
Biomedical Engineering
David Gage Ellis,  Boone
Biomedical Engineering
Haitham Abdalla Elshiekh,   
Khartoum, Sudan
Mechanical Engineering
Joseph Michael Enright,  Dearborn, MI
Mechanical Engineering
Jordan Lee Eszlinger,  Sioux Falls, SD
Chemical Engineering
Kyle Steven Faille,  Cedar Rapids
Electrical Engineering
Roger Owen Felling,  Marengo
Mechanical Engineering
Bryan D. Fiscus,  Conrad
Honors in Industrial Engineering
Keith James Flaherty,  Cedar Rapids
Mechanical Engineering
Miles James Flamme-Wiese,  Boone
Biomedical Engineering
Kimberly Nadine Floss,  Dike
Industrial Engineering
Timothy Glen Fredericks
Mechanical Engineering
Joseph Gregory Gent,  Wellman
Industrial Engineering
Alex Michael Gerard,  Cedar Rapids
Electrical Engineering
**Sarah Ellen Gerard,  Cedar Rapids
Biomedical Engineering
Patrick Stephen Gleason,  Davenport
Mechanical Engineering
Ryan David Gleeson,  Orland Park, IL
Mechanical Engineering
Grant Evan Goldsmith,  Orland Park, IL
Civil Engineering
Haley Darling Goslinga,  Lansing
Mechanical Engineering
Jessica Kay Hansen,  Coralville
Biomedical Engineering
***Samantha Kirsten Nowik Hansen
Biomedical Engineering
Paul Raymond Haugen,  Mason City
Electrical Engineering
Trent Douglas Henderson,  Williamsburg
Mechanical Engineering
*Kenneth Eugene Herrmann,  Batavia, IL
Mechanical Engineering
Willie J. Hilkin,  Dubuque
Civil Engineering
Darin James Hoover,  Rockford, IL
Industrial Engineering
Derek Jon Hornberg,  Clinton
Biomedical Engineering
George Patrick Hoyos,  Naperville, IL
Civil Engineering
Austin Everett Hull,  Iowa City
Industrial Engineering
Zachary M. Ihde,  Arlington Heights, IL
Civil Engineering
*Jordan Carl Imoehl,  Oelwein
Biomedical Engineering
Michael Christian Ireland,  Mount Vernon
Electrical Engineering
Levi David James,  Ottumwa
Industrial Engineering
Ashley Jo Jindrich,  Toddville
Electrical Engineering
Stephanie Lynne Jones,  Coralville
Mechanical Engineering
Jordan Michael Jurinjak,  Morton, IL
Chemical Engineering
Kayla Marie Kamber,  Iowa City
Industrial Engineering
Emily Marie Kersten,  Fort Dodge
Industrial Engineering
Asa Daniel Klein,  Bettendorf
Biomedical Engineering
Kristin Alissa Knudson,  Chanhassen, MN
Biomedical Engineering
Heather Katherine Koenigs,   
Clarendon Hills, IL
Biomedical Engineering
Rebecca Diane Kohles,  Itasca, IL
Civil Engineering
Elyssa Diane Kopke,  Arlington Heights, IL
Industrial Engineering
*Benjamin Joseph Kopp,  Anita
Biomedical Engineering
Kent Arthur Kruse,  Saint Paul
Civil Engineering
Anthony James Kwiatkowski,  Iowa City
Biomedical Engineering
Richard Thomas Lahman,  Cedar Rapids
Electrical Engineering
Leonard Albert Larson,  West Liberty
Civil Engineering
Zachary Lee Latcham,  Grinnell
Biomedical Engineering
Tuan Anh Le,  Vietnam
Biomedical Engineering
Kevin James Lindenberg,  Rockford, IL
Industrial Engineering
David Robert Lindner,  Marion
Electrical Engineering
Carly Faye Lintner,  Council Bluffs
Civil Engineering
Matthew Samuel Litwin,  Buffalo Grove, IL
Civil Engineering
*Lu Liu,  Shenyang, China
Civil Engineering
Miao Lu,  China,  Industrial Engineering
Calvin Thomas Luzum,  Calmar
Chemical Engineering
***Kelly S. McConnell,  Iowa City
Chemical Engineering
Jessica Lynn McDermott,  Bettendorf
Biomedical Engineering
Andrew R. McGuiness,  Lake Zurich, IL
Chemical Engineering
Michael Oliver McKenzie,  Frankfort, IL
Chemical Engineering
Patrick James McKinney,  Naperville, IL
Biomedical Engineering
Nathan W. Melchert,  Bettendorf
Mechanical Engineering
John Anthony Messaglia,  Homewood, IL
Civil Engineering
Mahmoud Ahmed Metwali,  Iowa City
Biomedical Engineering
Matthew James Meyer,  Eldridge
Industrial Engineering
Timothy William Meyer,  Iowa City
Industrial Engineering
Zachary Montgomery Meyer,   
Flower Mound, TX
Mechanical Engineering
Samir Michael
Civil Engineering
***Jeffrey William Moon,  Edina, MN
Honors in Biomedical Engineering
Gregory Andrew Mulligan,  Barrington, IL
Biomedical Engineering
Richard Thomas Murtha,  West Des Moines
Mechanical Engineering
Andrew Richard Myers,  O'Fallon, MO
Chemical Engineering
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Cory Nelsen,  Storm Lake
Mechanical Engineering
Abby M. Neu,  Iowa City
Chemical Engineering
Mary Elisabeth Nielsen,  Muscatine
Civil Engineering
Ian Palle Nilausen,  Iowa City
Civil Engineering
Emily Mae Northup,  Hedrick
Biomedical Engineering
Joseph Edward Olson,  Palatine, IL
Civil Engineering
Nicholas James Pace,  Geneva, IL
Mechanical Engineering
John Lewis Perkins,  Bloomington, MN
Civil Engineering
*Vijay Niels Permeswaran,  Le Mars
Biomedical Engineering
Nicholas Atam Piplani,  Delmar, NY
Mechanical Engineering
Sean Plenner,  Deerfield, IL
Civil Engineering
**Alex Michael Potter,  Iowa City
Civil Engineering
***Benjamin Ronan Pratt,  Naperville, IL
Electrical Engineering
Grant Edwin Priebe,  Wausau, WI
Biomedical Engineering
Brent Daniel Putz,  Dyersville
Mechanical Engineering
Staci Lyn Quam,  Milwaukee, WI
Biomedical Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Riley Patrick Quinn,  Cedar Rapids
Civil Engineering
**Karthik Ramachandran,  New Delhi, India
Honors in Chemical Engineering
Keegan Daniel Rathe,  Raymond
Mechanical Engineering
Bradley Edward Reuter,  Spragueville
Civil Engineering
Jayni Marie Rizer,  Strawberry Point
Industrial Engineering
Jacob Scott Robbins,  Chicago, IL
Chemical Engineering
Jordan David Roelfs,  Mediapolis
Mechanical Engineering
Ouided Rouabhi,  Iowa City
Biomedical Engineering
Scott James Ruebush,  Coralville
Honors in Mechanical Engineering
Karsen W. Rumpf,  Johnston
Mechanical Engineering
Christopher Michael Ryan,  Lisle, IL
Mechanical Engineering
Dustin J. Sargent,  Lamont
Industrial Engineering
Theodore W. Schmidt,  Iowa City
Civil Engineering
Joseph Patrick Schmitz,  Waterloo
Mechanical Engineering
***Jameson Daniel Schoenfelder,  Iowa Falls
Chemical Engineering
Jason Scholbrock,  Des Moines
Civil Engineering
Tyler M. Schultz,  Middleton, WI
Civil Engineering
*Gregg James Scranton,  Coralville
Electrical Engineering
Michael James Sealy II,  Cedar Rapids
Chemical Engineering
David Allen Sellnau,  Anamosa
Civil Engineering
Owen William Sessions,  Iowa City
Biomedical Engineering
**Deepti Sharma,  Fairfield
Biomedical Engineering
Theodore James Shinners,  Madison, WI
Electrical Engineering
Ryan Matthew Sikes
Civil Engineering
Matthew Sitter,  Cedar Rapids
Electrical Engineering
Luke Lanning Smith,  Iowa City
Honors in Civil Engineering
Spencer Gayle Sophie,  Barrington, IL
Mechanical Engineering
Jonathan Theodore Spading
Mechanical Engineering
Michael David Speers,  Burlington
Mechanical Engineering
Eric Robert Stanton,  Batavia, IL
Biomedical Engineering
Kristen Ann Steffens,  Madison, WI
Biomedical Engineering
Paige Christine Stevens,  Naperville, IL
Civil Engineering
Jessica Marie Stowe,  Rochester, MN
Biomedical Engineering
Austin Harold Swartz,  Marshalltown
Chemical Engineering
Aakant Ramesh Taurani
Electrical Engineering
Ian Jeffery Tenney,  Cedar Rapids
Electrical Engineering
Taryn Michelle Tigges,  Ames
Civil Engineering
Michael John Toraason,  Peru, IL
Chemical Engineering
Christopher Jeffrey Tritle,  Center Point
Industrial Engineering
***Markus Lane Van Tol,  Iowa City
Electrical Engineering
Janani Veluchamy,  Rochester Hills, MI
Biomedical Engineering
Luke Anthony Verhorevoort,  Donahue
Industrial Engineering
*Craig Allen Vidal,  Clinton
Biomedical Engineering
*Brandon Merlin Wagner,  La Motte
Electrical Engineering
Devin A. Wagner,  Oelwein
Electrical Engineering
Geoff Scott Wagner,  Robins
Biomedical Engineering
Saphia Fatima Waheed,  Cedar Rapids
Biomedical Engineering
Michael James Wall,  West Chicago, IL
Industrial Engineering
Jacob Owen Walleser,  Cascade
Mechanical Engineering
Samantha Ashley Weber,  Lakeland, TN
Chemical Engineering
Cory D. Westphal,  Hinton
Civil Engineering
John Joseph Whelan,  Brunswick, GA
Chemical Engineering
***Scott Patrick White,  Dubuque
Honors in Chemical Engineering
Joshua Timothy Wiemann,  Hamilton, IL
Chemical Engineering
Andrew P. Wier,  Eagan, MN
Biomedical Engineering
James Clay Willey,  Cedar Rapids
Honors in Biomedical Engineering
Kelly Jane Wirth,  Waterloo
Mechanical Engineering
Ryan Wood Wright,  Coralville
Civil Engineering
Luke Adam Wroblewski,  Cedar Rapids
Mechanical Engineering
*Biming Wu,  Nanjing, China
Chemical Engineering
Jean Young Yoo,  Naperville, IL
Electrical Engineering
Drew Daniel Zeipen,  Tinley Park, IL
Civil Engineering
**Peige Pei Zhou,  West Des Moines
Biomedical Engineering
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Candidates for Degrees
henry b. tiPPie 
ColleGe of business
Bachelor of Business 
Administration
Joshua John Adam,  Wellman
Management Information Systems
Fawwaz Nabeel Ahmed,  Cedar Rapids
Accounting
Finance
Nabihah R. Ahmed,  Cedar Rapids
Accounting
Bryan Thomas Alsbury
Finance
Karl J. Althaus,  Des Moines
Management
Robert Charles Ambrookian,  Brookfield, WI
Finance
Accounting
Erica Elizabeth Anderson,  Davenport
Finance
Economics
Logan John Anderson,  Waukon
Finance
Management
**Matthew Ross Andracki,  Carol Stream, IL
Marketing
Management
Steven Richard Anthony,  Plymouth, MN
Marketing
Management
Rachel Dianne Argo,  Davenport
Marketing
Management
Adam Michael Arnett,  Davenport
Finance
Jason Shepard Arnold
Finance
Timothy R. Arnot,  Naperville, IL
Finance
Sarah Kathryn Arter,  Bettendorf
Marketing
Kathryn Michelle Atwood,  Naperville, IL
Finance
Soung Rong Au
Marketing
Xiao Bai,  Chengdu, China
Accounting
Natalie Nicole Barczyk,  Grayslake, IL
Marketing
Justin Terry Barnett,  Hawthorn Woods, IL
Marketing
Trew Amadeo Basso,  Peoria, IL
Finance
Economics
Traci Lynne Bauer,  West Chicago, IL
Accounting
Adam Christopher Baumhover,   
West Des Moines
Finance
Jonathan Charles Bedel,  Storm Lake
Management Information Systems
Dana Robert Begley,  Cedar Falls
Management
Thomas Herman Bellagamba,   
Barrington, IL
Marketing
Ryan Michael Bennett,  Cedar Rapids
Management
***Laurel Ann Benson,  Bloomington, IL
Honors in Marketing
Andrew Alan Berg,  Storm Lake
Finance
Andrew James Bergeron,  Tinley Park, IL
Finance
Jacob Edward Berte,  Livermore
Accounting
Kyle E. Berthel
Management
Christopher Brian Bidochka,  Palos Hills, IL
Finance
Brock James Black,  Mason City
Marketing
Taylor David Boegel,  Plymouth, MN
Management
Brandon Angus Bollaert,  Silvis, IL
Finance
Clayton Anthony Bonwell,  Cedar Falls
Marketing
*Alyssa Marie Borst,  Wever
Marketing
Joseph John Bortolini,  Naperville, IL
Finance
Accounting
Bridget Leigh Boryca,  Woodridge, IL
Finance
Sara Jane Boschelli,  Batavia, IL
Management
Laura Marie Bowen,  Marion
Finance
Christopher Dean Brant,  Edwardsville, IL
Accounting
Finance
Christopher Charles Brasko,  Elmhurst, IL
Finance
Lauren Victoria Braun,  Chicago, IL
Finance
Patrick John Brennan,  Teaticket, MA
Economics
Eric William Brenton,  Clear Lake
Management
Anthony John Bria, Jr.,  Palatine, IL
Finance
Alex David Brinker,  Bellevue
Management Information Systems
Derek Lee Bristol,  Roscoe, IL
Marketing
Sean Michael Broderick,  Berwyn, IL
Finance
Wesley James Brown,  Elk Grove Village, IL
Finance
Cameron Dale Browne,  Polk City
Accounting
Finance
Patrick Thomas Browne,  Chicago, IL
Finance
Matthew T. Brummond,  Iowa City
Marketing
Abigail N. Brunks,  Palatine, IL
Finance
Chad Edward Bruntz,  West Des Moines
Accounting
Finance
Gregory Joseph Buck, Jr.,  Algonquin, IL
Marketing
Thomas Christopher Burdakin
Finance
Cody Allen Burger,  Earlville
Marketing
Allison Louise Burns,  Batavia, IL
Marketing
Margaret Auld Burns,  Lake Forest, IL
Marketing
Amanda M. Butterbrodt,  Wilton
Management
John Bennett Buzynski,  Hudson
Finance
Erin Kathleen Byrne,  Orland Park, IL
Finance
Ashley Elizabeth Caffarelli,  Naperville, IL
Marketing
**Lixue Cai,  Shanghai, China
Finance
Hilary Ann Callas,  Moline, IL
Management
**Jennifer Diane Caren,  Libertyville, IL
Accounting
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Amanda Lee Carlson,  Vernon Hills, IL
Marketing
Erin T. Carney,  Saint Charles, IL
Management Information Systems
Alex Martin Carrillo,  Iowa City
Accounting
Brianna Michelle Carroll,  Bettendorf
Management
Edmund Greider Carroll,  Bettendorf
Management
Claire Caruso,  Bettendorf
Marketing
Management
Nathaniel James Castillo,  Coralville
Management
Samuel Peter Chamberlain,  Wayzata, MN
Accounting
Finance
Sarah Elizabeth Chaney,  Alsip, IL
Marketing
Victoria Clarissa Chase,  Shellsburg
Accounting
Economics
Finance
Ai Chen,  Chongqing, China
Finance
Irinna Lifang Chen,  Oskaloosa
Finance
*Xuhui Chen,  Beijing, China
Accounting
Yuxuan Chen,  Beijing, China
Finance
Minki Chun,  Korea
Accounting
Finance
Emily Lynn Claghorn,  Milo
Marketing
*Kathryn M. Clark,  Peosta
Marketing
Tyler Jon Clark,  Davenport
Finance
Accounting
Tyler Matthew Clark,  Cedar Rapids
Finance
Management
Joseph Curtis Classon,  Marion
Management Information Systems
Finance
Caitlin Christine Clemens,  Ankeny
Economics
Charles Roger Clough,  Waukee
Marketing
Timothy Jude Colby, Jr.,  Elgin, IL
Marketing
Brent Michael Concialdi,  Arlington Heights
Management Information Systems
Megan Colleen Considine,  Byron, IL
Marketing
Brianna Michelle Coopman,  Midway, UT
Marketing
Robert Thomas Corcoran,  Joliet, IL
Finance
**Patrick Michael Cornally,  Cedar Falls
Finance
Economics
Thomas Richard Costantino
Finance
Patrick James Cowhey,  Lake Forest, IL
Economics
Finance
Chelsea Elizabeth Cox,  Marion
Finance
Mcgowan Patrick Coyle,  Winnetka, IL
Finance
Management
Nicholas Ryan Crandall,  Morton, IL
Finance
Jonathon David Crockett,  Davenport
Finance
Economics
Casey Patrick Cunningham,  Rock Island, IL
Economics
Finance
Jonathan Albert Dahlman,  Webb City, MO
Accounting
Finance
Edward Russell Damisch,  Elgin, IL
Management Information Systems
*Andrew Scott Daniels,  Glenview, IL
Finance
Economics
Marketing
Kellie Marie Daniels,  Plainfield, IL
Accounting
Management
**Elizabeth Marie Davidson,   
West Des Moines
Honors in Management
Ethan Paul Davidson,  Davenport
Marketing
Andrew James Davies,  Cedar Rapids
Management Information Systems
Austin Klein Dean,  Milwaukee, WI
Finance
Economics
Nicholas James Deblasio,   
South Barrington, IL
Finance
Tucker Wenk Deeter,  Lake Forest, IL
Marketing
Krista Anne Dejoode,  Macomb, IL
Finance
*Xili Deng,  Chengdu, China
Accounting
Management Information Systems
Kyle Scott Depaepe,  Muscatine
Finance
Mary Katherine Dermody,  Chicago, IL
Finance
Daniel James Derry,  Rockford, IL
Management Information Systems
Jonathan Lee DeKock,  Marion
Management
Joshua Daniel DeSousa,  Cedar Rapids
Economics
Nikita Dhungana,  Iowa City
Accounting
Ricardo Diaz,  Elgin, IL
Finance
Carlton Jerome Dick,  Saint Louis, MO
Finance
Crystal Katherine Dierks,  Council Bluffs
Finance
Marketing
Tristan Anthony Dobrian,  Iowa City
Management Information Systems
John Patrick Doessel,  McHenry, IL
Marketing
Samantha Maureen Dolan,  Eagan, MN
Marketing
Stephen Anthony Dolatowski,  Wheaton, IL
Marketing
Finance
Joel Michael Doty,  Cedar Rapids
Accounting
Finance
Isaac Doucette,  Iowa City
Management
*Gayle Elise Doud,  Stuart
Finance
Joshua Downen,  Park Ridge, IL
Finance
Luke John Downes,  Iowa City
Accounting
Nick Joseph Downey,  Cedar Rapids
Marketing
*Justin Michael Downs,  Manchester
Finance
Daniel Joseph Drallmeier,  Batavia, IL
Finance
Hannah Elizabeth Draxten,   
Fergus Falls, MN
Marketing
***Wei Du,  Jinan, China
Finance
Austin Joseph Duede,  Urbandale
Economics
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Amanda Katherine Duski,  Lombard, IL
Management
Ryan L. Ebeling,  Villa Park, IL
Finance
Jonathan Schaefer Eberlin,  Peoria, IL
Marketing
Ryan Jacob Ekland,  Cedar Rapids
Accounting
Zachary Scott Elges,  Bettendorf
Management
Jacob Robert Ellett,  Iowa City
Finance
James M. Elliott,  Naperville, IL
Accounting
***Jeffrey William Epner,  Vernon Hills, IL
Marketing
Management
Cassandra Escobar,   
Guatemala City, Guatemala
Marketing
Travis John Espenhover,  Carroll
Finance
Andrew S. Ewing,  Iowa City
Finance
Daniel John Fabinski,  Bloomingdale, IL
Management
Timothy Fangman,  North Liberty
Management
Mary Ellen Fennell,  Chillicothe, IL
Accounting
Ryan Scott Ferris,  Palatine, IL
Finance
Alex Warren Fetter
Accounting
Brian Lawrence Finnerty,  Glen Ellyn, IL
Marketing
Andrew M. Flynn,  Bettendorf
Marketing
Megan Ann Flynn,  Wellman
Marketing
Finance
*Heather Elizabeth Fomon,  Iowa City
Finance
Jacque Renne Ford,  Onalaska, WI
Management
Marketing
Christopher J. Frain,  South Bend, IN
Finance
Charles Francis,  Glen Ellyn, IL
Accounting
Cameron Carl Frick,  De Witt
Finance
Chad Daniel Frink,  Spencer
Management
***Daniel Matthew Froeschle,  Davenport
Accounting
Economics
Allison Ashley Frost,  Council Bluffs
Marketing
Taylor Juliene Fuerst,  Washington
Management
Marketing
David Charles Fulcher
Finance
Elizabeth Fuller,  West Branch
Accounting
Finance
Matthew William Gaither
Management
Marketing
Devin M. Gale,  Clive
Marketing
Suresh Kumar Ganaser,   
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Finance
Tyler Rodolfo Garcia,  Sioux City
Marketing
Sara A. Gardner,  Central City
Honors in Economics
Christopher James Garza,  Fort Madison
Accounting
Management Information Systems
Ryan Christopher Gasiorowski,   
Carol Stream, IL
Finance
Matt Hadley Gatens,  Iowa City
Marketing
Brian Gates,  Clear Lake
Finance
Matthew David Genslinger,  Aurora, IL
Management
Kathryn Susan Gernes,  Des Moines
Marketing
**Christine Keenan Gerwe,  Bettendorf
Accounting
Marketing
David James Gilbert,  Deerfield, IL
Finance
Zach Gill,  Cedar Rapids
Management Information Systems
Eric Anthony Gilmour,  Marion
Finance
Katie Goettsche,  Cedar Rapids
Management
Marketing
Andy Thomas Goodell,  Bennett
Marketing
Kyle Edward Grace,  West Des Moines
Finance
Jillian Alexandra Granato,   
Hawthorn Woods, IL
Management
Hanjie Gu,  Hefei, China
Finance
Xingyu Guan
Finance
Chase Austin Gunderson,  Odebolt
Marketing
Management
Michael James Gunther,   
Arlington Heights, IL
Accounting
Finance
Jia Guo,  Taiyuan City, China
Finance
Michael Anthony Gurgone,  Chicago, IL
Finance
Economics
Lauren E. Haahr,  Sioux Falls, SD
Economics 
Honors in Business Administration
Jonathan Paul Haedt,  Davenport
Marketing
Rachael Joan Haesemeyer,   
Apple Valley, MN
Marketing
Logan Tyler Hale,  Cedar Rapids
Finance
David Haley,  Cheyenne, WY
Marketing
Joseph Kenneth Haley,  Mount Pleasant
Accounting
Colleen Ann Hannon,  Darien, IL
Accounting
Greggory Rolston Harder,  Iowa City
Finance
Adam Andrew Hasselquist,  Le Mars
Finance
Economics
Christopher E. Hauerwas,  Neenah, WI
Management
Megan Rose Hauswirth,  Iowa City
Economics
Michael Benjamin Hayden,  Coralville
Finance
Kathleen Frances Hayne,  McLean, VA
Marketing
Management
Jiahui He,  China
Finance
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Ruiying He,  Shenzhen, China
Finance
Economics
Zhizhou He,  Shenzhen, China
Accounting
Management Information Systems
Anita Sue Hear
Management Information Systems
Darrin L. Hearn,  Marion
Management Information Systems
Michael Aaron Heath,  Geneva, IL
Marketing
Alexander James Hedrick,  Council Bluffs
Finance
Michael Gregory Hedrick,  De Witt
Marketing
Andrew John Heffernan,  Naperville, IL
Finance
Amanda Jo Heims,  Delhi
Finance
Accounting
Laura Grace Heineman,  Ogden
Marketing
Alexander A. Heinen,  Batavia, IL
Economics
Douglas A. Henry,  Downers Grove, IL
Finance
Grady D. Henry,  Ankeny
Marketing
Management
Johanna Dublin Herder,  Cedar Rapids
Accounting
Erik Hermansen,  Excelsior, MN
Accounting
Marcus James Heyland,  Fort Madison
Finance
***Michelle Marie Hillenbrand,   
Mequon, WI
Marketing
Caitlin Therese Hillsman,   
La Grange Park, IL
Finance
Matthew Ryan Hintz,  Waterloo
Accounting
Finance
Max Michael Hoffman,  Cascade
Management
Amanda Kristine Houseal,  Brea, CA
Marketing
Jennifer Hovda,  Cedar Rapids
Finance
**Caitlin Brooke Howard,  Coralville
Accounting
Chad Stephen Howard,  Urbandale
Finance
*Leigh Chaisson Howell,  Ames
Accounting
Kaibo Huang,  Beijing, China
Finance
Eric Mark Huber,  Mount Prospect, IL
Finance
Ronnie Dewayne Hudson, Jr.,  Sioux City
Finance
Danielle Elizabeth Huff,  Saint Charles, IL
Marketing
Rebecca Erin Hughes,  Elmhurst, IL
Accounting
Lee Joseph Hunold,  Donnellson
Finance
Economics
Jennifer Marie Hunter,  Iowa City
Accounting
Yuyang Huo,  Xi'an, China
Finance
Staci Rose Huseman,  North Aurora, IL
Finance
Chelsey Ann Hynes,  Iowa City
Management
Jonathan D. Jaeger,  Keota
Finance
***Andrea Gianna Janus,  Orland Park, IL
Finance
Tara Lyn Jarvinen,  West Des Moines
Marketing
Ji Hye Jeong,  Daejeon, Korea
Management
Timothy Vincent Jestice,  Cedar Rapids
Finance
Economics
Kevin Jiang,  Bound Brook, NJ
Finance
Lei Jiang,  Nanjing, China
Accounting
Finance
Wei Jiang,  Council Bluffs
Accounting
Finance
Cameron Scott Johnson,  Woodridge, IL
Finance
Nicole Fischer Johnson,  Eagan, MN
Marketing
Management
Mitch Jones,  Fort Dodge
Management
Theodore Jun,  Iowa City
Finance
Brad Greg Kamrath, Jr.,  New Hampton
Finance
Economics
Evan Marc Kander,  Buffalo Grove, IL
Honors in Economics
Michael Karsa,  Downers Grove, IL
Finance
Joshua Andrew Kasik,  Glen Ellyn, IL
Finance
Ashley Desiree Kasper,  Des Moines
Marketing
Management
Bradley Lawrence Kay,  Naperville, IL
Finance
Jordan P. Keller,  West Point
Finance
Jonathan Michael Kelly,  Wheaton, IL
Management Information Systems
Stacy Kelly,  Lake View
Accounting
Barrett Christopher Kelpin,  Kalamazoo, MI
Finance
Ben Drake Kelsey,  Naperville, IL
Accounting
Brock J. Killion,  Iowa City
Management Information Systems
Lindsey Marie Kimmerle,  Dundee
Accounting
Finance
Jessica Ann Kinneer,  Wellman
Accounting
Finance
Michael J. Kinney,  Alton
Management
Marketing
Matthew L. Kirkeeng,  Bettendorf
Finance
Drew Alden Kirkpatrick,  Centerville
Accounting
Management Information Systems
Blaine E. Klaczak,  Frankfort, IL
Management
Korey Kletschke,  Sioux City
Finance
Alyssa Kliefoth,  Brayton
Finance
Katie Jo Kloppenburg,  Osceola
Management
Carla Marie Kmiec,  Barrington, IL
Accounting
Joshua Alan Kolbus,  Normal, IL
Finance
James Patrick Konrath, Jr.,  Chicago, IL
Marketing
Corey Eugene Kotlinski,   
Hawthorn Woods, IL
Marketing
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Mara Koulogeorge,  Glenview, IL
Management
Joshua H. Krakauer,  Buffalo Grove, IL
Marketing
Lacy Lee Kramer,  Lu Verne
Accounting
Management
Laura Marie Krogh,  Ankeny
Marketing
*Lucyna Krol,  Hoffman Estates, IL
Management
*Andrea Elizabeth Kroll
Accounting
Sara Jan Kromminga,  Monticello
Finance
*Kaila Paige Krum,  Arlington Heights, IL
Finance
Bradley James Krumwiede,  Glen Ellyn, IL
Management
Marketing
Susan Marie Kuhl,  Beaman
Finance
Rebecca Paige Kusy,  Urbandale
Marketing
*Denis L. Kutcher,  Iowa City
Management
*Grzegorz Labuz,  Mount Prospect, IL
Honors in Economics
Brittany Rose Laine,  Libertyville, IL
Marketing
Austin Landini,  Coralville
Economics
Bradley Douglas Lane,  West Des Moines
Accounting
Scott Richard Langenberg,  Waterloo
Finance
*Sarah Ellen Langlas,  Wheaton, IL
Accounting
Finance
Cody Matthew Langman,  Taintor
Marketing
Matthew Dean Lanning,  Creston
Finance
Economics
Kyle Eric Larsen,  Saline, MI
Finance
Michael Taylor Lauer,  Wheaton, IL
Finance
***Amie Laufer,  Grayslake, IL
Accounting
Trent Frederick Lawson,  Indianola
Management Information Systems
**Jennifer Helen Layer,  Lemont, IL
Accounting
Aimee Nicole Lee,  Geneva, IL
Management
Brian Walter Lein,  Stone Lake, WI
Accounting
Finance
Kylie Rae Lemkau,  Omaha, NE
Marketing
Caitlyn Jo Lesan,  Creston
Management
Marketing
Suzy Rose Levett,  Cedar Rapids
Finance
Accounting
Brittany Levin,  Elk Grove Village, IL
Marketing
Daniel Marc Levinson,  Algonquin, IL
Economics
Allen Levit,  Northbrook, IL
Management
*Linshan Li,  Yangzhou, China
Finance
Siyuan Li
Accounting
Ye Li,  Coralville
Marketing
Xiaoling Liang,  Guangzhou, China
Marketing
Management Information Systems
Sean Robert Lichtenvoort,  Algonquin, IL
Marketing
Andrew Michael Lies,  Naperville, IL
Accounting
Jiamin Liu,  Shenzhen, China
Accounting
Mingfei Liu,  Tangshan, China
Finance
Jacob Darwin Loffredo,  Webster City
Management
Marketing
Si Lu,  Chongqing, China
Finance
Ethan Scott Luebbering,  Morton, IL
Management Information Systems
Contessa Kathleen Lynch,  West Branch
Economics
Xing Ma,  Beijing, China
Finance
Brian Brookman Mahoney,  Deephaven, MN
Finance
Jie Mai,  Beijing, China
Finance
Alex Marion Main,  Crystal Lake, IL
Finance
Stephanie Nicole Malley,  Cedar Falls
Management
Nathan Lee Manchester,  Naperville, IL
Finance
Corey Joseph Manders,  Andrew
Finance
Brett Phillip Mangan,  De Witt
Marketing
Jodi Rose Manternach,  Monticello
Management
Michael Thomas Marbach,  Orland Park, IL
Finance
Devin Michael Marino,  Park Ridge, IL
Management
Katie Marks,  Swisher
Management
Adam Mcquillen Martensen,  Iowa City
Management Information Systems
Marketing
Wade Anthony Martin,  Fort Dodge
Finance
Ryan Michael Masters,  New Hampton
Finance
Marketing
Jason Robert Mathews,  Willowbrook, IL
Finance
Honors in Economics
Colin P. McCaffrey,  Wesley Chapel, FL
Finance
Colin R. McCammack,  Barrington, IL
Finance
Economics
Kristen Elizabeth McCann,  Itasca, IL
Marketing
Finance
Tim Ryan McCarthy,  Oak Park, IL
Finance
Economics
Paul Michael McCoy,  Iowa City
Management
Michael Joseph McCreary,  Hiawatha
Finance
Mitchell Winston McElman,   
Crystal Lake, IL
Management
Stephen Jay McLean,  Naperville, IL
Economics
Finance
Brian Patrick McNabb,  Naperville, IL
Accounting
Kaeley Lynn McNerney,  Kildeer, IL
Marketing
Patrick Connor McNichols,  La Grange, IL
Finance
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Stephanie C. McWilliams,  Sheldon
Marketing
Management
Ross Robert Meany,  Waterloo
Management
**Tracy Jean Mellott,  Red Oak
Management
Kaitlin Marie Miller,  Waukee
Economics
*Kaitlyn Kay Miller,  Des Moines
Marketing
Management
Kyle John Millikan,  Willow Springs, IL
Finance
Morgan Ashley Mills,   
La Grange Highlands, IL
Finance
Akshay Mishra,  Davenport
Finance
Alec Davis Monachino,  West Des Moines
Management Information Systems
Hannah Elizabeth Moore,  Sterling, IL
Management
Sara Katherine Morelli,  Iowa City
Finance
Kristine Anne Moreno-Monge,  Iowa City
Management
J. Matthew Morris,  Naperville, IL
Management
Lindsey Elizabeth Morrison,   
Saint Louis, MO
Marketing
Trae David Mottet,  Sycamore, IL
Marketing
Beshara Moussa,  Cedar Rapids
Finance
Economics
**Sarah M. Moy,  Lake Villa, IL
Honors in Marketing
Danielle Lynn Mrla,  Lawton
Accounting
Sarah Courtney Mueller,  Brookfield, WI
Management
Marketing
Sarah Ann Muntz,  Le Grand
Finance
**David E. Naccache,  Naperville, IL
Accounting
Finance
Raija Tesmer Naegeli,  Apple Valley, MN
Accounting
Economics
Sukriti Nayar,  West Des Moines
Accounting
Finance
Robert William Newland,  Des Moines
Accounting
Ryan M. Newton,  Bellevue
Finance
Joseph Jeffrey Nichols,  Vernon Hills, IL
Accounting
Alesha Loretta Nickeson,  Maquoketa
Management Information Systems
Marketing
Benjamin Jeffrey Nielsen,  Marion
Accounting
Finance
Nate Cole Nielsen,  Des Moines
Management
Finance
James Victor Niemann,  Eden Prairie, MN
Marketing
Zitong Niu,  Zhengzhou, China
Finance
Marketing
Cassandra Marie Noonan,  Cedar Rapids
Marketing
Betsy Kay Norman,  Cedar Rapids
Finance
Marketing
Kahle Novak,  Cedar Rapids
Marketing
Bryan J. Nugent,  Plymouth, MN
Marketing
Management
Neal Patrick O'Brien,  Aurora, IL
Accounting
Shauna Catherine O'Grady,  Urbandale
Marketing
Kevin O'Donnell O'Malley,  Palos Park, IL
Accounting
Jin Woo Oh,  Seongnam, Korea
Finance
Sarah Chelsea Olson,  Radcliffe
Marketing
Management
David H. Oolman,  Orange City
Marketing
Sylviane Elisabeth Openshaw,  Fairfield
Marketing
*Christopher Robert Ourada,   
Germantown, WI
Accounting
Anthony David Palcheck,  Palatine, IL
Marketing
Di Pan,  Wuhan, China
Finance
Yi Pan,  Jinan, China
Accounting
Finance
Jacob Paul Panek,  West Des Moines
Accounting
Finance
Nathan Eugene Panther,  Muscatine
Management
Sean Papreck,  Wheeling, IL
Finance
Caroline Marie Pardikes,  Lake Zurich, IL
Marketing
Adam Grant Leland Parker,  Holstein
Finance
Timothy John Parris, Jr.,  Pasadena, CA
Marketing
Lucas Alan Passow,  Pomeroy
Management
Harshil A. Patel,  Ames
Accounting
Finance
Rylee Marie Paterson,  Storm Lake
Management
Phillip R. Patten,  Johnston
Finance
Joseph M. Pavelka,  Urbandale
Accounting
Finance
Thomas David Payne,  Davenport
Accounting
Finance
Katelyn Elizabeth Pedersen,  Antioch, IL
Finance
Cong Peng,  Zhengzhou, China
Accounting
Finance
***Zachary Joseph Percival,  Clive
Management
Riley Nathan Perlen,  Lincolnwood, IL
Marketing
Timothy Joseph Person,  Glenview, IL
Management
*Nicholas Mitchel Petersen,  Davenport
Finance
Economics
*Anika Marie Peterson,  Morton, IL
Marketing
Management
Anthony Richard Peterson,  Glenview, IL
Finance
Derek Riley Peterson,  Lombard, IL
Marketing
Mallory Renae Peterson,  Easton, MO
Management
Rachel Lyn Peterson,  Geneva, IL
Finance
Matthew John Petitt,  Arlington Heights, IL
Accounting
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***With Highest Distinction
Thomas Andrew Pettis,  Davenport
Marketing
Andrew R. Phinney,  Davenport
Accounting
Finance
Colton William Pierce,  Austin, TX
Marketing
Dustin Raymond Pirie,  Iowa City
Economics
Kelli Elizabeth Polk,  Lake Zurich, IL
Management
Marketing
Paige Elizabeth Preissler,  Lemont, IL
Management
Eric Martin Preston,  Buffalo Grove, IL
Management
Marketing
Steven Prigge,  Hampshire, IL
Management
Koby Michael Pritchard,  Boone
Management
Jesse J. Probasco,  Johnston
Accounting
Liyang Pu,  Nanjing, China
Marketing
Dongfang Qi,  Dongfang, China
Accounting
Finance
Blake James Randolph,  Crystal Lake, IL
Finance
Jill Nicole Rankin,  North Liberty
Accounting
Blake William Rasing,  New Hampton
Finance
Accounting
Lucas Randolph Rasmussen,  Wheaton, IL
Finance
Monica Kristine Rauch,  Bettendorf
Management
Jeffrey Richard Redmond,  La Grange, IL
Finance
Jonathan Brian Rehnstrom,  Marion
Management
Daniel Sargent Reichardt,  Clive
Finance
Brian Daly Reilly,  Chicago, IL
Management
Morgan Josephine Reilly,  Waukesha, WI
Marketing
Management
Wei Ren,  Shenzhen, China
Finance
Steven Robert Resch,  Rock Island, IL
Management
Marketing
Krista Dawn Riedesel,  West Des Moines
Management
Luigi Joseph Righi,  West Des Moines
Finance
Economics
Kara Jean Rittenhouse,  Naperville, IL
Finance
Rocio Cristina Rivera,  West Liberty
Finance
Accounting
Will Christian Roeber,  Emmetsburg
Economics
Paige Nicole Rogers,  Knoxville
Management
Marketing
**Nicholas Allan Rohrbeck,  Glidden
Marketing
Lindsey Roman,  Arlington Heights, IL
Finance
Marketing
Brian Stuart Rooke,  Northbrook, IL
Management
Justine Kay Roose,  Sheffield
Accounting
Andrew Thomas Rosback,  Chaska, MN
Economics
Katie Virginia Rosch,  Glen Ellyn, IL
Marketing
Kayla Briann Ross,  Rock Rapids
Marketing
Natalie Elizabeth Roth,  Burlington
Accounting
Nicole Marie Ruebe,  Mount Prospect, IL
Marketing
Management
Clare Aine Ruscello,  Chicago, IL
Management
Stephen Mark Rusch,  Naperville, IL
Finance
Tyler Charles Rustin,  Wilmette, IL
Management
Daniel Joseph Ruzich,  Orland Park, IL
Finance
Stephanie Nicole Ryerson,  West Des Moines
Accounting
**Jostten Kenneth Sackitey,  Exton, PA
Economics
Finance
Helen Rebecca Saggau,  West Des Moines
Marketing
Zachary Martin Savino,  Naperville, IL
Marketing
Anthony Joesph Scardina,  Naperville, IL
Finance
Joshua David Schaefer,  Bloomington, IL
Accounting
Finance
Lauren Beth Schaeffer,  Clive
Marketing
Brian Jerome Schall,  Clive
Finance
Ann Nicole Schey,  Wheeling, IL
Finance
Marissa Eileen Schlosser,  Bettendorf
Finance
Joshua Schmaren,  Buffalo Grove, IL
Management
Ryan George Schofield,  Sycamore, IL
Finance
Kathryne Angela Schomburg,  Spencer
Economics
Megan Rose Schultz,  Itasca, IL
Management
Steven Dean Schwartz,  Northbrook, IL
Marketing
Matthew James Schwarz,  Darien, IL
Finance
Mark Alan Schwenker,  Davenport
Finance
Management
Marketing
Jordyn N. Searcy,  Geneva, IL
Management Information Systems
Catherine Mabel Sebolt,  Seymour
Finance
Aaron Stanley Secrest,  Polk City
Finance
William Frederick Seitz,  Woodridge, IL
Marketing
Adam R. Selman,  Buffalo Grove, IL
Economics
Finance
James Reilly Sharkey,  New Lenox, IL
Marketing
Brian Allen Shay,  North Liberty
Finance
*Ming Shen,  China
Accounting
Finance
Shen-Ping Sheng,  Taiwan
Finance
Kevin Richard Simek,  Wheaton, IL
Finance
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Thomas Scott Simpson,  Eagan, MN
Accounting
Kok Chang Siow,  Malaysia,   
Management
Michael Patrick Smego,  Hinsdale, IL
Marketing
Carter William Smelser,  Hudson
Finance
Kurt Ian Smentek,  Geneva, IL
Finance
Economics
Daniel Robert Smith,  Sterling, IL
Accounting
Jenna Rae Smith,  Beaman
Finance
Richard Crawford Smith,  Grayslake, IL
Management
*Patrick Bruce Pennington Snell,  Ames
Economics
Sean James Soseman,  Bettendorf
Management
Allison Claire Sparks,  Bartlett, IL
Marketing
Christopher Speer,  Vernon Hills, IL
Finance
Lincoln Andrew Sprague,  Ojai, CA
Management
Finance
Jordan Michael Springsteen,  Burlington
Marketing
Jessica Anne Spychala,  Chicago, IL
Marketing
Management
James Michael Lee Steffen,  Argyle
Marketing
Kathleen M. Steffens,  Woodstock, IL
Accounting
Eric Bruess Steinfeld
Marketing
Christopher Scott Steinke,   
Dover-Foxcroft, ME
Marketing
Kristianne Vivian Stenoien,  Inverness, IL
Management
Spencer Stephens,  Marion
Accounting
Finance
Ross A. Sterland,  Naperville, IL
Marketing
Kyle Robert Stewart,  Cedar Rapids
Economics
Finance
Natalie Margaret Stone,  Peoria, IL
Management
Alyssa Marie Stricker,  Harvard, IL
Finance
Jonathan J. Stromert,  Cedar Rapids
Accounting
Finance
Alexander Sturwold,  Schaumburg, IL
Finance
Hengyi Su,  Hengyang, China
Accounting
Finance
Lanting Su,  China
Finance
Yifan Su,  Chengdu, China
Finance
Li Sun
Accounting
Tiantian Sun,  Qingdao, China
Marketing
Management
Chen Tan,  China
Finance
Accounting
*Qiuchen Tao,  Hangzhou, China
Accounting
Lindsey Susan Taramelli,  Carol Stream, IL
Marketing
Victoria Marie Tate,  Allen, TX
Management
Marketing
Shi Wei Teo,  Melaka, Malaysia
Finance
Michael Philip Thomsen,  Davenport
Finance
Economics
Jody Thorson,  Cedar Rapids
Management Information Systems
Tyler James Tiecke,  Muscatine
Finance
Marketing
Justin Paul Timmerman,  New Liberty
Management
Joseph Stephen Townsend
Accounting
Mai Phuong Tran,  Iowa City
Accounting
Lauren Michelle Trilling,  Buffalo Grove, IL
Finance
*Brenton M. Tunis,  Bettendorf
Finance
Jeffrey Reed Turner,  Eldora
Marketing
**William Bennett Turner,  Corning
Accounting
Finance
Austin Michael Tysklind,  West Des Moines
Management
Lyndsey Annette Underwood,  Keokuk
Management
Marketing
Remington Sloane Van Dyke,  North Liberty
Marketing
Domingo Antonio Ruben Vega,   
Cedar Rapids
Finance
Kevin Joseph Velovitch,  Noblesville, IN
Finance
Management
Thomas M. Vercillo
Finance
Michael W. Villhauer,  Iowa City
Management
Ellyn Shannon Vranicar,   
Western Springs, IL
Finance
Kenneth Charles Vrtis,  Naperville, IL
Marketing
Beverly Mai Vu,  Cedar Falls
Finance
Jordan Craig Wagner,  Urbandale
Finance
Marketing
Jared David Walahoski,  Urbandale
Finance
Richard Robert Walden,  Waterloo
Business Administration
Paige L. Wallace,  East Moline, IL
Economics
Management
Mark Daniel Waller,  Des Moines
Economics
Kyle D. Walleser,  Lansing
Finance
Jayce Andrew Wallin,  Bettendorf
Accounting
Finance
Andrew Dean Walser,  Cedar Rapids
Management Information Systems
***Aiying Wang,  Shenzhen City, China
Accounting
*Anqi Wang,  Shanghai, China
Finance
Aoyi Wang,  Chengdu, China
Finance
Lu Wang,  China
Accounting
Ziyi Wang,  China
Finance
Accounting
Alex James Ward,  Gilman
Accounting
Finance
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Michael John Ward,   
Inver Grove Heights, MN
Marketing
Nicholas William Ward,  Ankeny
Accounting
Finance
Phillip James Ward,  Iowa City
Management Information Systems
Brandon Joel Warren,  Vernon Hills, IL
Marketing
Kathleen Therese Washburn,  Cedar Rapids
Marketing
Elizabeth Renee Watkins,  Taylor Ridge, IL
Management
Nathan Daniel Weekly,  Atkins
Accounting
Finance
Economics
Mark Christopher Weiss,  Batavia, IL
Finance
Economics
Christopher Ryan Weitz,  Dubuque
Marketing
Solomon Tane Welling,  West Des Moines
Finance
Jordan Lee Wells,  Altoona
Finance
Economics
Jennifer L. Wenz,  Barrington, IL
Marketing
Finance
Joshua Michael Wesner,  Solon
Management
***Jamie Lynn Wheeler,  Johnsburg, IL
Marketing
Trent Dean Whitinger
Economics
Colton Trent Wicker,  Lake View
Finance
Hanna Margarete Wiesmayer,   
Elk Grove Village, IL
Finance
Allison Richelle Williams,  Waukee
Marketing
Jake Vincent Williams,  Sac City
Finance
Terris Elmer Williams, Jr.,  Urbandale
Management
Adam Steven Wilson,  Racine, WI
Accounting
Jacob Mathew Wilson,  Des Moines
Management
Erik Robert Windler,  Northbrook, IL
Management
John Henry Windler,  Northbrook, IL
Management
Justin A. Wingo,  Rolling Meadows, IL
Finance
Madeline Leigh Winkler,  De Witt
Accounting
Christopher Louis Wise,  North Oaks, MN
Marketing
Samuel Aaron Wiss,  Fort Dodge
Finance
Timothy Bramley Wood,   
West Des Moines
Accounting
**Daniel James Wu,  Waterloo
Management Information Systems
Jie Wu,  Guiyang, China
Finance
Xiao Wu,  China
Finance
Sushma S. Yadav,  Marion
Accounting
Xu Yang,  Pella
Finance
*Yuankai Yang,  Qingdao, China
Accounting
Xiaoxiao Yao,  Huzhou, China
Management Information Systems
Sravanthi Yarramasu,  Naperville, IL
Management
Alex Michael Young,  Breda
Marketing
Management
Sarah Elizabeth Younker,  Iowa City
Finance
Sarah Ann Yount,  Bloomington, IL
Marketing
Peiying Yu,  Chengdu, China
Finance
Zhou Yu,  Shanghai, China
Finance
Walter James Zawlocki,  Buffalo Grove, IL
Accounting
Jian Zhang
Finance
Jiazhu Zhang,  Guiyang, China
Finance
*Linzi Zhang,  China
Finance
Quan Zhang,  China
Finance
Marketing
Sisi Zhang,  China
Finance
Yangtian Zhang,  Xi'an, China
Finance
Management
*Shuo Zhao
Accounting
Qi Zheng,  Iowa City
Finance
Chuanxi Zhong,  Chengdu City, China
Finance
Marketing
Xiaodan Zhou,  China
Finance
Xixi Zhu,  China
Marketing
Scott Michael Zurborg,  Davenport
Finance
Candidates for Degrees
henry b. tiPPie sChool 
of ManaGeMent
Master of Business 
Administration
Yakubu Agbese
*Jennifer Allen
*Brian Arroyo
*Eric Andrew Baker
Polina Beauchamp
*Mayuresh Dilip Bedekar
*Mallory Benham
Akhil Bhargava
*Melanie Blass
John Edward Boken
Justin G. Botts
Thomas J. Bowman
Nicholas Brandt
*Mark John Braun
Michael Joseph Breitbach
Stephen H. Butler
*Shawna Christine Elmore Cassidy
Jason Andrew Castor
*Andrew D. Cerny
Joshua David Clark
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*Kyle Douglas Collins, Jr.  
Berneil Sabado Colorado
Joseph Michael Compton
Anthony Peter Conticelli
David Brian Cooper
*Jaclyn Rae Cummings
*Mohan Prasad Dasari
*Derek Alan Deer
Michael Andrew Delaney
Nicole E. Dephillips
*Benjamin Pryce Diehl
Rebekah Noel Dove
Adriane Elizabeth Downs
*Joseph Michael Featherstone
Laura Janae' Ferring
Jonathan Erik Finley
*Crystal Laura Franke
Kirsten Anne Franzen
Chad C. Friel
*Harish Tulshiramji Gandhi
Lu Gao
*Natalie C. Garin
Fred Wilson Garner II
Dawn Marie Gifford
*Mark Nicolas Gomez
Robert J. Goodin
*Prashant Shankar Gosavi
Andrew Edwin Grabher
Bethany Grabher
Jessica Therese Graham
Gregory Louis Greco
Nathan Greuel
Allison Raye Grunst
Heather Leigh Grunst
*Matthew David Gunderson
Dustin Michael Hammersland
Zacharias Len Hancock
*Allen Richard Hansen
*Matthew Carl Hass
*Daniel David Haut
Terri Marie Hein
Erin S. Herting
*Isaac Allred Hess
Mark Kenosian Hoy
*Yuliya Ibraimova
Michael Ray Ivester
Reed Castor Jaksich
*Jase Edward Johnson
*Michael Donald Johnson, Jr.  
*Katie Lynn Kaduce
Kenneth Khim Kiat Khoo
Matthew Thomas Kiesling
Hyundong Kim
Jong Bae Kim
Daniel L. Klassen
John Robert Koch
Kam Fu James Kong
Daniel Robert Kraft
Eric Kuebler
Sachindra Kumar
Jeffrey Eric Laban
Ting Ngai Lam
Lucas Todd Lampe
Jordan L. Landau
Louis Lynn Landphair
Christy Marie Lang
Matthew Richard Larew
Cory Alan Lasker
Justin Michael Lawrence
Ryan Michael Lenger
*Michael Thor Lieberg
Nicholas John Liker
Riley Lind
Michelle Annette Lindsay
Rashelle Marie Ludolph
Timothy John Luksetich
*Ryan David Majerus
Vasant Suresh Marathe
Kathryn Sue Marescalco
Scott Eugene Marsh
Amber Lee Matz
*Randolph Craig Matz
David Lloyd McAllister
John Andrew McClellan
Riley John McDermott
*Michael J. McDonald
John David McMillin
Daniel Joseph Murray
Ashley Nicole Zappa Nelson
*Dustin Michael Nelson
*Robert Allen Newgard
Travis Newton
*Jennifer Ocken
Carolyn Ann Olmstead
Pavan Sreeramulu Omtri
Jordan Taylor Owen
Scott Allen Pallwitz
Jodi Patton
*Kelly Ann Peacock
Lanette Lynn Peavey
*Eric Thomas Peterson
John Grant Peterson
Vineeth Varghese Philip
Vance Thomas Pieske
Eric Pitts
Will Joseph Max Pohlman
Shan D. Prendergast
Aaron Michael Rahe
Cristen Lynn Ratliff
*Salima Rattansey
*Alan I. Reed
*Scott C. Reeder
*John C. Renning
Nathaniel Bruce Roelfs
Deepakkumar Rohida
Robert F. Rossiter
*William Conover Rue
Eldin Sabic
*Anthony Barry Desmond Samuels
Jennifer Lyn Schuckman
Kory Schuckman
Joseph Kale Schuette
*David Jeffrey Scott
*Benjamin Allan Sebers
David Lee Shissler
*Chad Michael Sites
*Jeremy Michael Smith
Scott Spelich
Drew Speraw
Bo James Stackhouse
Isaac D. Stauffer
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Timothy Neil Strunk
*John Thomas Sturtevant
Stephanie Mo Fen Tang
Erik Kristian Tefteller
*Rakesh Tiwari
Andrew Topps
*Shailly Trivedi
Gail Wilczynski Tutt
Tracy Cole Uhlman
*Kshitij Vaish
Benjamin Nicholas Van Someren
*Jason VanGundy
Justin R. Vavroch
Paravasthuramesh Velayuthasamy
Richard J. Vondra
Anne Wangui
Nicole Marie White
Andrew John Wiese
Matthew James Wiese
*William Wu
David Scott Wylie
Yajun Zeng
Bradley Scott Zoodsma
      
Candidates for Degrees
ColleGe of nursinG
Bachelor of Science in 
Nursing
Amina Abdullah,  Cedar Rapids
Carrie Ann Adams,  Ames
Kelly Rae Adams,  Naperville, IL
Tara Ann Adams,  Bettendorf
Honors in Nursing
Janet Remilekun Ayodele,  Iowa City
Betty Baker,  Story City
Melissa Lynn Barnes,  Bettendorf
Honors in Nursing
Joan Elizabeth Berkey,  Clinton
Adam Dane Bernard,  Iowa City
Connie Meislahn Blum,  Manning
Ellen Kearns Borhart,  Marengo, IL
Ann Marie Boysen,  Pocahontas
Kaitlin Marie Brandt,  Peoria, IL
Laura Diane Brown,  Lakewood, CO
Larissa Marie Buelow,  Cedar Rapids
Honors in Nursing
Anne Kathryn Bye,  Edina, MN
Honors in Nursing
Kaitlyn Ruth Anne Caffrey,  Indianola
Hannah Rebecca Campbell,   
Rosemount, MN
Kelly Burns Carlson,  Glendale, WI
***Alexis May Carson,  Columbus Junction
Honors in Nursing
Molly Beth Chickering,  Sheldon
Kristen Randall Cox,  Iowa City
Molly Dee Cullinan,  Belmond
Honors in Nursing
Millarahi Carmen Delso-Saavedra,   
Iowa City
Honors in Nursing
Terry L. Derr,  West Des Moines
Megan Elizabeth Doherty,  Boyden
Honors in Nursing
Gail Marie Dooley,  Urbandale
Lauren Claire Dovalina,  Wadsworth, IL
Brianne Lynn Duncan,  Carter Lake
Hannah Barlow Dunn,  Eagan, MN
Honors in Nursing
Emily K. Ehlen,  Cedar Rapids
Honors in Nursing
Amber Lynn Faron,  Lockport, IL
Margaret Victoria Finn,  Dekalb, IL
Amber MaeAnn Ford
Honors in Nursing
Erin Elizabeth Frasher,  Anamosa
Nicole Elizabeth Freeman,  Tampa, FL
Brandi Leigh Garrett,  North Liberty
Honors in Nursing
Brandon Patrick Garvin,  North Liberty
Emily Beatrice Gast,  Osage
Honors in Nursing
Kelli Jo Gear,  Norwalk
Lauren LaRae Gerdom,  Mason City
Brandi Nicole Gonzales,  Armstrong
Ashley Elizabeth Gorden,  Lake City
Mary Denise Groves,  Greenfield
Honors in Nursing
Amanda Sue Halbur,  Manning
Honors in Nursing
Carol L. Handke,  Dyersville
Trendy Marie Hanft,  Nora Springs
Anasara Henry,  Le Mars
Mary Louise Holstad,  Northwood
Honors in Nursing
Jody Ann Hosch
Tiffany A. Hua,  Mount Pleasant
Julie A. Hull,  Boone
Honors in Nursing
Shannon Morrow Hunger,  Iowa City
Jay Jackson,  Cape Coral, FL
Brianna Rose Jensen,  Shelby
Honors in Nursing
**Julie Kay Johnson,  Spencer
**Stephanie Ann Johnson,  West Des Moines
Honors in Nursing
Tara Christine Jones,  Brighton
Sarah Joyce Kelley,  Woodbine
Amy Rosemarie Kenning,  Defiance, MO
Taylor Marie Kesterson,  Williamsburg
Stacy Jo Kinnander,  Armstrong
Lora Christina Knaack,  Ida Grove
Kathy Ann Koch,  Farley
Melissa Marie Koster,  Wall Lake
Victoria Lynn Krol,  Lombard, IL
Vanessa Lynn Kurtz,  Oelwein
Honors in Nursing
***Austin Douglas Langel,  Le Mars
Honors in Nursing
Jennifer Marie Lewis,  North Liberty
Maggie Losasso,  Glen Ellyn, IL
Honors in Nursing
Daniel Lose,  Rochester, MN
*Lauren Grace Lund,  Johnston
Honors in Nursing
Chelsea Regina Lyons,  Hiawatha
Lynna Lucille Malloy,  Williamsburg
Honors in Nursing
Tamika Elaine McCue,  Iowa City
Alana Christine McGinnis,  Moline, IL
*Ann Eleanor McKillip,  Davenport
Honors in Nursing
*Kelsey A. McKone,  Lisbon
Honors in Nursing
Megan Anne McLaughlin,  Monticello
Michelle Mary McNeil,  Frankfort, IL
Honors in Nursing
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Haley Ann McNulty,  Newhall
Honors in Nursing
Shannon Elizabeth Metge,  Marshalltown
Honors in Nursing
Cassandra Renee Mills,  Sioux City
Heidi Ann Milota,  Marion
Honors in Nursing
Adam Thomas Misfeldt,  Palo
Honors in Nursing
Tyler Charles Moeller,  Mount Pleasant
Honors in Nursing
*Jessica Taylor Muniz,  Glen Ellyn, IL
Honors in Nursing
Sarah Marie Nuehring,  Monona
Aubrie Ana O'Rourke,  Maquoketa
Kristen Rae Paris,  Wapello
Vaidehi D. Patel,  Hanover Park, IL
**Laura Ann Paulsen,  Durant
Honors in Nursing
Christina Louise Peterson,  Dows
Honors in Nursing
Taylor Ann Peterson,  Waterloo
Honors in Nursing
***Jaime Morgan Pfeiffer,  Saint Charles, IL
Honors in Nursing
Emily Ann Phillips-Thams,  Denison
Susan I. Rasmusson,  Bondurant
Rachel Marie Rauenbuehler,  Muscatine
Honors in Nursing
Kelly Marie Ritchie,  Montrose
Honors in Nursing
Samantha Jane Robison,  Northbrook, IL
Honors in Nursing
Aaron Wayne Rogers,  Iowa City
Jessica Lynn Rohde,  Mount Pleasant
Alyssa Michelle Rosenberg,  Hartley
Patrice Rose Rosenberg,  Lake Zurich, IL
Honors in Nursing
DeAnne Savick,  Ogden
**Kathryn Marie Schmalzer,  Roselle, IL
Honors in Nursing
Erin Lynn Schreiber,  Council Bluffs
Honors in Nursing
Samantha Jo Specht,  Sherrill
Honors in Nursing
Sherry Kay Spring,  Moulton
Hannah Jane Stieglitz,  Rockford, IL
Hannah Jo Swanson,  Lockridge
Honors in Nursing
Sara Lynne Timko,  Deerfield, IL
Sima Mary Tran,  Sioux City
***Stephany Lynne Walk,  Osage
Honors in Nursing
Thomas A. Webering,  Glenwood
Hannah Elise West,  Marshalltown
Alise Marie Whitt,  Yorkville, IL
***Jenna M. Winters,  Mason City
Danielle Marie Witt,  Delmar
Ashley Jo Wolfe,  Hudson
Honors in Nursing
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Henry B. Tippie
College of Business
The University of Iowa first offered 
courses in economics and business in 1858. 
The School of Commerce was formally 
established in 1914 and the College of Busi-
ness Administration, which was founded 
in 1921, received national accreditation in 
1923. The College was renamed the Henry 
B. Tippie College of Business  
in 1999. Today, there are more than 3,000 
students in the College working toward 
Bachelor of Business Administration 
(B.B.A.), Master of Accountancy (M.Ac.), 
Master of Business Administration 
(M.B.A.) and doctoral (Ph.D.) degrees.
The Undergraduate Program provides a 
broad business education along with spe-
cializations in the areas of accounting, eco-
nomics, finance, marketing, management 
and organizations, and management infor-
mation systems. Student organizations, the 
Frank Business Communications Center, 
and specialized programming for targeted 
student groups provide a full-service edu-
cational experience.  In addition, students 
can earn certificates in International Busi-
ness, Entrepreneurship, and Risk Manage-
ment and Insurance.
The Tippie M.B.A. program provides 
advanced management education that 
expands a student’s ability to excel in the 
global business economy. The full range of 
M.B.A. programs is listed in the adjacent 
column. The Master of Accountancy pro-
gram is intended for students seeking a 
career in public accounting. The College’s 
Ph.D. program prepares individuals for 
faculty positions in academia, as well as for 
business or government careers.
The College hosts a number of centers 
that promote research and opportuni-
ties within specialized career areas. The 
Hawkinson Institute of Business Finance 
provides opportunities for students in-
terested in working in the investment 
community, while the Emmett J. Vaughan 
Institute for Risk Management and Insur-
ance helps students explore careers in risk 
management and insurance. The Institute 
for Economic Research and the RSM Mc-
Gladrey Institute of Accounting Education 
and Research provide research and services 
to their respective fields.  The John Pap-
pajohn Entrepreneurial Center offers a full 
spectrum of programming for both student 
and community-based entrepreneurs. Stu-
dents in the Tippie College of Business can 
learn more about the global business envi-
ronment through the Institute for Interna-
tional Business and participate in hands-on 
projects with real world clients through the 
Marketing Institute.
With more than 42,000 alumni living 
around the globe, the Tippie College of 
Business has had an impact on the world 
of business.
Henry B. Tippie 
School of 
Management
Created in 1960, the Master of Business 
Administration (M.B.A.) Program at The 
University of Iowa was “born into a secure 
future as the College’s flagship.”  Now, 
boasting enrollment of more than 1,000 
students, the M.B.A. Program is recognized 
as being among the top programs in the 
world.
The School’s core mission is to produce 
global business managers with rhe requi-
site skills and competencies to successfully 
compete in the global marketplace. The 
curriculum and supporting activities helps 
students to both deepen and broaden their 
business skill set to be optimally equipped 
to add value in the business and public 
sectors. The program is designed for col-
lege graduates in any field but emphasizes 
the importance of professional experience 
prior to enrollment.
Students have the option of pursuing the 
M.B.A. degree on campus through the Full-
time M.B.A. Program, part-time through 
the M.B.A. for Professionals and Managers 
(M.B.A.-PM), or via the Executive M.B.A. 
or the International M.B.A. programs.  
M.B.A.-PM classes are offered in the Quad 
Cities, Cedar Rapids and Des Moines.  
Students may pursue the Executive M.B.A. 
program in Iowa City and the dual-degree 
Executive M.B.A. Program in Cedar Rap-
ids. The International M.B.A. Program 
consists of the European M.B.A. Program 
offered in Italy and the Asian M.B.A. Pro-
gram offered in Hong Kong. More than 
250 companies are currently represented in 
the Tippie programs designed for working 
professionals.
The School participates in several joint-
degree programs for students enrolled 
full-time.  These include the M.B.A./J.D. 
Program with the College of Law, the 
M.B.A./M.D. Program with the Carver 
College of Medicine, and the M.B.A./
M.H.A. Program with the College of Public 
Health.
More than 7,300 graduates now hold an 
M.B.A. degree from The Henry B. Tippie 
School of Management.  Successful alumni 
can be found worldwide, in every facet of 
today’s global economy. 
College of 
Dentistry
Dental education began at The Univer-
sity of Iowa in 1882 with 14 students, four 
faculty members, and a first year’s budget 
of just over $1,000. Patients were treated in 
an improvised clinic equipped with bor-
rowed barber chairs. Today the College of 
Dentistry is ranked among the leading den-
tal schools in the United States. An integral 
part of The University of Iowa Health Sci-
ences Center, the College enrolls dental stu-
dents, advanced education and graduate 
students in programs representing almost 
all of the dental specialties as well as mas-
ter’s and Ph.D. programs in oral science. 
The Dental Science Building affords 
faculty and students of the college excel-
lent facilities for their many programs of 
research into the nature and treatment of 
oral diseases. These investigations have re-
sulted in a number of significant advances 
in dental science.  
An expansion and renovation of clinic, 
classroom and research space are currently 
underway and will result in state-of-the-art 
facilities for students, faculty and patients.
Faculty, postdoctoral and predoctoral 
students extend service to hundreds of 
thousands of Iowa citizens in the patient-
care clinics of the Dental Science Build-
ing. Students also provide dental care to 
Iowa communities through the College’s 
extramural programs in hospitals, com-
munity health centers and nursing homes. 
Dental health educational presentations are 
regularly provided by dental students in 
schools, nursing homes and other locations 
throughout the state.
The College has a long history of gradu-
ating students who become nationally 
prominent clinicians, dental educators, and 
researchers. More than 3,000 living alumni 
perpetuate the College’s tradition of excel-
lence as they distinguish themselves with 
contributions to their professions and our 
society.
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College of 
Education
The College of Education traces its 
roots to the University of Iowa’s found-
ing in 1847. Teacher education was the 
only program specifically called for when 
legislators created the State University of 
Iowa, just two months after Iowa became 
a state. Currently, the College enrolls ap-
proximately 550 undergraduate students in 
programs that prepare them for licensure 
in special education, elementary education, 
and eight secondary education areas, and 
over 650 graduate students in programs 
that U.S. News & World Report consistently 
rank among the top twenty public gradu-
ate programs in the nation. 
Education graduates can be found serv-
ing as counselors, psychologists, principals, 
superintendents, student development 
experts, testing specialists, and educational 
leaders across the nation. In addition to 
their innovative teaching, the College’s 
eighty faculty members are actively en-
gaged in research and service. They have 
formed numerous partnerships with com-
munity school districts throughout Iowa 
to create and investigate new methods of 
learning and teaching. They also provide 
a wide range of outreach services by sup-
plying valuable information and support 
for teachers, administrators, counselors, 
and communities. Faculty members work 
collaboratively with K-12 educators, assist 
school districts with curriculum develop-
ment, provide counseling services, and 
administrator workshops for professional 
development and continuing education. 
The College is also home to the Iowa 
Testing Programs, developers of the Iowa 
Assessments. ACT and Pearson Education 
both developed from the Iowa Testing Pro-
grams. Faculty members have also worked 
with the Educational Testing Service and 
the College Board.
As a leader of gifted education, the Col-
lege’s Connie Belin & Jacqueline N. Blank 
International Center for Gifted Education 
and Talent Development offers services, 
support, and programs for academically 
gifted and talented students and their 
teachers from pre-K through college level. 
These activities touch the lives of children 
from a wide variety of communities across 
the region and have helped distinguish 
the College as one of the top programs for 
gifted education in the country. 
The College also excels in the area of as-
sisting learners with disabilities. The Iowa 
Center for Assistive Technology Education 
and Research (ICATER) not only provides 
hands-on preparation to all College stu-
dents, but also conducts and supports 
research examining the effectiveness of 
adaptive technology devices in education, 
living, and work. In addition, the REACH 
(Realizing Educational And Career Hopes) 
program offers a two-year certificate, with 
a third-year option, for students with intel-
lectual and learning disabilities. The first 
of its type at a major public university, 
REACH empowers these young adults 
to acquire the skills necessary to become 
independent, productive, and fully par-
ticipating adults living and working in the 
community. 
College of 
Engineering
Engineering is a profession devoted to 
applying knowledge of the mathematical 
and natural sciences to the discovery and 
development of efficient ways to use the 
materials and forces of nature for the ben-
efit of society.
Career opportunities in engineering are 
numerous and diverse. In preparing men 
and women for these opportunities, The 
University of Iowa College of Engineering 
seeks to produce high-calibre professionals 
with interdisciplinary interests and strong 
backgrounds in engineering fundamentals. 
It offers students engineering education in 
the context of a diversified university with 
a strong College of Liberal Arts and Scienc-
es and outstanding professional colleges. 
With educational courses dating back 
more than 100 years, the College today 
has an enrollment of about 2,035 stu-
dents—1,663 of whom are undergraduates. 
About 54 percent of undergraduate enroll-
ment comes from the state of Iowa, with 
another 37 percent attending from contigu-
ous states. Women make up approximately 
22 percent of undergraduates. 
There are 85 faculty serving six under-
graduate programs in biomedical, chemi-
cal, civil, electrical, industrial, and mechan-
ical engineering. 
Student achievement has become a hall-
mark of the College. Average ACT scores 
are consistently in the top 10th  
percentile.
Even though engineering students 
represent only 5.8 percent of University 
enrollment, they are awarded many top 
first-year merit scholarships. Since 1980, 
25 engineering students have earned the 
prestigious University Hancher-Finkbine 
Medallion for achievement and leadership. 
The College is the first in the U.S. to offer a 
Technological Entrepreneurship Certificate 
with an engineering degree.
The college offers graduate programs 
in biomedical, chemical and biochemi-
cal, civil and environmental, electrical 
and computer, industrial, and mechanical 
engineering. Research units of the college 
include the Center for Bioinformatics and 
Computational Biology, Center for Com-
puter-Aided Design, IIHR—Hydroscience 
and Engineering, and the Iowa Institute for 
Biomedical Imaging.
Graduate College
The University of Iowa’s Graduate Col-
lege was founded in 1900 and that year 
awarded its first doctorate to Fred D. Mer-
ritt in political science. Since then, it has 
conferred 75,614 master’s, 543 specialist, 
and 19,626 doctoral degrees. With more 
than 5,500 students, the college now ac-
counts for nearly one-fifth of the Univer-
sity’s total enrollment, in more than 100 
different programs of advanced study, 
research, and artistic creation. The Gradu-
ate College is a proud supporter of inter-
disciplinary programs, including a unique, 
individualized interdisciplinary studies 
doctorate program.
All faculty members with professorial 
rank in the academic divisions of the Uni-
versity hold membership on the Graduate 
College faculty; thus, almost all of the Uni-
versity’s 1,621 faculty members participate 
in graduate instruction. Because academic 
programs involve specialists from differ-
ent disciplines and because many faculty 
members hold appointments in more than 
one department, school, or college, gradu-
ate instruction is assured a healthy interac-
tion and collaboration among disciplines. 
A number of the University’s graduate 
programs are recognized as the finest, 
or among the finest, in the nation. The 
Graduate College boasts five winners of 
the prestigious UMI/CGS Dissertation 
Prize, the most awarded to any doctoral 
institution since the inception of the 
award. In 2001 the college inaugurated 
its Graduate College Outstanding 
Mentor Awards. The awards for the 2011-
12 academic year were made to John 
Engelhardt, Anatomy and Cell Biology; 
and Adelaide “Dee” Morris, English, 
in recognition of their outstanding 
contributions to graduate education.
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opportunities while teaching the values and 
skills important to new lawyers through 
activities that include:  pro bono (law-related 
volunteer) projects, community service op-
portunities, service learning courses, and 
professional values and civic leadership 
programs.
Our faculty is comprised of nationally 
and internationally known scholars and 
accomplished teachers who are leaders in 
their fields of study.   Their scholarship is 
cutting-edge and their research and advo-
cacy make a difference on issues ranging 
from bankruptcy law to the criminal justice 
system.  The College of Law offers a climate 
of collegiality where student-faculty interac-
tion is pervasive, and where collaboration 
across disciplinary boundaries yields new 
insights and cross-campus partnerships.
The College of Law ranks among the na-
tion’s best law schools, public or private.   
But, as a public law school, we take our 
public missions of access, affordability, and 
service seriously.  To fulfill the promise to 
the public we serve, we draw upon the 
breadth and depth of the law school’s as-
sembled expertise to create new knowledge 
and to address the weightiest problems con-
fronting modern society.  We are grateful to 
the State of Iowa and the many individuals 
whose support contributes to our successs.
College of Liberal 
Arts and Sciences
The College of Liberal Arts and Sciences 
invites students to explore the entire range 
of human learning: the fine arts, the human-
ities, the social sciences, and the natural and 
mathematical sciences.  Our students work 
with faculty members who are committed 
to integrating their research into their teach-
ing and to helping students develop their 
own capacity to ask significant questions, to 
think analytically, to draw conclusions from 
what they learn, and to discover workable 
solutions to problems.  These skills, honed 
throughout the undergraduate experience, 
will form the basis for life-long success and 
learning.  We seek to prepare our graduates 
to be knowledgeable citizens and to enable 
them to continually acquire the new infor-
mation and skills they will need to meet the 
challenges of our ever-changing world.
Although a liberal arts and sciences 
education has been available since The 
University of Iowa first began offering 
instruction in 1855, the “College of Liberal 
Arts” was not created until the beginning 
of the 1900-01 academic year.  In the years 
that followed, other colleges evolved out 
of that first college:  Engineering in 1905, 
Education in 1913, and Commerce (now the 
Tippie College of Business) in 1921.  In fall 
2001, The College of Liberal Arts became 
“The College of Liberal Arts and Sciences,” 
a name that encompasses the breadth of the 
College’s teaching and research.
In 1900-01, the College had about 600 
College of Law
The University of Iowa College of Law 
prepares its students to become tomorrow’s 
leaders in law, government and industry.  
The leading academic law library, a global 
curriculum, and a strong writing tradition 
highlight the world-class legal education 
we provide. Through our unique Citizen 
Lawyer Program, live-client clinics, and a 
wide-range of externship placements, our 
law students hone their skills and embrace 
the highest ideals of the legal profession by 
providing legal services to the indigent and 
working on law reform for the improve-
ment of the general welfare. Iowa-educated 
lawyers begin early to make a difference.
When students choose to come to the Uni-
versity of Iowa College of Law, they become 
part of a proud history.  The College of 
Law is the oldest law school in continuous 
operation west of the Mississippi and from 
the day we first opened our doors in 1865 
through the current day, the College has 
been a welcoming and inclusive community, 
admitting students dedicated to the study 
of law without regard to ethnicity, gender, 
religion, sexual identity, or socio-economic 
status. Today, we have an enrollment of 
more than 600 students and a faculty of ap-
proximately 50 full-time professors.  Ninety-
one undergraduate institutions and 32 states 
and foreign countries were represented by 
the 2011 entering class; approximately 50 
percent of whom are residents of the state 
of Iowa.
Our alumni practice law from Wall Street 
to the Silicon Valley, from London to Bei-
jing, and in each of Iowa’s 99 counties. As 
corporate counsel, they advise business 
leaders, and as chief executive officers, they 
run businesses. They are state and federal 
judges, appointed officials, elected leaders, 
law professors, law deans, and university 
presidents. They can be found in the halls 
of Congress, on Indian reservations, in 
classrooms, courtrooms, and boardrooms 
in every state in the nation, and in countries 
around the world. 
The learning environment at the College 
of Law is rigorous and collaborative, and 
the intellectual climate is open and robust. 
Whether the topic is legal theory or legal 
practice, constitutional law or contracts, 
our students select courses from a rich and 
varied curriculum and participate in a wide 
array of extracurricular learning oppor-
tunities.  Our Legal Analysis, Writing and 
Research program, along with our Writing 
Resource Center and our four student-ed-
ited law journals, showcase our longstand-
ing tradition of training exceptional legal 
writers.
The College of Law offers service to the 
state of Iowa and prepares our students to 
become civically engaged citizens and com-
munity leaders through our Citizen Lawyer 
Program.  This comprehensive program 
develops and matches students with service 
students in its four “courses of study,” and 
a faculty consisting of only 28 professors 
and assistant professors.  Today, more than 
16,000 undergraduates are enrolled every 
year.  Over 90 percent of all UI undergradu-
ates begin their studies in the College of 
Liberal Arts and Sciences, and we award 
more than 70 percent of the University’s un-
dergraduate degrees.  Our students choose 
to major in one—or more—of nearly 60 
different programs leading to a B.A., B.L.S., 
B.S., B.M, or B.F.A. degree.  Many of our 
students add minors and certificates to their 
degrees, further expanding their knowledge 
and skills.
More than 600 tenured and tenure-track 
faculty members form more than three 
dozen separate departments and work 
together in numerous interdisciplinary 
programs to provide research, teaching and 
service to our students, the state, and the 
world.  Faculty members from every area 
of the College have developed national and 
international reputations for the quality of 
their research and creative work.  Every 
year, members of our faculty are recognized 
by national and international foundations, 
earning Fulbright, Guggenheim, National 
Endowment for the Arts, National Institutes 
of Health, and National Science Foundation 
fellowships and other awards.  They receive 
recognition and awards from disciplinary 
organizations as well.  Here on campus, 
CLAS faculty members routinely win 
University-wide teaching awards as well 
as other recognition of their teaching and 
scholarship.  
Our students are also recognized for their 
achievements.  Every year, more than 200 
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences stu-
dents graduate “with honors” in their major. 
Even more graduate “with distinction,” 
“with high distinction,” or “with high-
est distinction.”  Our students participate 
in departmental honors societies, and in 
national honor societies including Phi Beta 
Kappa, Mortar Board, and Omicron Delta 
Kappa.  We are pleased to recognize student 
achievement in other ways, too.  Each year, 
the College provides many scholarships 
recognizing student achievement.  We also 
provide research funding for undergradu-
ates, including the Dewey Stuit Fund in 
Liberal Arts & Sciences, which provides 
support for undergraduate travel, research, 
and mentoring projects.
The College collaborates with other Uni-
versity units to foster scholarship, teaching, 
and service.  We work with every one of the 
other colleges, offering joint programs and 
course work, and providing students oppor-
tunities for collaborative research and other 
learning activities.  We support and are 
supported by the Pomerantz Career Center 
in providing internships before graduation 
and career guidance after graduation. We 
are grateful to the many alumni who con-
tinue to support the College with their time 
and energy and who have helped to provide 
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funding to create opportunities and scholar-
ships for our students.
The College of Liberal Arts and Sciences 
is proud of our history and our current 
endeavors, remaining dedicated to the mis-
sion of the College: to advance scholarly 
and creative endeavor through leading-
edge research and artistic production; to 
use this research and creativity to enhance 
undergraduate, graduate, and professional 
education, health care, and other services 
provided to the people of Iowa, the nation, 
and the world; and to conduct these activi-
ties in a culturally diverse, humane, techno-
logically advanced and increasingly global 
environment.
Roy J. and  
Lucille A. Carver 
College of Medicine
The University of Iowa Carver College of 
Medicine admits students to the four-year 
Doctor of Medicine (M.D.) program. In ad-
dition, the College is home to the physical 
therapy, physician assistant, and medical 
scientist training programs. The College 
offers joint-degree programs with the Col-
leges of Law, Business and Public Health. 
Its faculty members also provide instruc-
tion to several thousand students each year 
from the Graduate College, the Colleges of 
Dentistry, Nursing, Pharmacy, and Public 
Health, and the life science areas of the Col-
lege of Liberal Arts and Sciences. The clini-
cal faculty additionally provides instruction 
for nearly 600 physicians in residency and 
fellowship training in all the medical and 
surgical specialties. 
Each year, several thousand physicians 
and other health professionals update their 
knowledge and skills in the College’s con-
tinuing medical education programs. 
Community-based medical education 
for medical students, residents, and physi-
cian assistant students is available through 
six regional medical education centers 
across the state. The College administers a 
community-based primary care clerkship 
for third-year medical students as well as a 
job-shadowing program for first-year stu-
dents. The College also coordinates the UI-
Affiliated Family Practice Training  
Network—comprised of eight family medi-
cine residency programs in seven Iowa com-
munities—as well as a visiting professor 
program in which faculty members present 
teaching conferences and participate in 
other education activities at the community-
based residency sites. 
The spectrum of new knowledge in 
medicine is such that health care problems 
need to be approached by an integration of 
relevant disciplines and a melding of faculty 
expertise into groups of scholars with a 
common purpose.
UI Carver College of Medicine research-
ers are leaders in the areas of biomedical 
imaging, cancer, cardiovascular disease, 
brain imaging and neurosciences, cystic fi-
brosis, hearing loss and deafness, muscular 
dystrophy, macular degeneration and other 
blinding eye diseases, and Huntington’s 
disease. Carver College of Medicine inves-
tigators have been successful in obtaining 
external support, which contributes to the 
University’s ranking of 10th in National 
Institutes of Health awards among all public 
universities. The research funding and repu-
tation emanate from the efforts of faculty 
and staff, students, and postdoctoral train-
ees working in the laboratories of some of 
the nation’s premier biomedical scientists in 
leading interdisciplinary research and train-
ing programs.
College of Nursing
The University of Iowa College of Nurs-
ing has offered basic nursing education 
since the turn of the 20th century and bac-
calaureate and master’s degree programs 
for more than 50 years. A Ph.D. program 
in nursing began in 1988. The College is an 
integral part of the health sciences campus, 
sharing in and contributing to teaching, 
research, and patient-care resources, which 
have earned international recognition. 
Undergraduate students enter the nurs-
ing program after completing the pre-
professional course.  Six semesters of study 
in nursing are required to complete the 
undergraduate degree.
All senior undergraduates have a clinical 
internship that facilitates the transition from 
student to staff nurse. Internships are super-
vised by 300 staff nurse preceptors across 
the state. 
Special program options are available 
for registered nurses pursuing the B.S.N. 
Registered nurses may complete their B.S.N. 
through an online program.
The Master of Science—Clinical Nurse 
Leader (CNL) role is designed for nurses 
who want to stay at the bedside, lead teams, 
coordinate and improve care and help ele-
vate professional practice standards. Nurses 
with a BSN and approximately two years of 
experience who are seen as strong clinicians 
are good candidates for the CNL program. 
Excellent communication skills, ability to 
negotiate, curiosity and desire to address 
systems problems are essential for CNLs. 
Nurses who like to be leaders and are com-
fortable with ambiguity do well as CNLs.
The Doctor of Nursing Practice (D.N.P.) 
degree is designed to prepare clinicians 
with the knowledge and skills to provide 
the highest standard of care for individu-
als, families and communities and navigate 
today’s complex health care systems. Nurse 
managers and administrators will gain the 
knowledge and skills necessary to develop, 
implement and monitor programs of care 
and policies in complex organizations. You 
can enter the D.N.P. post-B.S.N. or post-
M.S.N.
The Doctor of Philosophy in Nurs-
ing (Ph.D.) program prepares scholars to 
conduct research in nursing, to extend the 
knowledge base relevant to nursing, and 
to collaborate in interdisciplinary research 
with other scholars. Study requires expertise 
in nursing and developing competence in 
research that relates to the practice of nurs-
ing and delivery of health care. Graduates 
of the program are prepared for careers 
as researchers, faculty, consultants, and as 
leaders within the profession, in health pol-
icy making agencies, and within the health 
care system.
College of 
Pharmacy
The College was originated by a forward-
thinking group of pharmacists from the 
Iowa Pharmaceutical Association in 1885 
and was one of the first Colleges of Phar-
macy in the nation associated with a major 
public university. This nationally ranked 
program is located in the Health Sciences 
Center on the west side of the University’s 
main campus in close proximity to the 
Colleges of Medicine, Nursing, Dentistry, 
Public Health and The University of Iowa 
Hospitals and Clinics.
The pharmacy profession is concerned 
with a wide variety of activities, from de-
veloping new drug products to dispensing 
medicines to patients. An important concept 
in the delivery of pharmacy care is medical 
therapy management—the responsible pro-
vision of drug therapy to achieve defined 
outcomes that improve patients’ quality of 
life. These outcomes include preventing, 
arresting, or curing a disease, and/or elimi-
nating or reducing its symptoms. In order to 
carry out these responsibilities, pharmacists 
specialize in the science of drugs and drug 
information.
Iowa’s pharmacy students study with 
professors who are pioneering the develop-
ment of new drugs to solve chronic health 
problems and exploring means to improve 
the safety and effectiveness of current 
drugs. The College is also home to a drug 
research and manufacturing area where 
experimental drugs are produced for testing 
and licensing by manufacturers before being 
introduced worldwide.
The Doctor of Pharmacy (Pharm.D.) de-
gree combines didactic course work with 
extensive pharmacy practice experience to 
prepare a pharmacist for an expanded role 
in monitoring, evaluating, and optimizing 
drug therapy in hospitalized and ambula-
tory patients. Students graduating from the 
college enjoy a wide variety of professional 
opportunities in community pharmacy, 
hospital pharmacy, government, and the 
pharmaceutical industry.
The College also has an extensive research 
and graduate education program leading 
to both master’s and doctoral degrees in 
medicinal and natural products chemistry, 
pharmaceutics, clinical pharmaceutical sci-
ences, and pharmaceutical socioeconomics. 
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Graduation Honors
High scholastic achievement is recog-
nized at graduation time in two ways: 
graduation with distinction, based on 
grades only, and graduation with honors 
in a particular field, based upon both 
grades and the completion of special work 
as outlined by the college and the major 
department. 
Graduation with Distinction.  The Office 
of the Registrar certifies to the deans of the 
colleges the names of students eligible to 
graduate with distinction. To be eligible for 
consideration, the graduate must complete 
the final 60 semester hours in residence in 
the graduating college, at least 45 semester 
hours of which must have been completed 
prior to the final semester of registration. 
The grade-point average upon which dis-
tinction is determined includes all work 
undertaken prior to the opening of the final 
session. 
Graduates with distinction in the colleg-
es of Liberal Arts and Sciences, Engineer-
ing, and Business rank as follows:
With Highest Distinction Highest 2% 
With High Distinction Next Highest 3% 
With Distinction Next Highest 5%
In the undergraduate programs in the 
College of Medicine, distinction recognition 
is determined as follows:
With Highest Distinction 3.85 GPA or above 
With High Distinction 3.75-3.84 GPA 
With Distinction 3.65-3.74 GPA 
 In the College of Nursing, distinction 
recognition is determined as follows:
With Highest Distinction 3.90 GPA or above 
With High Distinction 3.80-3.89 GPA 
With Distinction 3.75-3.79 GPA
 In the College of Pharmacy, distinction 
recognition is determined as follows:
With Highest Distinction 4.0 GPA or above 
With High Distinction 3.75-3.99 GPA 
With Distinction 3.50-3.74 GPA
Distinction is designated by gold stars 
worn on the left sleeve.  Three stars indi-
cate graduation with highest distinction; two, 
with high distinction; and one, with distinc-
tion.
Graduation with Honors Degrees. An 
honors student may complete work for an 
honors degree in one of many fields of con-
centration. Honors students are admitted 
to work in candidacy for an honors degree, 
normally not later than the junior year, 
upon application to and formal acceptance 
by the department of their choice. At the 
option of the department, the special hon-
ors work may be planned as an addition to 
the regular requirements for the major or in 
substitution for some part of these require-
ments. 
Liberal Arts and Sciences candidates 
who are graduating with honors in a par-
ticular field wear white cordons draped 
over the shoulders.
Graduates of these programs are employed 
by the pharmaceutical industry, government 
and also assume academic positions. The 
College also offers a joint degree program 
with the College of Public Health.
College of Public 
Health
Formed in 1999, the College of Public 
Health is the newest collegiate unit at The 
University of Iowa. Building on the Uni-
versity’s long tradition of public health 
training, research, and service—including 
programs targeting agricultural safety and 
health, birth defects and cancer monitor-
ing, health services planning, and women’s 
health—the establishment of this college 
marked a renewed and expanded commit-
ment to improving the health of all  
Iowans and people throughout the world.
Public health is an interdisciplinary field 
made up of a wide range of profession-
als, including physicians, nurses, dentists, 
pharmacists, social workers, nutritionists, 
environmental scientists, health educators, 
biostatisticians, epidemiologists, health ser-
vice administrators, and many others. What 
unites public health practitioners is the 
shared goal of preventing disease and injury 
and promoting healthy practices among 
entire populations.
The College of Public Health includes 
the Departments of Biostatistics, Com-
munity and Behavioral Health, Epidemiol-
ogy, Health Management and Policy, and 
Occupational and Environmental Health. 
Four graduate degrees are offered: Master 
of Health Administration, Master of Public 
Health, Master of Science, and Doctor of 
Philosophy. Several public health combined-
degree options are available with other UI 
colleges, including Business, Law, Medicine, 
and Pharmacy, as well as the College of 
Veterinary Medicine at Iowa State Univer-
sity. An interdisciplinary program in human 
toxicology is available as is an occupational 
medicine residency program. There are 
also opportunities for distance learning and 
certificate programs in public health. In Fall 
2012, the college will begin implementing a 
new 3+2 program that will allow incoming 
undergraduates to earn both a bachelor’s 
degree and a Master of Public Health or a 
Master of Science degree in five years. More 
than 25 research centers and institutes based 
in the college provide focused research on 
critical public health topics and deliver 
outreach and service activities in every Iowa 
county and beyond. Approximately 400 
students are enrolled in educational pro-
grams within the College of Public Health. 
The college is accredited by the Council on 
Education for Public Health (CEPH), the ac-
crediting body for the nation’s schools and 
colleges of public health.
University College
The University College is home to a 
wide range of programs for University of 
Iowa students and precollege students. It 
includes major college-level programs such 
as the University of Iowa Honors Program, 
Career Center Programs, Lifetime Leisure 
Skills, and a degree program leading to the 
Bachelor of Applied Studies (B.A.S.). The 
B.A.S. is designed for graduates of commu-
nity college technical programs who wish 
to complete a bachelor’s degree without 
interrupting their careers. Students work 
with an advisor to plan their own emphasis 
areas. B.A.S. students may plan programs 
designed to help them advance in their cho-
sen career, begin a new career, or prepare for 
graduate or professional study.
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Presidential Emblem
The jeweled gold medallion worn by 
The University of Iowa president during 
commencement ceremonies and other for-
mal academic events on the campus was 
designed as an emblem of the University’s 
presidency by a UI graduate student in 
the School of Art and Art History, Karen 
Cantine.
Featuring an abstract UI motif in the 
University’s colors—old gold and black—
the emblem was first used in the investi-
ture of Howard R. Bowen as the Univer-
sity’s fourteenth president during inaugu-
ration ceremonies on December 5, 1964. 
Four and one-half inches in diameter, 
the medallion is worn on a gold chain also 
designed and made by Mrs. Cantine. Fash-
ioning the emblem from a sheet of 14-carat 
yellow gold, Mrs. Cantine outlined in black 
enamel eight UI motifs in raised gold let-
ters in areas radiating from a large topaz in 
the center. 
The central jewel is almost an inch in 
diameter. A slightly smaller topaz is set in 
the link which attaches the emblem to the 
chain on which it is worn, and eight small 
topazes are set around the edge of the em-
blem, one being placed at the end of each 
“spoke’’ which bears a UI motif. 
Designing and making the presidential 
emblem was part of Mrs. Cantine’s work 
for a Master of Arts degree in metalwork 
and jewelry.
Arts and Letters, white 
Business and Accounting, sapphire blue 
Dentistry, lilac 
Engineering, orange 
Law, purple 
Medicine, green 
Music, pink 
Nursing, apricot 
Pharmacy, olive green 
Philosophy, dark blue 
Science, golden yellow
The Oxford cap, proper for all degrees, is 
worn both indoors and outdoors with aca-
demic costume. The tassel, worn over the 
left eye, is also symbolic of the degree to be 
conferred on the wearer and conforms to 
the code colors for hood trimming.
Practice at The University of Iowa varies 
slightly from that established by the code. 
Candidates for degrees may be identified 
with the colleges from which they are to 
secure their degrees by the color of the tas-
sels they wear. Colleges are designated by 
tassel colors as follows:
Business, sapphire blue 
Dentistry, lilac 
Engineering, orange 
Graduate, black 
Law, purple 
Liberal Arts and Sciences, white 
Medicine, green 
Nursing, apricot 
Pharmacy, olive green
Only candidates for the doctoral-level 
degrees (Doctor of Philosophy, Doctor of 
Audiology, Doctor of Musical Arts, Doc-
tor of Physical Therapy, Doctor of Dental 
Surgery, Doctor of Medicine, Juris Doctor, 
and Doctor of Pharmacy) wear hoods. The 
velvet trim on the hoods for these degrees 
conforms to the colors set forth in the in-
tercollegiate code, and, with the exception 
of the Doctor of Philosophy, the Doctor of 
Musical Arts, the Doctor of Audiology and 
the Doctor of Physical Therapy hoods, are 
the same color as the tassel. The Doctor 
of Audiology and the Doctor of Physical 
Therapy are trimmed in teal. The Doctor 
of Philosophy hood is trimmed in blue, the 
color appropriate to philosophy, and the 
Doctor of Musical Arts hood is trimmed in 
pink, the color for music. In all four cases, 
the tassel worn is black.
The University of Iowa prohibits discrimination in 
employment, educational programs, and activities on the 
basis of race, national origin, color, creed, religion, sex, 
age, disability, veteran status, sexual orientation, gender 
identity, or associational preference. The University also 
affirms its commitment to providing equal opportunities 
and equal access to University facilities. For additional 
information contact the Office of Equal Opportunity and 
Diversity, 319-335-0705. 
Academic Costume
The history of academic dress reaches 
far back into the early days of the oldest 
universities. A statute of 1321 required that 
all “Doctors, Licentiates, and Bachelors” of 
the University of Coimbra wear gowns. It 
is still a vexing question whether academic 
dress finds its sources chiefly in ecclesiasti-
cal or in secular dress. Gowns may have 
been necessary for warmth in the unheated 
buildings frequented by medieval scholars. 
Hoods seem to have served to cover the 
tonsured head until they were superseded 
for that purpose by the skull cap. This was 
itself displaced by a headdress more or less 
like one or another of those now recog-
nized as “academic.” 
Over the many years of development, a 
great diversity of academic apparel made 
its appearance. When American colleges 
and universities desired to adopt some 
suitable system of academic apparel more 
than a century ago, it seemed to them best 
to agree on some definite system which 
all might follow. Accordingly, there was 
held on May 16, 1895 at Columbia Uni-
versity a conference of representatives of 
the governing boards of various interested 
institutions. The outgrowth of that meeting 
was the establishment of “The Academic 
Costume Code.” The code has been revised 
several times since its initial approval. The 
most recent update was in 1986. In nearly 
every instance of the many hundreds of 
colleges and universities of the United 
States which have adopted academic dress, 
the standards thus prescribed have been 
adopted and followed, either wholly or at 
least in the main. 
The academic costume code recognizes 
three styles of gowns: a bachelor’s gown, 
a master’s gown, and a doctor’s gown. In 
conjunction with its centennial celebration 
in May 2000, the Graduate College inaugu-
rated a new doctor’s gown. The differences 
in these gowns are mainly in the cut and 
shape of the sleeves and in the trimming. 
Hoods are also recognized for each of the 
above degrees. They vary in shape, size, 
and length, the larger and more elaborate 
designating the doctoral level. The shell of 
the hood matches the black material of the 
gown, and is lined with the color or colors 
of the institution conferring the degree—in 
the instance of The University of Iowa, old 
gold. The velvet border of the hood is of a 
color indicative of the field of learning to 
which the degree pertains. An abbreviated 
list of these colors as they apply to The 
University of Iowa follows:
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